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117 INTRODUCTION 
The  Commission  of the European  Communi ties publishes  a  regular series of tables to facilitate  comparisons  behJeen the  social  security systems 
of the various  Member  States. 
The  present  Get  of tables  covers  the  general  schemes  in effect  on  1  July 1978  in the nine  l\1ember  States  of the  Community.  This  publication 
is not  intended to provide  comprehensive  documentation,  but  information to  enable the  reader to  compare  auickly and  readily the basic features 
of the  legislation of his  o:m  and  the  other countries  (for more  e.x:haustivc  information reference  should be  made  to special studies).  It has 
not,  therefore,  seemed  nec'~ssa:F~J to  cive full details of the  arrangements  in  eo.,ch  country or to adhere  strictl~r to the national terminologies, 
Hhose  purely formal  differences  are  liable to  exaggerate the  basic differences. 
The  ·lefinition of social security  corresponds  to that  found  in ILO  Convention N°  102  and  includes  all the  contingencies provided  for  in the 
Convention.  A set  of tables has  been  dracm  up  for  each  of these  ri:::;ks  and  the first  hro  sets of tables  deal  1·rith the  g·eneral  organisati.on 
and the  methods  of financing of soclal security.  ::!::ach  table  consists  of  a  double  page,  the left  hand  page  relates to the  countri_es  '!Those 
system of protection more  or less  covers  the  population as  a  ':.'hole,  ':Thilst  the  right  hand  page  relates to those  countries  vrhich  have  a 
specific scheme  for the  majori  t2r  of emplo;yecs.  Apart  from  this,  the present  ed-L tion has  the  same  format  as  the  earlier edition. 
However,  in  one  field,  that  of family benefits,  an attempt  has  been made  to  improve  comparability by  giving the  amounts  in European units  of 
account  as  "1-Jell  as national currencies.  It is hoped  to  pursue this approach in later editions. 
For comparative  statistics reference  should  be  made  to  the  statistical a:r..nexes  to the  Report  on the Development  of the  Social Situation in the 
Community  (pu1::lisbed  2-.nnually)  and  also to  the  specialised publications  issued by  the Statistical Office  of the  European  Communi ties. 
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TABLE  I  - l 
Sickness,  Maternity 
Other  Cash  Hospitals  benefits in 
kind  benefits 
National 
Health  Nat i  o  n  a  l  s  0  c 
Office 
Regional  authorities 
i  a  1 
ORGANISATION  IN  DENMARK 
Ministry of  Social Affairs 
For unemployment  and  supplementary pensions:  Ministry  of Labour 
For hospitals:  Ministry of the  Interior 
Invalidity,  old-age,  E:mployment  injuries 
survivors,  child  and 
allowances  occupational diseases 
-· 
S  e  c  u  r  i  t  y  0  f  f  i  c  e  (1) 
Local municipalities  Registered private  insurance  companies 
(l) The  Labour  Market  Supplementary Pension  Scheme  (ATP)  is administered centrally by an  independent  body managed 
jointly by the two  sides of labour. 
Unemployment 
Labour  Directorate 
Unemployment  funds Health  S  e  r  v  i  c  e  s 
Three  Regional  Health  Boards 
Eight  Area  Health Boards under the general 
supervision of the Department  of Health. 
These also administer certain allowances 
(e.g.  Disabled  persons Maintenance  Allowance, 
Blind Welfare  Allowances,  Maternity 
Grant,  etc.) 
ORGANISATION  IN  IRELAND 
Department  of  Social Welfare 
Department  of Health 
All cash benefits (Sickness,  Maternity,  Invalidity,  Old-age, 
Survivors•  Employment  injuries and Occupational diseases, 
Family Allowances)  except  Unemployment,  Supplementa~ Welfare 
Allowance  and  those mentioned under  'Health Services' 
Centrally administered by the Department  of Social Welfare 
TABLE  I  - 2 
U n  e  m p  1  o  y  m e  n  t 
Administered by local offices of 
Department  of Social Welfare 
9 10 
TABlE  I  - 3 
M e  d  i  c  a  1  c  a  r  e 
National Health Service 
Regional and  Area  Health Authorities 
(under DHSS  supervision) 
ORGANISATION  IN  THE  UNITED  KINGDOM 
Department  of Health and  Social Security  (DHSS) 
Administration of unemployment:  Department  of Employment 
Also  Welsh Office,  Scottish Office and  Northern  Ireland Administration  (1) 
All  cash benefits,  (Sickness,  Maternity,  Invalidity,  Old-e.ge, 
Survivors,  Employment  injuries and Occupational diseases, 
child benefit) except Unemployment  benefit 
Regional  and  local offices of DHSS 
(1) The  structure of this Table relates to England and WalesJ  the Scottish Office and  Northern Ireland Administration 
operate different  structures. 
U n  e  m p  1  o  y  m e  n  t 
Regional  and  local offices of 
Department  of Employment S  i  c  k  n  e  s  s 
Benefits in kind 
COUNCIL  OF 
SICKNESS  FUNDS 
Compensation  fund 
and 
General  Sickness 
Insurance  Fund 
(serious risks) 
Sickness  funds 
ORGANISATION  IN  THE  NETHERlANDS 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
Benefits  in kind  :  Ministry  of Public  Health and  Environment 
Invalidity  Unemployment 
Cash  benefits 
COUNCIL  OF  SOCIAL  INSURANCE 
Two  Incapacity Funds  General  Unemployment  Fund 
Occupational associations  (some  managed  by a  Joint  Administrative 
Office),  which  are  also responsible  for collecting sickness,  unem-
ployment  and  incapacity insurance contributions of employees 
Local authorities  (unemployment  benefit) 
TABLE  I  - 4 
Old-age,  survivors',  family allowances 
Social  Insurance Bank,  which  also manages  the 
old-age,  survivors'  and  family  allowances  funds 
Labour  councils 
ll 12 
ORGANISATION  IN  GERMANY 
TABLE  I  - 5 
Federal Ministry of Labour  and  Social Affairs (l) 
Federal  Insurance Office  (2) 
Siclmess 
(Confederation of siclmess funds) 
Local  funds 
or 
Funds  operated by firms 
or 
Funds  operated by trades 
or 
Licensed mutual health insurance 
funds 
Invalidity,  old-age 
and survivors 
Federal Insurance Institute 
for non-industrial staff 
or 
Land  insurance institutes 
for industrial staff 
Labour Ministers of the  Lander  (2) 
Employment  injuries 
and occupational diseases 
Trade  cooperative associations 
or 
Federal,  Land  or local bodies 
(public employees) 
(l) Fbr family allowances,  responsibility is divided between the Ministr,y for Families and  Youth 
-(legislation) and the Ministry of Labour  and  Social Affairs  (implementation). 
(2) Bundesversichel"'ll''gsamt:  Supervisory body for insurance organs whose  authority exceeds the geographical 
boundaries of a  "Land"J  in all other cases supervision is carried out  by the "Liinder",  under the 
authority of the  Labour Ministers. 
Family allowances  and unemployment 
Federal  Labour Office 
Land  Labour Offices 
Local  Labour Offices Sickness  and  invalidity  Old-age  and  survivors 
ORGANISATION  IN  BELGIUM 
Ministry of Social  Security 
For unemployment:  Ministry of Employment  and  Labour 
Employment  injuries 
and  occupational diseases  Family allowances 
NATIONAL  SOCIAL  SECURI1~ OFFICE  (Collection and distribution of contributions except  for industrial injuries) 
National  Institute for  Sickness 
and  Invalidity Insurance 
(separate management  for medical 
care  and  cash benefits  (INAMI) 
National Associations of 
Federations of recogrnsed 
mutual benefit  societies 
or 
Auxiliary  sickness  and 
invalidity insurance  fund 
Mutual  benefit  societies or 
offices of the auxiliary fund 
National Pension Office  for 
non-industrial staff  (ONPTS) 
National  Fund  for retirement 
and  survivors'  pensions 
(paying-out  body) 
Occu~ational Diseases Fund 
(FMP) 
Industrial Injuries Fund 
(FAT) 
Registered communal  private 
insurance  funds  or societies 
(for employment  injuries) 
National Family Allowances 
Offices for non-industrial 
staff (  ONAFTS) 
Compensation  funds  for 
family allowances 
or 
Regional offices of the ONAFTS 
or 
Special  funds  (for some 
occupations) 
TAELE  I  - 6 
Unemployment 
National Employment  Office 
(ONEM) 
Union  funds 
or 
Auxiliary Fund  for paying 
out  unemployment  benefit 
Local branches 
or 
Auxiliary Fund offices 
13 14 
TABLE  I  - 7 
Sickness,  maternity,  invalidity, 
survivors,  and  occupational risks 
National Sickness  Insurance Fund 
Regional  funds 
Primary funds 
ORGANISATION  IN  FRANCE  (l) 
Ministry  of Social Affairs 
0  l  d  age 
Central Agency  of Social Security Organs 
(responsible for the overall management  of financial assets; 
the collection of contributions is carried out  by associations for this purpose) 
Nati~nal Old-age  Insurance Fund  (2) 
Family Allowances 
National Family Allowances  Fund 
Family allowances funds 
(l) France has an unemployment  benefit  scheme  operated through communal  or department  assistance agencies for unemployed workers, 
and  a  supplementary unemployment  insurance  scheme  (Collective agreement  of 31  December  1958)  organised on  an occupational 
basis by the associations ·for employment  in industry and  commerce,  which are grouped in a  national interoccupational association. 
(2) There is a  regional fund  for the Haut-Rhin,  Bas-Rhin and Moselle departments. Sickness 
(excl. tuberculosis) 
Regions  (only for hospitalisation) 
National  Institute for Sickness  Insurance 
( INAM)  (l) 
INAM  provincial offices (also authorised to 
collect  contributions) 
Local branches  and detached units 
ORGANISATION  IN  ITALY 
Ministry of Labour and  Social Security 
Ministr.y of Health 
Invalidity,  Old-age,  Survivors,  Family 
Allowances,  Unemployment  (and tuberculosis (2)) 
National Institute for  Social Security 
(DlPS)  (3) 
INPS  regional inspectorates 
INPS  provincial offices (also authorised to 
collect  contributions) 
(some  offices in urb~n or suburban  areas working 
for provincial offices) 
TABLE  I  - 8 
Employment  injuries and Occupational diseases 
National Institute for  Insurance against 
Industrial  Injuries  (INAIL) 
INAIL  regional inspectorates 
INAIL  provincial offices  (also authorised 
to collect  contributions) 
{some  local offices) 
(1)  INAM  is being wound  up  but still grants  sickness benefit  (except  for hospitalisation) until the  establishment  of the  planned 
National  Health Service. 
(2)  Except  for hospitalisation  (see "Sickness"). 
(3)  For social  security pensions there is a  "Social Fund"  managed  by  INPS.  Also  managed  by  the  INPS,  a  family allowances  fund 
and  one  for  supplementary benefits (partial unemployment). 
15 16 
TABLE  I  - 9 
S  i  c  k  n  e  s  s 
Sickness  fund  for private non-industrial staff 
or 
National sickness insurance  fund for industrial 
staff 
or 
FUnds  operated by firms 
ORGANISATION  IN  LUXEMBOL~G 
Ministry of Labour  and Social Security (1) 
General  Inspectorate for Social Security 
Invalidity,  old-age,  survivors,  employment 
injuries,  occupational diseases,  family allowances 
Social  Insurance Office  comprising: 
Association for  Insurance against  Accidents 
(industrial and non-industrial staff) 
and Establishment  for  Insurance against Old-age  and 
Invalidity (industrial staff),  also responsible 
for managing the Family Allowances  FUnd  for 
industrial staff (2) 
Pension Fund  for private non-industrial staff 
(invalidity,  old-age,  survivors,  for non-industrial 
staff) also responsible for managing the Family 
Allowances  Fund  for non-industrial staff (2) 
(1)  The  Ministr,y for Family and Population Affairs is responsible for family allowances. 
(2)  The  Fund  also pays birth grants,  for which the Birth Grants  Fund  is responsible. 
U n  e  m p  1  o  y  m e  n  t 
Employment  Administration 
Local  agencies for the  Employment  Administration 
and 
Secretariats in the  local authorities ~
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TABLE  II - 1 
Sickness and  maternity 
Invalidity 
Old  age;  Survivors 
Employment  injuries and 
occupational diseases 
Unemployment 
Family allowance 
NOTES: 
Ee:  =  Employee 
Er:  =  Enployer 
FINANCING 
Rates  and ceilings for  employees in industry and  commerce 
Public health service: 
Cash benefits:  Ee  pays  1%  of 
taxable  earnings 
Er:  Dkr  50  per employee  per year 
1. National pension:Ee  pays  1%  of 
taxable  earnings.  Supplemen-
tary pension:  Dkr  36 per month 
of which Ee  l/3;  Er 2/3 
Insurance contribution varies 
according to the risk,  paid by 
employer 
Ee:  Contributions fixed every yeaz 
corresponding to 2.25 times the 
maximum  rate of daily payment 
(generally Dkr  225  per  d~) made 
by the  fund 
Er:  Dkr  135  per year per employee 
I  R E  L A "f  D 
Health Service 
£  0.50  paid by  employer on  behalf 
of persons with full eligibility 
(see Tables III);  otherwise  paid 
by  lnsured 
Cash  benefits 
l. Weekly  flat-rate contributions 
covering all social  insurance 
benefits 
~El~y~e:!:  men 
women 
,Pn;El~y~r:!:  men 
women 
£  3.42 
i: 3.35 
£  5.26 
£  5.21 
2.  Pay-related 
:Elnployer  : 
:Elnployee  : 
of earnings 
of £  2  500 
contribution 
2% 
1% 
up  to a  ceiling 
~ N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  ~ 
Rate% 
If fully partici-
pating in the new 
State old age 
survivors'  pension 
scheme,  making 
first  payments 
from  April  1979  : 
£.  16.50 
Ee  £.  6.50 
Er  £.  10.00 
of weekly 
earnings provi-
ded that  earnings 
are£. 17.50 or 
more. 
If members  of 
approved  occupa-
tional  scheme, 
same  rates as 
above  for 
earnings up to 
~ 17.50  plus 
f.  9.50 
Ee  !.  4.00 
Er f.  5.50 
for that part 
of earnings 
above£ 17.50 
Ceiling 
r  120 
week 
Sickness:  Benefits in kind are 
almost  entirely financed by 
general  taxation 
nf>r 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
Rate% 
8.2  (a)  (a) 
2.86  (b) 
7.8  (c)  (b) 
Ee  4.1 +  1.25  (c) 
Er 4.1 +  2.86 
+  6.55 
11.4  ~a) 
2.5  (b) 
Ee  4.8 
Er  6.6 +  2.5 
12 
Ee  10.45 
(old age) 
+  1.55 
(survivors) 
See  ''Invalidity" 
1.4 
Ee:  0.7 
Er:  0.7 
Er:  3.2 
Ceiling 
Fl 30 680  or 
Fl  118 per day 
Fl 41  750 
Fl  55  900  or 
Fl  215 per day 
Fl 55  900  or 
Fl 215 
per nay 
Fl 41  750 
Fl  55  900  or 
F1  215  per day 
Fl  41  750 
Sickness:  a  =  benefits in kind 
b  •  general  insurance 
against  serious risks 
c = cash benefits  (ave-
rage rate) 
Unemployment  :  average rate 
Invalidity  : 
(a)  Employees  insurance 
(Fl 34  per d~y free of 
contribution) 
(b)  General  insurance G E R M A N Y 
Rate%  Ceiling 
Average: 11.4  DM  33.300 
Ee  :  5·7 
Er  :  5.7 
18 
Ee:  9  DM  44  400 
Er:  9 
Collective rates according to de-
gree of risks in the various oc-
cupational branches.  Contribution 
fixed by the trade cooperative 
association and  calculated on the 
basis of the total gross earnings; 
low earnings have  been brought 
into line with the earnings  of 
the area 
CeUing:  DM  36 000;  above this de-
pends upon  the regulations 
3 
Ee:  1.5 
Er:  1.5 
DM  44  400 
Sickness:  The  rate varies accord-
ing to regulations of the fund 
concerned:  the ceiling represents 
75%  of the pension ceiling for 
manual  workers 
FINANCING 
Rates  and ceiling for employees in industry and  oommerce 
'3ELGIUM 
Rate% 
5.55 (a) 
2.90 (b) 
Ee:  1.80 +  1.10 
Er:  3-75 + 1.80 
14 
Ee:  6 
Er:  8 
Ceiling 
(a)  -
(b) Bfr 600  300 
-
Insurance  premiums  or contribut-
ions to  employers'  joint  funds 
are  fixed by contract  for indus-
trial injuries. Contribution to 
the Enployment  Injury Fund 
Er  :  0.4 %  and  to the Occupational 
Diseases Fund 
Er  :  0.7 % 
F R A N C E  J  T A L Y 
Rate%  Ceiling  Rate%  Ceiling 
17.95  FF48 000  16.27(Industry) 
Ee: 4.5  14.55 (Commerce) 
Er:l3.45  Eez  0.3 
Of this contribution  4%  (Ee= 1.5% Er:  i4
5·~5
7 (~ndustry< 
Er=  2.5%) Is calculated without  •  (  ommerce 
taking the ceiling into account 
ll.l5  FF  48  COO 
Ee:  3.45 
Er:  7-7 
Collective individual or mixed 
rates according to number  employed 
in the  concern and degree of risk. 
Contribution assessed on  total of 
gross  earnings with a  ceiling of 
FF 48  000 
23.92  (Ind.)  -
23 • 77  (  Comm. ) 
Ee:  7.15 
Er:l6.  77  (Ind.) 
16.62  (Comm.) 
Collective rates based on degree 
of risks in the various  occupat-
ional branches.  The  rate,  varyi~ 
between  3%  and  5%  (average:  3.9%) 
is calculated on  total earnings. 
Also  an  additional contribution 
equal to  2f1%  of social security 
contributions 
2.90 
Ee:  l.2ff/o 
Er:  1.70% 
Bfr 363  000  2.2  FF  192  000  Er:  2.61  (Ind.) 
1.31  (Comm.) 
Er:  7.  75 
Sickness:  a  =  benefits in kind 
b  =  cash benefits 
In addition a  5%  contribution is 
levied on  car insurance  premiums 
Ee:  0.44 
Er:  1.76 
Er:  9  FF  48  000 
Unemployment:  System under the  col 
lective agreement  of 31-12-1958, 
made  generally applicable by the 
ordinance  of 31-7-1967. 
Sicknesst A further contribution 
of  3%  is levied on  car insurance 
premiums 
Er:  6.50 
Sickness:  incl.  maternity  ( 0. 53%  Ind. 
0.31'jo  Comm. ),  2.01'}1.  'l'uberculosis, 
3.8'}1.  pensioners'  sickness insurance, 
0.  58%  agricultural  sohdari  ty,  1.  65% 
hospital  fund. 
Old  a.o:e:  incl.  0.15%  supplement 
~funds  (Industry),  0.15% 
assistance  to  orphans,  0.1%  finance 
of local  authority  cr~ches 0,11% 
for basic  contribution to old age 
and  0. 01'}1.  for assistance to orphans 
Family benefits:  lower contributions 
for certain types  of employer. 
Unemployment:  incl.  O. 01%  basic con-
tribution,  1.1%  (Ind.)  for  topping-
up earnings  (partial unempl.)  and 
0. 3%  supplement  to unempl.  insurance 
TABLE  II - 1 
LUXEMBOURG 
Rate% 
8 
Ee:  4 
Er:  4 
16 
Ee:  8 
Er:  8 
Ceiling 
Lfr 832  176 
-
Collective rates based on  a  scale 
of risks. Contribution fixed by 
the insurance association and cal-
ulated on gross total earnings, 
with a  minimum  equal to the mini-
mum  earnings of an adult  manual 
worker 
0.25 
Er:  2.50 
Family allowances:  rate applicable 
in commerce:2.10% 
Unemployment:financing by  an 
unemployment  fund  which  1s subsi-
dised  by  solidarity taxes  paid by 
individuals and  various bodies 
together with  local authority 
contributions 
- 19-Sickness and maternity 
Invalidity 
Old  age;  Survivors 
Employment  injuries and 
occupational diseases 
Family allowances 
Unemployment 
BEL G 
Rate% 
.FINANCING 
Special rates and ceilings applicable to 
non-industrial staff in  Belgium,  Italy and  hlxembourg 
{Otherwise Table II - 1  rates and  ceilings apply) 
IUM  ITALY 
Ceiling  Rate%  Ceiling 
Benefits in kind:  see Table  II - 1  14.27 (1) 
12.94  ( 2)  -
Cash benefits 
Ee:  0.30 
Er:  13.97  (1) 
12.64  (2) 
2.50  Bfr 600  300  See  Table II - 1  -
Ee: 0.70 
Er:  1.80 
14  Bfr 000  300 
Ee:  6 
Er:  8 
Employment  injuries  - - -
Er:  0.4 
Occ.  diseases:  0.6 
See  Table II- 1  See  Table II- 1  See  Table II - 1  -
See  Table II- 1  See  Table II- 1  Er:  1.61 % (3)  -
TABLE  II - 2 
LUXEMBOURG 
Rate%  Ceiling 
4  Lfr 47  677  per month 
Ee:  2 
Er:  2 
See  Table  II - 1  Lfr 798  000 
See  Table  II - 1  Lfr 798  000 
Er:  1.45  Lfr 798  000 
See  Table II - 1  Lfr 798  000 
(1)  Industry:  including 3.80%  pensioners'  sickness  insurance,  i!/o  tuberculosis,  0158%  agricultural solidarity, 0 153%maternity, J,65%National  hospital fundandO.Ol"/obasiccontribution 
(2)  Credit  sector  :  same  as for industr,y except  that the  ~aternity contri-~tion is 0.20 %. 
(3)  Industr,y- no  contributions for fur...ds  topping-up  earnings  (partial un·amployment). 
for tuberculosis. 
21 22 
TABLE  II - 3 
Sickness/Maternity 
Benefits in kind 
Sickness/Maternity 
Cash benefits 
Invalidity 
Old  age;  Survivors 
Employment  injuries and 
occupational diseases 
Unemployment 
Family allowances 
n  "8  N M A R K 
Financed by local and  central 
Government 
Basic  pensj~~= State covers all 
costs apart from  ~ small part 
covered by contributions 
Supplementary pensions:  No 
Government  participation 
The  State p~s expenditure not 
covered by the  income  from  con-
tributions 
Financed by the Government 
FINANCING 
Public authorities'  contribution 
I  R E L A "'l'  D 
State contributes 97%  for bene-
fits in kind  (workers'/employers' 
contributions represent  only 3% 
of cost) 
State contribution:  difference 
between  amount  of contributions 
and  cost  of benefits 
Financed by the  Government 
{1)  Also Fl  200  million in funds  for invalidity and  old-age  (in liquidation). 
l 
~ N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  ~ 
Government  contributes 
approx.  88% 
Exchequer subsidy of about  18% 
of total contributions plus full 
cost  of non-contributory 
Invalidity Pension,Attendance 
Allowance,  Mobility Allowance, 
and  Non-contributory  Retirement 
Pension 
Financed by the Government 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
Fixed annual  subsidy (indexed) 
for general  insurance  (serious 
risks) 
Annual  subsidy to  cover expendi-
ture on handicapped youth 
Annual  and  special subsidies 
granted to maintain pensions at 
minimum  salary levels 
The  State pays  a  sum  equal to the 
total contributions for unemploy-
ment  insurance  and  finances 
unemployment  assistance 
Budgetary contribution to uphold 
the  law  relating to  family 
benefits for small  businesses. 
A Budgetary subsidy to offset 
social  charges GERMANY 
State contribution to  cost 
of students'  sickness  insurance 
The  Federal Government  refunds a 
lump  sum  of DM  400  for each 
maternity grant  paid 
Annual  Federation subsidies 
fixed  according to variations in 
the general basic earnings 
The  Federal Government  covers 
any  insurance deficit  and  the 
cost of unemployment  assistance 
Financed by Federal budget 
B  1!..  L G I  U M 
Specific contributions  ("social 
diseases":  95%J  invalidity:75%; 
funeral  expenses grant:  70%) 
General contribution:  27%  of bud-
get  estimates for expenditure  on 
medical care 
Annual  State subsidies 
60%  of expenditure  on  silicosis 
benefit 
Cover  for  any deficit 
Annual  subsidy 
Public authorities'  contribution 
F  R A N C E  J  T  A L Y 
The  State covers  any deficit by 
extraordinary subsidies and 
finances assistance to the aged 
and non-military invalids. 
Financing of the national hospi-
tal fund  by  the State and  by 
insurance institutions,  etc. 
Financing of Social Fund 
Unemployment  assistance financed  Annual  State subsidies 
by the public authorities (State, 
departments) 
- Annual  subsidies 
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50%  of administrative and staff 
costs  (excepting funds  operated 
by firms). 
The  State finances certain bene-
fits prescribed by law  (e.g. 
maternity,certain accidents,mental 
and  congenital  illness,tuberculo-
sis,cancer,pol~omyelitis,etc.) 
The  National Solidarity Fund  in-
tervenes for pensioners 
State and  local authorities: all 
costs for the flat  rate part of 
pensions  and  they top up  the 
minimum  pension 
State:  5o%  of administrative costs 
1/3 of cost  of adapting and  ad-
justing pensionsJ  50%  of adminis-
trative costs 
Financing by  an unemployment  fund 
enhanced  by  local authority 
contributions amongst  others 
The  State  finances: 
- the difference between total 
amount  of family allowances  and 
total contributionsJ 
- birth grants; 
- administrative costs; 
- allowances for handicapped child 
ren 
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TABLE  II - 4  Financing systems applicable to  long-term benefits 
n E N M A R K  I  R E L A  ~ D  U N  I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M  N E T H E R L A N D S 
Contribution procedure  Contribution procedure plus  Contribution procedure plus 
Invalidity  Exchequer  supplement  Government  supplement  Contribution procedure 
Contribution procedure 
Old  age;  Survivors  (Supplementary old-age  and  sur- Contribution procedure plus  Contribution procedure plus 
vivors pensions:  mixed  system  Exchequer  supplement  Government  supplement  Contribution procedure 
(p~ as you go  and  capital cover) 
Mixed  system  (p~ as you go  and  Contribution procedure plus 
Employment  injuries and  capital cover)  Contribution procedure  Government  supplement  See  "Invalidity" 
occupational diseases 
24 GERMANY 
Special contribution procedure 
Formation of reserve 
As  :for invalidity 
Contribution procedure 
Formation of a  reserve 
FINANCING 
Financing systems applicable to  long-term benefits 
B.:o..LGIUM 
Contribution procedure 
Capital cover  system 
Employment  injuries: 
capitalisation, 
:financing syntems of commercial 
insurance  companies 
Occupational  diseases: 
contribution procedure 
FRANCE 
Contribution procedure 
Contribution procedure 
Contribution procedure 
T  T  A  L  Y 
Contribution procedure 
As  :for invalidity 
Mixed  system  (contribution pro-
cedure  and capital cover system) 
Formation  o:f  mathematical reser-
ves representing the current 
values of permanent  pensions 
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Invalidity,  old-age  and  survivors 
- annual  :formation of capital to 
cover pensions  due  and the 
rights being acquired by sur-
vivors of pension beneficiaries 
- adjustment  o:f  pensions to the 
cost-of-living index calls for 
capital cover,  but  adjustment 
of pensions to the wage  level 
does not 
- Capital  cover for  pensions 
granted during a  financial 
year; 
- Adjustment  of pensions to 
cost of living and wage  level 
made  annually through 
contributions 
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LEGISLATION 
1. First law 
2.  Basic legislation 
BENEFICIARIES 
Fields of application 
Membership  ceiling 
Dependants 
Special  rules for pensioners 
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DENMARK 
1892 
Public health:  Law  of April  1971 
Hospitals  :  Law  of 1974 
All  residents 
All  residents 
Same  rules as for the  rest of the 
population 
HEALTH  CARE 
IRELAND  UNITED  KINGDOM 
1911  1911 
Law  of 1970  Act  of 6  November  1946 and 
1973  Act 
- Full eligibility: all  necessitou~  All  residents 
persons 
-Limited eligibility: 
all manual workers;  non-manual 
whose  annual  earnings are less 
than £  3  000;  some  other groups, 
e.g.  self-employed persons whose 
yearly income  is below a  fixed 
CU!).O"Wl.t • 
(N.B.  Other persons receive 
specific benefits in oases of 
certain serious or long term 
diseases and disabilities) 
Non-manual  employees:  £  3  000 p.a.  -
The  insured person and his  I  All  residents 
dependent  family 
Same  rules as for the rest of the  Same  rules as for the  rest  of the 
population  population 
NETHERLANDS 
1  November  1941 
Law  of 15 October 1964; 
Law  of 14  December  1967  introducing 
general  insurance for serious 
risks 
1.  All  persons  in paid  employment 
2.  Pensioners 
3.  Unemployed  persons 
For general  insurance  :  all 
residents 
Fl 36  200  p.a. 
Dependent  members  of the family 
Holders  of incapacity pensions  if 
the  incapacity is over 45%  and 
holders of widows'  or orphans' 
pensions.  Contributions are 
compulsory 
Provided that  they were  members 
of the  compulsory  scheme  before 
the  pension was  granted G E R M A N Y 
15  June  1883 
"Versicherungsordnung''  (Insurance 
Code)  of 19  July 1911,  amended  and 
supplemented  on many·occasions 
General  section of the Social  Code 
of 11  December 1975.  prescriptions 
23  December  1976 
1. All  persons  in paid  employment 
and  those  receiving vocational 
training 
2.  Pensioners 
3.  Unemployed  persons 
4.  Persons  receiving transitional 
allowances under vocational 
training arrangements 
5.  Handicapped  persons  employed  in 
sheltered workshops 
6.  Higher education students 
Non-industrial  staff: 
DM33  300  p.a.  (1) 
Dependent  spouse and  children, 
other dependants.  In case of 
need  (monthly  income  lower than 
DM  390) 
Benefits  1n kind for themselves 
and  their families 
Contributions are paid by  the 
old -age  insurance body under 
certain conditions 
HEALTH  CARE 
BELGIUM  F  R A N  C E 
Decree  law of 28  December 1944  5 and  30  April  1930 
Law  of 9 August  1963,  supplemented Social Security Code  - Book  III, 
and amended  Decree of 29  December 1945, 
Law  of 23  December  1963  on 
hospitals 
amended 
1. All workers  bound  by  a  contract 1. All  employees or persons 
of service and categories  assimilated thereto 
assimilated thereto 
2.  Pensioners  (including the 
disabled and orphans) 
3. Unemployed  persons 
4. Handicapped  persons 
5·  Higher education students 
6.  Persons otherwise unprotected 
None 
Dependants,  subject to certain 
conditions 
Those  receiving pensions for a 
working life equal  to at  least 
1/3  of a  full working life are 
entitled to medical  care without 
contribution (also free  care if 
the household's gross annual  in-
come  does  not  exceed Bfrs 213  438: 
+ Bfrs 41  395  per dependant 
2.  Pensioners 
3. Unemployed  persons 
None 
Dependent  members  of family  (also 
certain relatives) 
Holders of an  invalidity pension 
and members  of their families: 
-exemption from  all contributions 
-benefits in kind with full  refund 
for the  pensioner himself. 
Those  receiving an old-age pensio 
or non-contributory old-age allow 
ance and  members  of their familie 
-exemption from  all contributions; 
-benefits in kind with standard 
refund 
J  T A L Y 
27  October 1927  (TB) 
Law  No  138  of 11  January 1943, 
amended  and  supplemented 
Law  No  386  of 17  August  1974 
(hospitalisation scheme) 
1. All  employees  in the private 
sector (sickness and  TB) 
2.  Pensioners  (sickness) 
3. Unemployed  persons  (sickness 
for first  6 months  of unem-
ployment) 
4.  Old  people receiving social 
pensions and  persons receiving 
invalidity assistance other 
than war pensioners 
Hospitalisation scheme  : 
All  persons  insured with a 
social  insurance  scheme  ; 
persons witb a  low  income  and 
persons with voluntar,Y 
insurance 
None 
Dependent  members  of family  (di-
rect  relatives in the ascending 
and descending line to  the  second 
degree)  for whom  the  insured per-
son receives family allowances 
Pensioners and  members  of their 
families: 
-exemption from all contributions; 
-benefits in kind. 
For persons  receiving invalidity 
assistance,  other than war pens-
ions,  only  the  insured person 
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31  July 1901 
Books  I  and  IV  of Social Insurance 
Code,  consequent  upon  the  Law  of 
2 May  1974 
1. All  persons  in paid  employment 
2.  Pensioners 
3. Unemployed  persons 
4.  Persons whose  sole  remuneration 
is their keep 
None 
Dependent  members  of family 
Pensioners:  compulsor,y  contribut-
ion of 5 %  of the pension,  half 
being paid by  the body  granting 
the  pension  (2) 
Benefits in kind for themselves 
and  their families 
If the beneficiary carries on an 
occupational activity,  membership 
is required by  reason of those 
activities  (except  for those hol-
ding invalidity and  retirement 
pensions).  The  cont~ibution is ca 
culated  both on  the  pension and  o 
the salary 
(1)  75  %of the contribution ceiling for pension  insurance. 
(2)  The  maximum  contribution is the  same  as for employed  insured persons.  Minimum  contribution:  payable on the minimum  social salary plus  2o%.  If the  pension is below  the 
minimum,  the  pensioner pays  the contribution in proportion to the pension he is actually receiving and  the body  granting the  pension pays  the difference. 
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CONDITIONS 
Conditions for grant of benefits 
- qualifying period 
Commencement  of benefits 
Duration of benefits 
ORGANISATION 
l. Doctors: 
a.  Approval 
b.  Payment 
D E N M A R K 
6 weeks  for new residents 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited 
All doctors qualified to 
practise 
Fees are  fixed by agreement  bet-
ween  the Doctors'  Organisation 
and the  social  security services. 
In the Copenhagen  area fees  are 
calculated in proportion to the 
number  of patients registered 
with the doctor;  outside Copen-
hagen fees  are  calculated partly 
on this basis  and partly as 
a  flat-rate  sum  for  each medical 
action 
Specialists are paid a  flat-rate 
sum  for each medical action 
HEALTH  CARE 
IRELA"l"D 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited 
Doctors participate in the 
General Medical  Services  on the 
basis of agreement  reached by 
the Department  with the Irish 
Medical  Association and the 
Medical  Union 
Doctors  are paid on  a  fee  per 
item basis in accordance  with 
scale agreed with the Irish Medi-
cal Association and the  Medical 
Union 
D N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited 
Doctors under contract with the 
Local Family  Practitioner 
Committee 
In general - basic allowance 
- capitation fee 
- special allowance 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
Period of work  and  membership 
required:  none,  subject to enrol-
ment  with a  sickness  fund in time 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited 
"Approval  by the  sickness  funds" 
by contract  with the doctor. 
Rights  and obligations  and  fees 
for assisting persons  insured by 
sickness  fund  are  fixed by agree-
ment 
Direct  payment  of fees  by the  sic~ 
ness  fund:  flat-rate per insured 
person according to the  system  of 
registration on  family  doctor's 
list G E R M A N  Y 
Period of work  and membership 
required:  none 
From  beginning of illness 
BELGIUM 
Period of work  and membership 
required:  6  months,  including 
120  days of actual work or 
periods assimilated thereto  (un-
employment,  annual holidays,  etc.) 
Proof of payment  of minimum  con-
tribution 
Proof of illness covered by the 
insurance 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited;  (when  an  employee  with- Unlimited;  (or until the end of 
draws  from  the  insurance  scheme,  the  2nd  quarter following that 
benefits cease to be paid  26  weeks  in which  membership  terminates) 
after the date  on  which he  ceases 
to be  insured) 
Doctors  approved by the funds  are 
formed  into "associations of sick-
ness  fund  doctors" at  regional and 
national  leve~ In certain cases, 
hospital doctors. 
Payment  in full to the association 
by  the  fund  : 
a.  lump  sum,  or fixed amount  per 
medical act; 
b.  fixed amount  per head; 
c.  fixed amount  per sick case; 
d.  combination of above. 
The  association of sickness  fund 
doctors distributes the comprehen-
sive payment  between the  sickness 
fund  doctors  on the basis of a 
scale agreed with the  sickness 
fund  federations 
All doctors  registered with the 
Order of Doctors 
Scales of fees  fixed by agreement 
between the insuring bodies  and 
doctors'  organisations  or,  faili~ 
this,  laid down  officially 
These  scales may  be  exceeded in 
the  case  of: 
a.  a  certain number  of hours  of 
consultations per week; 
b. patient's particular financial 
situation; 
c. patient's special requirements 
d. practitioner's special qualif-
ications 
HEALTH  CARE 
FRANCE 
Period of work  and membership 
required:  l  200  hours during 
the year 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited;  (or one month  after 
termination of membership) 
All doctors  qualified to 
practise 
I  T A L Y 
Period of work  and membership 
required:  none  for sickness 
For TB:  one year's contributions 
No  cofiditions  to be met  for 
hospitalisation 
From  beginning of illness 
6 months  (180  days)  per year; 
extension possible 
For  TB:  unlimited  (or 6 months 
after termination of membership) 
Hospitalisation:  unlimited 
All  doctors qualified to 
practise 
In hospitals  :  all doctors 
working there 
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Period of work  and membership 
required:  none,  in principle 
From  beginning of illness 
Unlimited 
All doctors  approved by the state 
Scales of fees  fixed by a  nation- The  fees  are paid by  INAM  on  a  Fees: 
al agreement  or by ministerial  flat-rate basis per head depending-pursuant  to collective agreements; 
decree  on  age  of patient and  experience  _following arbitration by the Con-
These  scales may  be  exceeded in  of doctor.  The  scales are fixed  ciliation and Arbitration Commit-
the case of:  by agreements  between the  tee subject  to ministerial confir-
a.  patient's particular financial Ministry of Health,  Regions  and  mation 
situation;  Doctors'organisations.  Scales of fees  are  linked to the 
b. patient's special requirements  Maximum  number  of persons  cost-of-living index 
c. practioner's special qualific- registered with a  doctor:  l  500. 
ations  Individual contracts for out-
patient specialists with payment 
on  fixed hourly rate and 
consultation basis. 
Doctors  employed  in hospitals 
receive a  fixed monthly salary 
from their employers 
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2.  Hospitals 
BENEFITS 
Choice  and  payment  of doctor 
Patients'  contribution~ towards 
costs 
HEALTH  CARE 
DENMARK  IRELA~D 
Public hospitals established by  Most  hospitals 
regional health authorities and 
by the State  (mental  diseases) 
Private hospitals: the regional 
health authorities conclude  agree-
ments  with most  of the private 
hospitals 
Category !:unrestricted choice, 
but  choice Vdlid for one year 
Category 2:free choice 
Category 1:  No  charges 
Cate~ory 2: Partial  rei~bursement 
Free  choice  from  those doctors 
listed on  special area registers 
Payment  of fees by insured per-
sons  except  for persons  with full 
eligibility 
General  medical  care 
- Perc:onr:  Hi.th  full eligibility: 
no  charge 
- Others  n~v the whole  cost  of 
services except  in cases  of 
certain serious  or  long term 
diseases  2~d disabilities 
Specialists 
No  charge  for persons  r.Tith  full 
or limited eligibility 
U ~ I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
All  the hospitals administered 
by the  National Health Service 
(most  hospitals in the  country) 
Free  choice for all persons  aged 
16 years or over;  parents  or 
~~ardians choose  for  children 
under  16 
Uo  fees  (National Health Service) 
No  charge 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
Special  agreements between hospit-
als and  regional sickness  funds 
Free  choice  of doctor  (twice  a 
year)  by registering lvith  a  sick-
ness  fund  doctor 
Direct  payment  (flat-rate per  in-~' 
~~red nerson)  by the  sickness 
fund 
No  fees 
No  share borne by insured person. 
But  under the general  in!'urance 
scheme  (serious  ri~ks)  q  share 
must  be  borne  bv insured  nerson!' 
over  18  for hosnitalisation ex-
ceeding one  vear 
~----------------------------~~----------------------------~------------------------------~-------------------------------L------------------------------J :}ERMA:fY 
The  sickness  funds  conclude 
~reements with certain hospitals 
Free  choice  among 
sickness  fund  doctors 
No  fees paid by  insured  (Fees  are 
paid  by  the association of 
sickness  fund  doctors) 
No  share borne by insured person 
Hospitals:  establishments  approv-
ed  by the Minister of Health, 
scales of fees  fixed by  agreement~ 
or,  failing this,  by the public 
authorities 
Free  choice of doctor 
Advance  on  fees by insured person 
Refund  at  the  agreed  or official 
rate 
Insured perf)n's  share must  not 
exceed  25 %  for general med1cal 
care 
No  share  borne  for assistance by 
specialists or for treatment  of 
"social" diseases 
No  share  borne  in the  case  of the 
disabled,  pensioners,  widows,  or-
phans,  or handicapped persons 
whose  income  is less than a  fixed 
maximum  (normally  Bfr 213  438 
p.a. +  Bfr 41  395  per dependants) 
REA LTH  C A R E 
1.  Public hospitals:  rates fixed 
by the public authorities; 
2. Private  establishments:  after 
approval  by the  regional  committee 
partially by "lP,"reeJT!ent  on  fees 
concluded with the  sickness  fundR 
Free  choice  of doctor 
Advance  on  fees  by insured person 
Refund  at  the  agreed or official 
rate 
Share  borne  by insured person 
( statutory):  25%  but: 
a.  reduced to  20%  for treatment 
given during hospitalisation or 
consultations given in hospitals; 
b. not  required for expensive 
treatment,  prolonged sickness 
or certain complaints 
J  T  A  L  Y 
Hosp1t~ls are administered  on a 
regional  base,  both public hospi-
tals and approved  private clinics 
l. Direct  assistance: 
For general medical  care,  free 
choice  of doctor  among  those  on 
the register for the  area. 
INAM  pays all costs directly,  no 
advance  on  costs payable by in-
sured persons. For attention by 
specialists given in clinics 
usually run directly by  INAM, 
free  choice  among  specialists 
attached thereto 
2.  Indirect  assistance: 
Free  choice  of doctor.  Insured 
person pays  fees  fixed by private 
agreement.  INAM  refunds  according 
to scales  approved by the minis-
terial supervisory bodies 
3.  For  TB-:  only d'irect  assistance 
Share  borne  by insured person 
only in the  case  of "Indirect 
assistance" 
TAELE  III - ~ 
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Agreements  with association  of 
hosoi  tals 
Free  choice  of doctor  (treatment 
abroad  subject to  approval  of 
sickness  fund) 
Fees  refunded to  insured person 
by  sickness  funds 
Share borne  by insured person : 
2o%  of the ordinary tarif for 
visits for the first medical visit 
in any  28  day  period.  No  change 
in cases of hospitalisation 
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Hospitalisation 
Sanatoria 
Courses  of treatment 
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D E  N M A  R K 
Public hospitals 
No  charge  (except  for private 
wards) 
Approved  private hospitals and 
nursing homes 
No  charge  (except  for private 
wards) 
See  Hospitalisation 
See  Hospitalisation 
HEALTH  CARE 
IRELA""l"D  U N  I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
Public hospitals 
No  charge  (except 
wards)  for manual 
sons whose  income 
£  3  000 p.a. 
No  charge,  except  where the 
patient  asks for special amenities 
for private  or for extra treatment which  is not 
workers  and  per-
is less than  clinically necessary. 
Approved  private hospitals and 
nursing homes 
Patient  pays  excess  over Health 
Act  Payments 
Ini~~tions diseases treatment 
given  r~~e of charge to all 
persons  irrespective of income; 
unlimited duration 
See  Hospitalisation 
See  Hospitalisation 
N  E T H E R L A N D S 
Free choice among  hospitals or 
psychiatric institutions which 
have  an agreement  with the 
sickness  insurance  fUnd  and are 
located near the place of 
residence 
Health care is entirely free 
for injured persons and members 
of their families in the lowest 
category or room 
Duration of benefit: unlimited 
{after l  year taken over by 
the  general  insurance  scheme) 
TB  sanatorium:  refund of costs 
corresponding to the  lower 
category of "approved"  sanatorium 
Duration: unlimited (after l  year 
taken over by general insurance 
scheme G E R M A N Y 
Free  choice  among  hospitals having 
a  contract with the  sickness fund 
Entirely free hospitalisation in 
a  shared  room 
Duration of benefit: unlimited,  in 
principle 
Free if ne~essar,y 
Contribution to  cost  or if 
necessar,y  payment  of total cost 
Assistance to  convalescents  : 
settlement  in conval.  homes 
BELGIUM 
Free  choice among  hospitals ap-
proved by the minister 
Normal  cost  per day of hospital-
isation fixed by the minister 
(variable according to class of 
hospital  and price index) 
Complete  refund  (public ward) 
Duration of benefit: unlimited in 
principle but if hospitalisation 
is more  than 40  days,  reduced 
amount  of  insurances  (l) 
See  Hospitalisation 
Preventive health centres: 
underdeveloped children 
Flat-rate  sum  from  insurance 
(maximum  3f-r  630  per day);  also 
fixed dai  l;v  sums 
HEALTH  CARE 
F R A  N  C E 
Free choice  among: 
1. Public,  and 
2. Private  (approved) hospitals 
Generally up  to  20%  of costs borne 
by the insured person,  but  not  in 
the case of any  expensive treat-
ment,  prolonged illness or certain 
complaints 
Duration of benefit: unlimited in 
principle 
Subject  to sickness fund's prior 
approval:  no  share borne by in-
sured person 
Subject to sickness fund's prior 
approval:  refund of medical  fees 
and  cost  of treatment  in a 
thermal  centre 
No  daily allowances  in principle 
(except  for the more  needy) 
IT A L Y 
Direct  assistance:  free  choice  of 
public or private hospital among 
those registered under the  scheme 
with free  treatment  (sharing a 
room). 
See  Hospitalisation 
Thermal  cures  : 
Subject to prior approval  of the 
sickness fund  concerned  in the 
province  (as "supplementary 
benefit") 
r  Direct assistance: 
INAM  bears costs of course  of 
treatment; 
r  Indirect assistance: 
share in costs based  on fixed 
tariffs 
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Free  choice of hospital  (hospital 
abroad  subject to approval of  sic~ 
ness  fund) 
Hospitalisation is entirely free 
(In principle as for hospitalisa-
tion) 
Subject  to approval 
(l)  Reduction of Bfr 50  per day  from  41st  day.  From  9lst day,  for single  insured having regard to  their economic  situation,  from  Bfr  150 to  250. 
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Dental treatment 
Pharmaceutical products 
Prostheses,  spectacle.s,  hearing-
aids 
Other benefits 
D E N M A R K 
Category  1:  2/3  reimbursement  for 
most  treatments 
Category  2:  partial reimbursement 
'Two  lists of products 
Most  important products: 
reimbursement; 
less important  products: 
reimbursement 
Partial reimbursement 
75% 
50% 
Free  assistance  and  treatment 
given by nurse  at  home  if recom-
mended  by  a  doctor 
Free transport to doctor or hos-
pital for pensioners,  who  are 
insured in Category  1,  and  in 
certain other cases and 
circumstances 
For both categories,  part of cost 
met  for treatment  by  chiropractor 
HEALTH  CARE 
I  R E L A Tif  D 
No  charge  for persons with full 
eligibility and for children under 
6 years of age  and  primary  school 
pupils 
In certain cases  limited charges 
levied on  insured persons 
No  charge  for persons with full 
eligibility 
No  charge  for persons suffering 
from  mental  diseases  and handi-
caps  (for persons under  16 years 
only)  and  from  certain serious 
and  long-term illnesses 
::"'"'1lred  persons:  reimbursement 
for  ex~o~diture in excess of£ 4 
in any  mo.~!"h 
No  charge  for persons with full 
eligibility and  for children under 
6 years of age  and  primary  school 
pupils 
In certain cases  limited charges 
levied on  insured persons 
Hospital in-patient  and  out-
patient  services are provided free 
of charge  for children suffering 
from  certain long-term diseases 
and disabilities 
A laboratory service for the de-
tection of cancer of the cervix is 
available to all women  through 
their local general practitioner 
Free home  help  service 
Free  transport to hospital 
U N I  T E D  K I  N  G D 0  M 
Range  of charges up to a lll8.Ximum of 
£  5. 50 for a  course of treatment and 
£  30 for treatment  including 
dentures. No charge for children 
still at school,  expectant-mothers, 
mothers who have borne a  child 
within the preceding 12 months and 
persons with low  incomes. No charge 
except :f"or dentures for persons over 
16 but under 21 who have left school 
Charge of£ 0.20 per prescribed 
medicine  except  for children 
under  16,  men  aged  65  or over 
and  women  aged  60  or over,  preg-
nant  women  and mothers  of a  child 
under one year of age, certain 
war pensioners,  persons with  low 
incomes  and  persons suffering from 
certain chronic diseases 
Spectacles:  Limited  charges  in accor 
dance with National  Health Servi-
ce  scale.  No  charge for children 
under 16,  or persons over 16 still  I  in full-time attendance at  school. 
'Financial help for persons with low 
incomes. 
Prostheses and  Hearingaids:No 
charge for provision and  fitting of 
~ational Health Service appliances 
Various additional benefits 
provided under the National  Health 
Service and  by  Local authorities 
e.g.  free transport to hospital, 
if essential 
N  E T H E R L A N  D S 
Comprising:  preservative treat-
ment,  extractions,  dental pros-
theses,  orthodontic treatment. 
Completely free treatment,  con-
ditional upon  compulsory half-
yearly examination 
Fund's  contribution towards  costs: 
dental plates,  etc. 
Registration with a  chemist  under 
contract  chosen by the insured 
person:  free prescribed drugs 
(official list of patent medicines 
Direct  settlement between  chemist 
and  fund 
(Excepting spectacles)  subject to 
prior approval:  cover of 70-100% 
Transport  for the sick. 
1 
Within the general  insurance f'rame.;. 
work  :  treatment  in institutions 
for the mentally  sick and for the 
handicapped;  stay in a  home; 
,certain kinds  of preventive 
medicines  for children G E R M A N Y 
Comprising  : 
- All  costs covered  by  the  sick-
ness  fund 
- Cash  grant  towards  costs for 
prostheses and dental crowns 
In certain cases,  total or 
partial dental costs  covered 
Insured persons:  one  DM  for each 
medicament  prescribed,  except 
children and  special cases. 
"Comfort"  drugs  should no  longer 
be  prescribed. 
Members  of family:  as  for 
insured person 
Full  refund 
B~LGIUM 
Comprising:  preservative treat-
ment,  extractions,  dental pros-
theses,  orthodontic treatment 
Refund:  of cost  of treatment,  see 
medical  care 
of costs of dental plates,  etc., 
subject to sickness fund doctor's 
approval,  up  to  100  % if patient 
is 50  or over or if younger, 
affected by  specific complaints 
·Share paid by  insurance:  10%  of 
public selling price 
Insured person's share nonetheless 
limited to Bfrs 70  for patent 
medicines  and Bfrs 35  for made-up 
prescriptions 
No  charge  in the  case  of pension-
ers,  the disabled,  widows  or or-
phans with  low  income  for made-up 
prescriptions.  For patent  medicin-
es  charge  limited to Bfrs  40 
Full refund of fees  fixed by 
agreement 
Treatment at home:  assistance and  As  laid down  in the regulations 
treatment  given by  nurse,  etc. as 
supplementary benefit 
Examination for early symptoms: 
children  1 s  diseases  (up to 4  yrs) ; ) 
cancer annual  examination after 
30 yrs for women  and after 45 yrs 
for men 
Assistance with domestic arrange-
ments  in cases of hospitalisation: 
domestic  or financial assistance 
HEALTH  CARE 
F R A N C E 
Comprising:  preservative treat-
ment,  extractions,  dental pros-
theses,  orthodontic treatment 
Refund:  according to fixed rate 
as  for medical  care 
The  25%  share borne by the in-
sured person is abolished in 
some  exceptional  cases 
1.  Made-up  prescriptions 
2.  Patent medicines  (appearing 
in official list) 
3.  Accessories  and  dressings 
Refund:  70  or  100 % but 
only 40 % for "Comfort" 
drugs 
Subject  to  sickness fund's prior 
approval:  refund of established 
fees  (70%)  and  for major fittings 
( 100%) 
Other benefits may  also be gran-
ted,  if funds  are available,  with 
the  approval of the  sickness in-
surance  fund 
J  T  A L  Y 
Comprising: 
standard benefits:  free treatment 
in the clinics run by the instit-
ute  and  by approved centres 
Supplementary benefits: if the 
prosthesis is approved  refund  of 
Lit  1  500  per tooth 
Free  issue of made-up  preparations 
and patent  medicines  appearing in 
official list 
Small  charge  for certain patent 
medicines 
Subject to prior approval,  refund 
of costs as "su;plementar,y 
benefit"  and  according to 
established scale ''hich varies 
according to the benefit 
Convalescent  treatment  and  care 
beyond the maximum  of 180  days 
are  also granted as  supplementary 
benefit 
TABLE  III - 5 
LUXEMBOURG 
Comprising: 
Standard benefits: preservative 
treatment,  extractions,  orthodon-
tic treatment 
Refund  according to collective 
agreements 
Contributions towards  costs of 
prostheses  cannot  exceed  20  % 
Classification of  drugs~ 
- non-refundable  drugs  and pro-
ducts 
- drugs  subject to preferential 
reimbursement i.e at  lOo%; 
- drugs subject to normal  reimbur-
sement  i.e. at 85%,(but  if 
hospitalised  :  lOo%) 
Subject to sickness fund's prior 
approval:  refunds at the tarif 
rates fixed  by agreements 
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TABLE  IV  - 1 
LIDISLATION 
1. First  law 
2.  Basic  legislation 
BENEFICIARIES 
Field of application 
Membership  ceiling 
Dependants  other than  insured 
person 
CONDITIONS 
SICKNESS- CASH  BENEFITS 
DENMARK 
1892 
Law  of 19721  effect  from  April 
1973 
All persons  on the labour market 
Illness must  entail total or 
partial incapacity for work 
I  R E L A ~ D 
1911 
Laws  of 1952  - 1976 
Flat-rate benefit 
With  some  exceptions,  all persons 
aged  16 years  and  over employed 
under a  contract  of service or 
apprenticeship 
Pay-related benefit 
id. 
Flat-rate benefit: 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
19ll 
Act  of 1975  (flat-rate benefits), 
1966 Act  (earnings related),  1971 
and 1973  and  regulations under 
these 
Flat-rate benefits 
All  employed  and  self-employed 
persons. (2) 
Earnings-related supplement 
All  employed  persons under mini-
mum  pension age  (65 for men;  60 
for women)  entitled to flat-rate 
sickness benefit 
Flat-rate benefit: 
Incapacity for work;  Incapacity for work;  either at 
26  contributions paid;  least  26  contributions paid before 
48  contributions paid or credited  6/4/75  or contributions paid in any 
during the contribution year pre- tax year since  6/4/75 amounting to 
ceding the benefit year  (1). If  at  least  25  times  the minimum  con-
less than 48  but  more  than  26  con-tribution for that year.  For full 
tributions paid or credited,  a  benefit,  contributions paid in the 
reduced benefit is payable  appropriate tax year of at  least 
Pay-related benefit: 
Have  right to flat-rate benefits 
and have  had  reckonable  earnings 
over £  J4.00  per- week  in thE 
relevant  income  tax year 
50  times  the minimum 
Earnings-related supplement: 
Title to flat-rate benefit and for 
benefit year beginning 1  Jan.l978 
at least£ 37.43  paid in contribs. 
in relevant  tax year 
(1)  Contribution year runs  from  January or July for men  and  women  respectively. 
Benefit year runs  from  June  or December  for men  and  women  respectively. 
(2)  Except  married women  who  opted before April  1977  not  to be  insured. 
NETHERLANDS 
1913 
Law  of 5  June  1913  on  sickness 
insurance,  amended  and  supplemen-
ted 
All persons in paid employment 
Incapacity for work G E R M A N Y 
See  Table III "Health Care" 
All persons in paid  employment 
Non-industrial staff:  DM  30  600 
(2) 
In cases of hospitalisation,  also 
members  of the  family 
For incapacity for work 
S  I  C K N E  S  S  - C A S  H  B  E N E  F  I  T  S 
13  E  L G  I  U M 
See  Table III "Health  Care" 
All workers bound by  a  contract 
of service and categories 
assimilated thereto 
Fulfilment  of the conditions  im-
posed for health care:  required 
registration period,  minimum 
working period,  minimum  contrib-
utions,  maintenance  of rights 
acquired,  origin of the  complaint 
To  have  ce~sed all activities 
with at  least  a  66%  reduction in 
earning capacity 
To  have provided the  sickness 
fund  doctor with  a  "notice of 
cessation of work"  within  2  da;vs 
F  R A N  C E 
See  Table III "Health Care" 
All  employees  or persons 
assimilated thereto 
Incapacity for work!  for  the 
first  6  months,  200  hours 
during the  3  months prior to the 
date  of treatment; 
for  subsequent  period,  must  have 
been registered for  12  months; 
able to prove having worked 
800  ho,lrs  during those  12  months, 
of which  200  workin~ hours  during 
the first  of the  ~ auarters pre-
cedin.c>:  the  cessR.ti--:m  of •·mrk 
J  T A L Y 
See  Table III "Health  Care" 
Industrial staff (l) or persons 
assimilated thereto 
For TB:  members  of insured 
persons's family 
lncanacity for work. 
For TB:  TB  in active nhase 
TABLE  IV  - l 
L U X E M R 0  U R G 
See  Table III "Health Care" 
All  persons in paid employment 
In the event  of hospitalisation, 
members  of insured person's  family 
Incapacity for work 
(1)  In Italy non-industrial staff do  not  receive  cash benefits in the  event  of sickness but  employers must  by  law  continue to pay their salaries for at  least three months. 
(2)  75%  of the contribution ceiling for pension insurance. 
41 TABLE  IV  - 2 
Waiting period 
BENEFITS 
Duration of benefits 
Amount  of benefits 
42 
42 
..SICKNESS-CASH  BENEFITS 
DENMARK 
Wage  earners  :  -
Self-employed persons  :  5  weeks 
(voluntar.y  insurance may  cover 
the first  5  weeks) 
Unlimited.  Pensioners not more 
than 13  weeks  in a  12 month 
period 
Calculated as a  salar,y % 
9o%  of average  weekly  earnings 
Maximum  benefit  :  Ukr.  13.19  per 
week  (employer pays  oenefits for 
first 5  weeks  but  reimbursement 
of 4th and  5th week  by  State) 
IRELAND 
Flat-rate benefits :  3  days 
Pay-related benefits:  12  days 
1. Flat-rate benefit  : 
Unlimited if the claimant  has 
paid  156  contributions and  is 
aged under 67 
Limited to  52  weeks  if between 
26  and 156 contributions paid 
2.  Pay-related benefit 
Limited to 381  days 
1. Flat-rate benefits 
£  14.35 per week  (married women 
who  are dependants of their 
husbands:  £  12.50 
Family  supplements: 
1  dependent  adult  £  9.35 
each of the first 2 
children  £  4.15 
each further child 
(under 18 years  of age)  £  3.40 
2.  Pay-related benefits 
First 147  days  4o% 
next  78  days at  3o% 
followed by  78  days at  25% 
and  78  days at  2o% 
of reckonable weekly earnings 
between£ 14.00 and  £  15.00. 
The  combined  sickness benefit and 
pay-related benefit may not  exceed 
r~ckonable weekly  earnings 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Flat-rate benefits :  3  days 
Earnings-related :  12  days 
1. Flat-rate benefits: 
168 days  in a  period of inter-
ruption of employment  then 
replaced by  invalidity benefit 
2. EarniTn-related supplement: 
156  days~ot including Sundays) 
1. Flat-rate benefits 
£  14.70 per week 
Family  supplements: 
1  dependent adult 
Each  child 
£  9.10 
£  2.20 
2.  Earnings-related  supplement 
One  third of average weekly 
earnings between £  13  and  £  30 
plus  15%  of earnings  between 
£  30  and  £  95·  Maximum  total 
benefit  (flat-rate,  increases 
for dependants  and  ERS);  85%  of 
average weekly  earnings 
N E T H E R L A N  D S 
2  days 
No  waiting period: 
if the  employed  person's 
occupational association has  such 
a  provision in its regulations 
12 months (52  weeks). 
Calculated as  a  salary % 
so%  of the daily wage  (maximum 
earnings taken as a basis: Fl 221.47 
a  day or Fl 107.35- a  week.  With 
the Ministers approval this 
percentage can be  increased by 
the occupational associations 
------~------------------------------~----------------------------~ G E R M A N  Y 
lday 
No  waiting period: 
if incapacity for work  is the 
result of an  employment  injury or 
an occupational disease 
SICKNESS-CASH  BENEFITS 
BELGIUM  FRANCE 
1  working day  3  days 
No  waiting period: 
if the  insured person has  been un-
employed  for at least 9  days with-
in the 21  days prior to the  incap-
acity for work; 
if incapacity is due  to pregnancy 
or confinement; 
for unemployed  persons in the  em-
ployment  of the public authorities: 
if the worker has  been in contact 
with someone  suffering from  an 
infectious disease 
3  days 
For TB:  None 
TABLE  IV- 2 
J  T A L Y  L U X E M R 0  U R G 
None 
For the  same  illness,  limited to 
78  weeks  over a  3-year period 
Maximum  of 1 year  (=  period of 
"primary  incapacity for work") 
Normally  12  months  (360 days)  per  Maximum  of 6  months  (180 days)  per  52  weeks 
period of 3  consecutive years,  but year 
Calculated as a  salary %  Calculated as a  salary % 
80%  of the normal  salary but  not  Without  hospitalisation:  60% 
exceeding the net  salary  (Maximum  earnings taken as basis: 
Normal  salary:  salary used during  earnings  on which  social security 
the last 4  weeks  for contributions contribution is assessed) 
up  to  the ceiling.  The  law  on  sala-For industrial staff account  must 
ry maintenance of 27.7.1969 fore- also  be  taken of the  law on the 
sees the continued payment  of sal- minimum  weekly wage  (80%)  (2)  and 
ary by the  employer for 6  ueeks.  for non-industrial staff the  law 
After 1 year adjustment as for  on  contracts of employment  (lOo% 
pensions  for  l  month) 
With hospitalisation: ditto 
until end  of 36th month  for  For TB:  no  limit during treatment 
"protracted sickness"  Maximum  of 2  years for post-
Exception:  until  end  of 48th month  sanatorium allowance;  2 years  for 
when  insured  person undergoes  the  treatment  allowance  (renewable 
course of rehabilitation or  every  2 years) 
vocational retraining 
Calculated as a  salary % 
Without  hospitalisation:  5o%; 
with  3  children,  66  2/3%  from 
31st day  (Maximum  earnings taken 
as  basis:  earnings  on Hhich  social 
security contribution is assessed) 
Minimum  for protracted complaint 
after 7th month:  1/365 of minimum 
invalidity pension 
With  hospitalisation: 
without dependants:  2o% 
with  2  children - 5o% 
Calculated as a  salary % 
Without  hospitalisation: 
Sickness:  5o%;  from  21st day 
66  2/3%  (earnings  taken as basis: 
real earnings) 
TB:  daily allowance during treat-
ment:  insured person:  as  the sick-
ness  benefit for 180  days,  then 
Lit 2  864  for members  of the  fami-
ly Litl432;  daily post-sanatorium 
allowance  (1)  insured  person: 
Lit 4  773  treatment  allowance; 
members  of the  family  Lit 2  387 
allowance for a  cure  (3): 
Lit 40  000  per month 
With  hospitalisation:  Sickness: 
allowances  reduced 2/5 for  insured 
person without  dependants 
TB:  as  the daily allowance during 
treatment 
(1)  Provided that  the treatment  in sanatorium has  lasted at  least  2  mcnths. 
(
3
2)  The  collective agreements  extend thus to a  30  day~ minimum  wage  and to  lOo%. 
(  )  The  allowance is granted after the  post-sanatorium treatment  is completed where  earnings capacity is  reduced  by  at  least 2/3. 
Without  hospitalisation:  The  gross 
salary which  the  insured person 
would  have  earned if he  had  con-
tinued  to  work 
With hospitalisation: 
without  dependants  a  gratuity 
amounting to  1/3  of the  c~sh-sick­
ness  benefit;  with dependants  a 
household allowance  equal  to  the 
cash benefit for the first  10  days-
of hospitalisation and  to  85%  of 
this benefit for the  subsequent 
period of hospitalisation 
43 TABLE  IV  - 3  SICKNESS- CASH  BENEFITS 
n E  N M A  R  K  IRELA~D  U  N  I  T  E  D  K  I  N  G  D  0  M  NETHERLANDS 
Other benefits  Death grant :  see Table VIII  Death grant  :  see Table VIII  Death grant  :  see Table VIII  Death grant:  daily wage  multiplied 
(Other benefits)  (Other benefits)  (Other benefits)  by the number  of days between 
day  of death and  the  last day  of 
2nd  following month 
44 SICKNESS- CASH  BENEFITS  TABLE  IV - 3 
GERMANY  B  ~ L G I  U M  F R A  N  C E  J  T A L Y  LUXEMBOURG 
~  be provided for in the regul- Death grant:  Bfrs  19  005  When  incapacity exceeds  3  months:  Death grant :  Lit  20  000  Death grant:  Lfrs  7  000 
ations in addition to the statu- rev1s1on of sickness benefit to  TB:  special Christmas grants of  (index number  100) 
tory minimum  benefits  bring it in line with the general  Lit  25  000  to the  insured  (plus  For children under  6:  5o% 
Sickness benP-fit  (max.  5 days  per  increase in wages  Lit  3  000 for dependants).  For children dead at birth:  20% 
year)if a  child is ill  Allowance  for handicapped adults:  Lit  15  000  for  members  of the 
Death gran·t:  20  times  basic  FF  917  insured's family 
earnings  (minimum  DM  100) 
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TABLE  V - 1 
FIELD  OF  APPLICATION 
CONDITIONS 
(1)  See  Tables  "Health Care". 
MATERNITY 
DENMARK  IRELAND  UNITED  KINGDOM  N E T H E R L A N D S 
Benefits in kind:  All residents  Benefits  in kind:  Persons with full Benefits in kind: All womenresid-- Insured women 
Cash  benef1 ·ts•.All  1  d  or limited eligibility (1)  ing  in  the United Kingdom  -Wife and daughters  of insured 
emp  oye  persons  Cash benefits:  Cash benefits:  person  (Benefits  in kind) 
Benefits in kind: 
6  weeks  of residence 
Cash benefits: 
- Income  during last 4 weeks 
before period of absence must  at 
least give title to minimum  cash 
benefit,  and 
- income  during previous tax year 
or income  during at  least  6 months 
during the  previous  12 must at 
least give title to  equivalent 
to minimum  cash bener1t 
Maternity allowance and  pay-
related benefit:  Insured women 
Maternity grant 
Maternity Allowance: 
Employed  or self-employed insured 
women 
a)  Health services:  persons 
full eligibility 
with Earnings-related  supplement: 
All  employed women  entitled to 
flat-rate maternity allowance 
MaternitY grant: 
b)  Social  insurance  system: 
insured women  or wives  of in-
sured  persons  Employed,  self-employed insured 
women,  wives of insured persons 
and _voluntar,y  contributors 
Maternity allowance:  26  contri- Maternity allowance: 
butions paid;  (a)  At  least  26  paid contributions 
26  contributions paid or credited  before 6 April  1975  or contribu-
during the  contribution year  tions paid in any  tax year since 
directly preceding the beginning  6 April 1975  amounting to at least 
of the benefit year or during a  25  times the minimum  contribution 
subsequent  complete  contribution  for that year 
year,  if any,  before the date of  (b)  For full benefit,  contributions 
confinement  (2)  paid or credited in the appropriate 
Pay-related benefit: 
See  Table  IV 
Maternity grant:  26  contribu-
tions paid; 
26  contributions paid or credited 
during the  contribution year 
directly preceding the benefit 
year or during a  subsequent 
complete  contribution year,  if 
any,  before  the date of 
confinement  (2) 
ta.x year amounting to at  least  50 
times the minimum  contribution for 
that year 
Earnings-related  supplement 
See  Table  IV 
Ma.terni ty Grant 
(a)  At  least  26  contributions paid 
before  6 April 1975  or contribu-
tions paid in any  tax year since 
6 April 1975  amounting to at  least 
25  times the minimum  contribution 
for that year 
(b)  Contributions paid or credited 
in the appropriate tax year amount 
ing to at  least  25  times the 
minimum  contribution for that year 
None 
(2)  See Tables "Sickness - Cash  Benefits". G E R M A N Y 
- Insured women 
- Wife  and daughters of insured 
person  (Benefits in kind) 
Cash  benefits 
For maternity allowance:  12  weeks, 
insurance  between the lOth and 
4th month  prior to  confinement 
BELGIUM 
- Insured women 
-Members of the family  (Benefits 
in kind) 
Cash benefits 
Contributions paid for 6  months 
MATERNITY 
F R A N C E 
- Insured women 
- Wife  and daughters of insured 
person  (Benefits  in kind) 
Employment  in a  post  for 
11200  hours during the year. 
Registration under insurance 
scheme  for at  least  10  months 
at the expected date of confine-
ment 
I  T A L Y 
- Insured women 
- Wife,  daughters and sisters of 
insured  person (Benefits in kind) 
None 
TABLE  V- 1 
LUXEMBOURG 
- Insured women 
- Wife  of insured  person  (Benefits 
in kind) 
Membership  for  6  months  during 
the year preceding confinement 
49 50 
TABLE  V - 2 
BENEFITS 
Benefits in kind 
Cash benefits 
DENMARK 
Free maternity services  and hos-
pital care 
Weekly  payments  for  14 weeks  from 
not  more  than 8  weeks  before ex-
pected birth (6 weeks  in the case 
of an adoption) 
MATERNITY 
IRELA""l"D 
Maternity services  and hospital 
care for infants under 6 weeks 
are free to  fully eligible groups 
and groups with limited eligibil-
ity 
Maternity allowance  and  paJ'-
related benefit:  (payable only 
under the  insurance rights of the 
woman)  is paid  6 weeks  before the 
confinement and  6  weeks  after (if 
confLnement  is earlier or later 
than predicted,  the period 
of payment  may  be adjusted). 
::'!:>ternity  grant: 
a;-H~~lth services,  lump  sum 
b)  Social  insurance  system, 
Lum  sum  (if both  spouses are 
insured,  two  grants payable)(l) 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
Free health care under the 
National Health Service 
Maternity  allowance~payable only 
under the  insurance  rights of the 
woman):  weekly  payments  for 18 
weeks  beginning 11  weeks  before the 
expected confinement.  May  be 
extended if the  confinement  occurs 
later than expected 
Earnings~elated supplement: 
payable  from  the 13th day  of mater-
nity allowance  for duration of ma-
ternity allowance period  (3) 
Maternity  grant  :  Lump  sum  payable 
under the rights of insurance  of 
the  woman  or her husband  (but  not 
both) 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
(See  Table III "Sickness - Health 
Care") 
Midwife 
Doctor in the  event  of complica-
tions 
1
Maternity hospital or payment  for 
care at home  for 10  days  (up  to a 
ceiling) 
Confinement  allowance  (2): 
12  weeks 
Amount  See  "Sickness  - Cash  benefits"  Maternity allowance: 
(9o%  of average weekly  earnings,  £  14.35 per week  (pay-related 
not  more  than Dkr 1  349  per week)  benefit  - see Tables  "Sickness  -
Maternity allowance:  100%  of earnings 
Cash Benefits") 
£14.70 per week 
Increases  for dependants: 
One  adult  dependant  £9.10 per week 
Each  child £2.20 per week 
Maternity grants: 
a)  Health  services  :  £  8  per child Earnings-related supplement: 
b)  Social  insurance  system:  See  Table  IV  "Sickness  - Cash 
£  8  per confinement  Benefits" 
Maternity Grant:  £25 
(1)  In addition,  maternity grants for multiple births  (see Tables "Family Benefits"). 
(2)  Confinement  allowance  only if wage  is discontinued. 
(3)  Unless  right  to benefit already  exhausted. G E R M A N Y 
(See  Table III "Sickness  - Health 
Care") 
Midwife,  doctor (incl.medical 
examinations,  maternity hospital 
Drugs,  etc  •• 
1. Maternity allowance:  14  - 18 
weeks  (2) 
2.  Maternity grant  for  confinement 
l, Insured women:  equivalent  of 
net  wage  (minimum  DM  3.50 per day) 
or of sickness  allowance  or lump 
sum  (in certain circumstances)  of 
DM  150;  co-beneficiaries:  lump 
sum  of DM  35  - DM  150 
2.  Lump  sum  of D~ 100 
B :S  L G I  U M 
(See  Table III "Sickness - Health 
Care") 
1.  Confinement  allowance  (2):  14 
weeks  (of which  8  after confine-
ment) 
2.  Birth grant 
1)  79.5%  of lost  earnings for a 
maximum  of 14  weeks  (3)  followed 
by  60% 
2)  See  Table  X,  "Family  Benefits" 
(1)  These benefits are  covered by payment  of a  lump  sum. 
(2)  Confinement  allowance  only if wage  is discontinued. 
M A T E R N I  T Y 
F R A N C E 
'See Table III "Sickness  - Health 
Care") 
Midwife or doctor 
Maternity hospital  (free for 12 
days) 
Private clinic (flat-rate allow-
ance  covering stay of 12  days) 
Free  drugs  in a  public hospital: 
lump  sum  if the  confinement  takes 
place at  home  or in private clinic 
1. Daily allowance  (2): 16  weeks 
(of which  6  before confinement) 10 
weeks  J.n  the case of adoption (5) 
2.  Other allowances  (for confine-
ment  see  family  benefits): 
nursing allowance,  5  months;  milk 
vouchers,  4  months;  allowance for 
medical  supervision of the child 
up  to  6 years of age 
3. Miscellaneous:  e.g.  contribution 
towards  cost of domestic help 
1.  90%  of earnings 
2.  Nursing allowance:  FF  42.5 per 
month  for  4  months 
Milk vouchers:  FF  5 per month  for 
4  months 
(3)  These  extra benefits only paid for days  when  guaranteed earnings not  received. 
J  T A L Y 
(See  Table III "Sickness - Health 
Care") 
Midwife 
Doctor in the event  of complicat-
ions 
Free stay  in a  maternity hospital 
or approved  clinic,  charged  to  the 
hospital  scheme 
Free drugs 
Maternity allowance  (2):  2  months 
before the presumed  confinement 
date  and  3  months  after 
(Optionally,  6  supplementary 
months)  (4) 
·rABLE  V  - 2 
L U X E M B 0 U R G 
(See  Table III "Sickness  - Health 
Care") 
Midwife  and  medical  assistance 
Stay  in maternity hospital,  drugs 
and  baby foods  (1) 
1. Maternity allowance  (2):  16 
weeks 
2.  Birth grant  (see  family 
benefits) 
80%  of earnings for the  compulsory  1)  Same  amount  as the  sickness 
period,  and  30%  for the  supplemen- cash benefit 
tary period 
2)  See  Table  X,  "Family Benefits" 
(4)  The  optional  supplementary  leave may  be  requested by  the father if the mother does  not  claim,  or if the  father has  sole  charge. 
(5)  From  1st Oct.  1978. 
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TABLE  VI  - 1 
LEXHSLATION 
1. First  law 
2.  Basic  legislation 
RISKS  COVERED 
FIELD  OF  APP LIGATION 
DENMARK 
1921 
Law  No  156  of 15  April  1970 
A person is considered to be  an 
invalid when  his capacity to work 
is reduced permanently because  of 
a  mental or physical illness 
All resident  nationals 
(1)  Except  married women  who  chose  before April 1977  not  to  be  insured. 
INVALIDITY 
IRELAND 
1911 
Laws  of 1952  - 1976 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
1911 
Act  of 1975  and  regulations 
thereunder 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
5  June  1913 
(a)  Law  of 18  February 1966 
(b)  Law  of 11  December 1975  setting 
up  a  national insurance  system 
All  insured persons  who  have  been  Incapacity for work  by  reason of  (a)  and  (b) 
incapable of working for  12  months physical or mental illness or dis- A person considered completely  or 
and  whose  incapacity is likely to  ability in a  period of interrupt- partially incapable of working when 
continue  for at  least  a  further  ion of employment  where  there has  as  a  result of sickness or infirmi-
12  months  been entitlement t0 sickness bene- ty he  can no  longer earn,  from  an 
, fit  for  168  days  (excluding  Sun- activity corresponding to  his 
With  few  exceptions,  all persons 
aged  16  years  and  over,  employed 
under  a  contract  of service or 
apprenticeship 
days)  strength and  skill and with due 
allowance  for his training and  his 
previous position in his occupation, 
the  same  as that  earned by  someone 
normally  earned  in a  similar 
occupation 
No  distinction is made  as  regards 
the  cause of the  incapacity 
(invalidity or employment  injury) 
Employed  and  self-employed persons  (a)  All  employees 
(1) 
(b)  All residents under  65  without 
considering income  or nationality GERMANY 
22  June  1559 
Industrial staff: Social Insurance 
Code  (RVO) of 19.7.1911,  version 
of 23.2.1957,  with numerous 
amendments 
Non-industrial  staff:  Law  of 
20.12.1911 in the version of 
23.2.1957, with numerous amend-
ments.  General section of the 
Social Code 11.12.1975. 
Prescriptions 23.12.1976 
a)  A worker who  as  a  result of 
sickness or infirmity cannot  earn 
more  than half the normal  earnings 
of a  healthy insured person with 
similar training and  equivalent 
skills in employment  corresponding 
to his occupational position and 
skills (Occupational invalidity -
Berufsunfahigkeit) 
b)  A worker who  as  a  result of 
sickness or infirmity is no  longer 
able to work  regularly or cannot 
earn more  than a  minimal  income 
(General  invalidity - Erwerbs-
unfahigkeit) 
Industrial and non-industrial 
staff 
Handicapped  persons 
13.c.LGIUM 
28  December  1944 
Law  of 9  August  1963,  supplemented 
and  amended 
A worker who  as  a  result of sick-
ness or infirmity cannot  earn 
more  than one  third of the normal 
earnings of a  worker in the  same 
category and with the  same  train-
ing 
Industrial and non-industrial 
staff 
INVALIDITY 
FRANCE 
5  April  1930 
RAP  of 29  December  1945  - Social 
Security Code  (Code  SS) 
Decree  of 12  September  1960 
Decree of 28  March  1961 
A  worker who  as  a  result  of sick-
ness or infirmity can no  longer in 
any occupation whatsoever earn 
more  than one third of the normal 
earnings of a  worker in the  same 
category,  with the  same  training 
and  in the  same  region.  The  worker 
is classified under Group  1 if he 
is nonetheless still considered 
capable of being gainfully em-
ployed,  and  under Group  2 if he  is 
not.  He  is classified under 
Group  3 if he  requires the help of 
another person 
Industrial and non-industrial 
staff. 
All  employees 
I  T A L Y 
21  April  1919 
Decree  laws of 4  October  1935  and 
14 April  1939. Decree  of 27  April 
1968  and  Law  of 30  April  1969 
La\·m  of 11  August  1972  and  of 
3 June  1975 
A worker whose  earnings ability, 
in occupations suited to his 
capacity,  is permanently reduced 
to less than  one  third as a resul 
of sickness or infirmity 
Industrial and non-industrial 
staff 
All  employees 
TABLE  VI  - 1 
LUXEMBOURG 
6  May  1911 
Social  Insurance Code,  Book  III, 
of 1925  (Industrial staff), with 
numerous  amendments 
Law  of 29  August  1951  (non-
industrial staff), with numerous 
amendments 
a)  A worker  (industrial staff) 
who  as a  result  of sickness or 
infirmity cannot  earn more  than 
one  third of the normal  earnings 
of a  worker  in the  same  category, 
with the  same  training and  in the 
same  region  and  for whom  no  employ 
ment  suited to his strength and 
skills and,  to  an  acceptable 
degree,  to his training,  can be 
found 
b)  A worker  (non-industrial staff) 
who  as  a  result  of sickness or in-
firmity is unable to  carry on  the 
occupation which he  had  carried on 
in his  last post  or another occup-
ation suited to his capacity and, 
to  an  acceptable degree,  to his 
training 
Industrial and non-industrial 
staff 
All  employees  or those  considered 
as  such 
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TABLE  VI  - 2 
CONDITIONS 
Minimum  period of membership 
giving entitlement to benefits 
Minimum  level of incapacity 
for work 
Period for which  cover is given 
DEN~ITARK 
At  least  one year of residence 
after the  age  of 15 
From  the lst of the month 
following the application 
Maximum  age:  66  years 
( 1)  See  Tables "Sickness - Cash Benefits". 
(2) Deferment  possible;  maximum  5 years. 
INVALIDITY 
I  R E L A  "liT  D  U N I  T E  D  K I  N G D 0  M  N E T H E R L A N  D S 
At  least  156 contributions paid.  Must  have  been entitled to  sick- None 
At  least 48 contributions paid or  ness  payments  for 168  days  in the 
credited during the  contribution  period of interruption of employ-
year  (1)  preceding the  permanent  r  ment 
incapacity to work 
From  the date when  the state of 
invalidity is deemed  to exist 
(normally after sickness period) 
Maximum  age:  none 
For the  pension:  the  day after the 
end  of the primary period of in-
capacity until retirement  age(2) 
For the allowance:  as  above,  but 
to qualify the  incapacity must 
begin at  least  5 years before 
retirement  age 
a)  15 % 
b)  25 % 
(a)  From  the  end  of the  period for 
which  sickness benefit is paid 
until the age of 65 
(b)  After 52  weeks  of incapacity 
until the  age  of 65. G E R  M A N  Y 
Industrial and non-industrial 
Staff:  60  months 
Requirement  considered to  be  fUl-
filled when  the insured person has 
become incapable of working or has 
died as a result of certain occurren-
ces  (e.g. employment  injury) or 
under certain circumstances 
Handicapped persons:  240 months  of 
insurance 
Occupational  invalidity:  50% 
General  invalidity:  100% 
From  the  end  of the month  in which 
the conditions are fulfilled 
At  the age  of 65  at  the earliest 
the pension is converted  into  old-
age  pension provided that the 
minimum  period of membership  has 
been  completed 
B:SLGIUM 
6  months,  with  120  days worked 
66.66"/o 
The  day after the  end  of the 
primary period of incapacity until 
retirement  age 
INVALIDITY 
F  R A N C E 
12 months,  with  800  hours worked, 
of which  200  during the quarter 
prior to ceasing work 
66.66"/o 
From  the date  when  the  state of 
invalidity is deemed  to exist 
The  pension is discontinued at 
the  ~e of 60  and  replaced by the 
old-age pension 
(1)  Invalidity caused by circumstances of employment  other than industrial in,jury. 
(2)  No  qualifying period if invalidity is caused by  employment  injury. 
J  T A L Y 
General  invalidity:  5  years  and at 
least  260  weekly contributions or 
60  monthly contributions of which 
52  and  12  respectively during the 
5  years prior to the application 
for a  pension 
Occupational invalidity (1): 
1  year and  at  least  52  weekly 
contributions 
66.66 % 
From  the month  following the 
application by the party concerned 
Maximum  age:  none 
TABLE  VI  - 2 
L U X E M R  0  U R G 
Industrial staff:  270  days  of 
insurance 
Non-industrial  staff:  12  months 
of insurance  (2) 
Industrial staff:  66.66"/o 
Non-industrial staff: no  level is 
laid down,  but  the  worker must  be 
incapable  of carrying on  his 
occupation in a  permanent  manner 
For permanent  incapacity -
immediately,  for temporary 
incapacity -from 7th month. 
At  65,  takes  form  of old-age 
pension 
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TABlE VI- 3 
BENEFITS 
Amount  of pension 
Earnings ceiling 
n E N M A R K 
Invalidity pension 
Incapacity level: 
50-66%:  1/2 basic amount  + 
1/2 invalidity supplement; 
67- about  loo%:  basic amount  + 
invalidity supplement; 
about  lOa%:  basic amonnt  + 
invalidity supplement  +  incapacity 
for work  supplement 
Basic  amount 
Married persons:  Dkr  16 54S  per 
year each if both are pensioners 
Others:  Dkr  19 42S  (1) 
Invalidity supplement 
Married persons:  Dkr 4  536  per 
year each if both are pensioners 
Others:  Dkr  9  696 
Incapacity for work  supplement 
Married persons:  Dkr  9  192  per 
year each if both are pensioners 
Others:  Dkr 12  S76 
(1)  If earnings  from  work  are not  above  a  certain level. 
INVALIDITY 
IRELA."t.J'D 
Invalidity pension 
£  14.35 per week  except married 
women  dependent  on their husbands 
£  12.50 per week 
U N I  T E D  K I  N  G D 0 M 
Invalidity pension 
Amount:  £  17.50 per week 
reduced where  recipient  is in-
patient  in hospital for more 
than S weeks 
In addition:Invalidity allowance 
3  rates,  varying according to the 
age when  total disability arose: 
- persons under 35 yrs:  £  3.70 
- persohs over 35 but 
urrler 4 5 yrs 
- persons over 45  but 
under 60  (55 for 
women) 
£  2.30 
:  L lel5 
per week 
(2)  In May  a  holiday allowance  equal to  7%  of the  ann11al  allowances is paid in respect  of the preceding  12  months. 
(3) Beneficiaries aged  23  years  and over. 
(4)  Provisionally,  no  rights for married women. 
N E T H E R L A N  D S 
(a)  Allowance  (2): 
For incapacity level 
15-25% 
25-3.5'% 
35-4.5'% 
45-55% 
55-65% 
65-80% 
so%  and over 
between: 
:  lo%  E 
:  2CJ%  E 
:  3o%  E 
:  4o%  E 
:  50%  E 
:  6.5'%  E 
:  So%  E 
E =  daily earnings,  subject  to 
ceiling (minimum  earnings 
Fl 97.42  per day  (3) 
(b)  Daily allowance  (2)  for 
incapacity  level between 
25-35%  :  2o% 
35-45%  :  3o% 
45-55%  :  4o% 
55-65%  :  5o% 
65-So%  :  65% 
So%+  :  So%  of 
the basic amount,  which is either 
-for married persons  (4)  and  for 
non-married with children under 
lS:  Fl 90.25 
-for other single persons  over 
21:  Fl  63.41 
lS-21:  reduced amounts 
Fl 57  5S2.20 p.a.  (Fl 221.47 per·) 
day) GERMANY 
Pension formula: 
a) for occupational invalidity 
1~ X  n  X  E  X  c 
b)  for general invalidity 
1.5~ X  n  X  EX  C 
n  =  Number  of years of insurance 
(contribution periods,  equivalent, 
credited  (1)  and  supplementary 
periods).  Supplementary periods= 
number  of years to run until age 
of 55.  These  are  added when  the 
worker qualifies for invalid in-
surance before reaching that  age, 
provided that the following are 
covered by contributions: 
either for at  least  36 months 
during the  60  months prior to the 
risk incurred,  or for at  least 
half the period of membership 
(minimum  60  months). 
E =  General basic  earnings,  i.e. 
average gross  earnings in respect 
of which  contributions are duefron 
all insured persons  during the  3 
calendar years prior to the year 
of payment  of pension.  In  1978 = 
DM  21  608 
c  =  Individual coefficient  -
average  ratio for each year of the 
earnings of the person concerned 
to general basic  earnings  (max.  2) 
(2) 
Industrial staff  )  DM  44 400  Non-industrial  staff) 
5ELGIUM 
Allowance:  65~ of the  lost  earn-
ings  (subject  to ceiling) if there 
are dependants;  43.~ if no 
dependants. 
Minimum  (after 1 year): 
w1th  dependants  :  Bfr 571  per 
day 
without  dependants  : 
Men  Bfr 457  per day 
Wooen  Bfr 447  per day 
INVALIDITY 
F  R A N C E 
Pension: 
a)  Group  1  (those still able to 
work):  30%  x  E 
b)  Group  2:  50%  x  E 
c) Group  3  (those requiring help 
from  another person): Class  2 
pension  +  40%  supplement 
Minimum  supplement :FF 26 379.96 
E  =  Average  annual  earnings for 
the  10  years of insurance prior 
to interruption of work  or,  where 
applicable,  a  shorter period 
Bfrs  600  300  p.a.  Industrial staff  ) 
~on-industrial staff)FF 48  000 p.a. 
J  T A L Y 
Pension formula: 
2%xnxE 
n  =  number  of years of insurance 
(maximum  40) 
TABLE VI - 3 
L U X E M R  0  U R G 
Pension:  consisting of a  fixed 
amount  (3) +a supplement.  Fixed 
amount:  Lfr  15  000 p.a.  (Index= 
100;  index at  1.  7.  78  =  288.80 
Supplement:  1.$%  of total earnings; 
E = average  annual  earnings  in  earnings  adjusted according to in-
respect  of which  contributions dex  and  changes  in wage  level; 
h11.ve  been due for the best  for invalidity before  age  of 55 1 
3  years during the last 10 years special  supplement  for each entire 
Minimum:  Lit  1  332  500  calendar month  either from  begin-
Social  security pension: 
Lit  156 000  (12  000  x  13)  of the 
annual  contributory pension is 
provided by the  Social Fund  as  a 
social  security pension 
None 
ning of right to  a  pension or right 
to cash sickness benefit  up  to  age 
of 55· 
This  supplement  is  1.6%  of the 
minimum  social pension for the 
period preceding the  35th birth-
dav  and  l.  6%  of the  same  salarv 
enhanced  by ~  for the  subse~ent 
period. 
Minimum  oension when  index = 100  is 
Lfr  30 000  (at  least  ?  700  d~ys of 
insurance) 
Minimum  oension Hhen  index = 100  is 
Lfr  60  000  (at  least  35  years of 
insurance) 
Jnrju"trial  st'lff:  nonP 
~Ton-inr'h1"tri.'lt  stl'lff:  Lfr  798  000 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Credited periods = periods of sickness  (minimum  4  weeks),  rehabilitation,  unemployment,  studies  (over 16  years of age,  up  to  5  years)  which  are  taken into account 
provided that  at  least half of the period of membership  (minimum  60  months)  is covered by contributions. 
If exceeded,  possibility of obtaining increases. 
Condition:  180  months  of residence to obtain the whole  of the  fixed  amount.  Otherwise  a  proportion of the  fixed  amount  is paid.  This  condition is not  required 
where  an occupational  accident  has  led to the invalidity. 
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!l'ABLE  VI  - 4 
Supplements for dependants 
- spouse 
- children 
Other benefits 
DENMARK 
~ spouse  (not a  pensioner)  receives 
~ married person's allowance of 
pkr 2  6~2  p,a.  payable to the 
pensioner.  If a  wife is 62-66  years 
old,  her husband  receives a  wife's 
supplement  of Dkr  18  576 yearly 
INVALIDITY 
IRELAND 
£  9.35  per week  in respect of a 
dependent  adult 
See "Family benefits"  I£ 4.15 per week  for each of the 
I 
first two  children 
Assistance allowance 
given for the personal aid of a 
third person and  in cases of blind-
~ess or acute shortsightedness: 
Dkr 9  696  This allowance 
can be  replaced by: 
Constant  surveillance allowance 
When  the  claimant needs constant 
surveillance or care by  a  third 
person  :  Dkr  19  356 
Invalidity allowance  given when 
earnings are too high for a  pension 
but when  invalidity is medically 
certified,  and  in cases of deaf-
ness  resulting in serious problems 
of communication: 
single person  :  Dkr 9  348  p.a. 
married persons:  Dkr  7  176  each 
p.a.  I 
General  pensions  supplement  and 
Personal  Allowance 
ICsee  "Old-age pensions") 
I 
£  3.40  per week  for each further 
child under 18  years of age 
Living alone  allowance: 
paid to pensioner aged  66  or over 
living alone. 
Amount  :  £  1.10 per week 
Prescribed relative allowance: 
is  p~able to an incapacitated 
pensioner who  is receiving full-
time  care and attention from  a 
prescribed relative 
Rate:£ 7.60 a  week 
~ N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  ~ 
£10.50week 
Each  child: £6.10 week 
Non  contributo;r InvaliQity Pension 
can be paid to those not 
qualifying for invalidity benefit 
Rate:  £10.50  a  week  plus  increases 
for dependents 
N E T H E R L A N  D S 
See  "Family  Allowances" 
Death Allowance: 
a)  100  of daily earnings 
107 
b)  lOa%  of basic amount 
From  the day  of death until the  Attendance  Allowance 
given when  the nature 
validity necessitates 
constant attendance. 
of the in- last day  of the  second month 
treatment or  which  follows this  (3) 
Amount:  £14.00per week  for a  persor 
who  requires attendance or super-
vision by  d~ and night,  or £  9.30 
week  for a  person who  needs  the 
attendance by  day or by  night  (1) 
Mobility Allowance  can be  claimed 
by  persons who  are unable or 
virtually unable to walk. 
Rate  :  £  10.00 a  week  (2) 
(1)  People  who  cannot  work  because  they have to stay at home  to  care for a  severely disabled relative receiving attendance allowance 
can be  paid  invalid ca.re  allowance at the rate of £  7.  90  a  week. 
(2)  From  5  July  1978• 
(3)  As  long as  incapacity rate is So%. TABLE  VI  - 4 
G  E  R M A  N Y  B  1!.  L  C  I  U  M  F R A  N  C  E  J  T  A  L  y  LUX EM B  0  U  R  G 
- - - - -
DM  1  834.8  p.a~ until 18  (General  family allowance  scheme)  (General  family allowance  scheme)  (General  family allowance  scheme)  ~fr 3  200  p.a. per child  (with 
(25 if studying or in  index = 100)  (2) 
occupational training)(l) 
- - - - -
(1)  No  accumulation with family  allowances,  supplements for children from  accident  insurance or orphans pension from  old-age  insurance and allowances  where  there are 
vocational contracts,  etce  provided these  exceed a  certain sum. 
(2)  Accumulation of supplements  for children with family allowances. 
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TABLE  VI  - 5 
ADJUSTME:NT 
ACCUM!JLATION  WITH  OTHER  OOCIAL 
SECURITY  BENEFITS  ( 1) 
PREVENTION  AID  REHABILITATION 
DENMARK 
Automatically twice  a  year,  fol-
lowing  changes in prices 
Rates are regularly adjusted fol-
lowing rises in wages 
Cash benefits can be  accumu-
lated 
Measures to  lessen the  consequen-
ces  of invalidity by: 
- assistance  for  special medical 
care; 
- maintenance  allowances  during 
vocational rehabilitation; 
- appliances  and  aids  supplied by 
local authorities under the 
Social Assistance  Act  of 1974(2) 
INVALIDITY 
IRELA~D 
Invalidity pensions are normally 
increased once  a  year 
Not  payable with  any  pension 
under the  Social Welfare Acts 
(1)  In any  case  invalidity pensions  and  old-age pensions  are mutually exclusive. 
(2)  Came  into effect on 1st April  1976. 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
Adjustment  by  legislation at least 
annually in line with movements  in 
the general  level of earnings or 
prices,  whichever is more  benefi-
cial 
Attendance  allowance  can be paid 
in addition to  any other benefit 
except  other allowances paid for 
the  same  purpose 
N E T H E R L A N  D S 
(a)  and  (b) 
Compulsory adjustment  on 1  January 
and  l  July which is pegged to the 
earnings  index during the  period 
30 April to 31  October or preceding 
31 October to 30  April. 
In particular cases additional 
adaptations  can be made  between 
these dates 
(a)  and  (b) 
Reduction of the  invalidity pension 
where  combined with a  benefit grant-
ed  by  foreign legislation for the 
same  incapacity for work 
(a)  Deduction of amount  of 
general  insurance  indemnity 
Preventive medical  care  and  medic  (a)  -
al rehabilitation are provided by 
the National Health  Service.  (b)  Possibility for the  person 
Industrial rehabilitation and  concerned of measures  to maintain, 
1  vocational training,  sheltered  restore or improve  his capacity for 
employment  and  a  specialised  work,  such as  rehabilitation, 
placement  service are provided by  training or retraining.  Measures 
the Department  of Employment  undermay also  be  taken to  improve  his 
the Disabled Persons  (Employment)  living conditions 
Acts  1944  and  1958 
Allowances  are payable during 
training G E R M A N Y 
Twofold  adjustment  to  economic 
situation: 
1. by  automatic  incidence of 
general basic earnings  (see  above) 
when  the amount  of the pension to 
be paid is fixed 
2.  by  adjustment  of the pension 
according to  a  coefficient  which 
is fixed  once  a  year by  law 
If combined with  an  employment 
injuries  or occupational dis-
eases  pension,  the invalidity 
pension is reduced when  the total 
exceeds  85%  of the earnings taken 
as basis for assessment 
Rehabilitation:  medical  benefits 
and  occupational training as well 
as other measures,  including 
transitional benefits  (80%  of the 
normal  salary provided it does not 
exceed  the net  salary) 
l3  3  L  G  I  U  M 
Automatic  adjustment  of allowan-
ces by  2%  when  the  index of  con-
sumer prices varies by 1.02%  in 
relation to the preceding index 
Rates of allowances are  adapted 
in line with the evolution of the 
general standard of living by 
fixing  an  annual  adjustment 
coefficient  or flat  rate charge 
via benefit grant. 
Accumulation with  employment  in-
juries'  or occupational diseases' 
pension is possible up to  a  vari-
able maximum 
Functional and  occupational re-
training,  in accordande with 
decision of panel of doctors,  in 
specialised establishments 
(1)  Pensions  below minimum  indexed to cost  of living. 
I  N V A L  I  D I  T Y  TABLE  VI  - 5 
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Annual  adjustment  on  1  January  Annual  automatic  adjustment  of  l. Automatic  adjustment  of pensione 
and  1  July by statutory instrument pensions  by  decree.  Reference  wherever the  index varies by 2.5% 
fixing the coefficient  of increase indices:  in relation to the preceding index 
i) Pensions above minimum  .  . 
Accumulation with  an  employment 
injuries'  or occupational dis-
eases'  pension  limited to the 
normal  earnings of a  worker in the 
same  category 
a)  Cost  of living  2.  ~Justment of pens1ons  to 
b)  D"ff  b  t  t  .  earn1ngs  level  (most  recent 
..  1  erence  e  we~n _hls  and adjustment at 1.1.1976 to the 1974 
m1n1mum  wage  level  1n 1ndustry earnings  level).  The  special 
ii) Minimum  pension  supplements are linked to  the 
Minimum  wage  level in industry adjustments made  to the minimum 
(1)  social  salary 
Accumulation of general  invalidity A reduction of the  invalidity pens 
pension with  an  employment  injur- ion is possible  in certain cases 
ies'  or occupational diseases'  when  combined,  for  example,  with 
pension  (within the  limit  of  an  employment  injuries'  pension 
annual  earnings  and  subject  to the 
ceiling,  when  the pensions are 
granted for the  same  invalidity) 
Vocational retraining in special- The  INPS  is able to grant  medical 
ised vocational  retraining centres  care  etc. to prevent  or reduce 
The  insurance may  require that 
curative treatment  b~ given to 
restore  a  pe~sioner's capacity 
for work  or avert  an  insured per-
or establishments,  subject to  a  invalidity and  to restore capacity 
psycho-technical  examination,  with for work 
the social  security funds  contrib- Hospitalisation 
uting to the  costs;  the pensions  to  the  Region 
or part  of the pensions  are  con-
tinued 
is free and  charg~ son's  imminent  incaoacity;  the 
pension may  be  entirely or partial-
ly suspended during this treatmP.nt 
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TABLE  VII  - 1 
LEGISLATION 
1. First  law 
2.  Basic legislation 
FIELD  OF  APPLICATION 
CONDITIONS 
Minimum  period of membership 
DENMARK 
1. National  pension:  1891 
2. Supplementary pension:  1964 
1.  Law  of  3  Feb.  1976 
2.  Law  of 7 March  1964 
1.  National  pension 
All resident nationals 
2.  Supplementar:y  pension 
All  employees aged 18-66  working 
15  hours or more  per week 
1. National  pension 
At  least 1  year of residence after 
the age of 15 
2.  Supplementar:y  pension 
At  least 5 years of membership 
(l)  Except  married women  who  opted before April  1977  not  to  be  insured. 
OLD-AGE 
IRELAND 
1908 
Old-age contributory pension: 
Law  of 1960  - 1978 
Retirement  pension:  Laws  of 1971-
1978 
With  few  exceptions, all persons 
aged  16  years and  over employed 
under a  contract of service or 
apprenticeship 
1. Retirement  pension 
- must  have  become  insured before 
the  age  of 55 
- at least 156  contributions paid 
- annual  average  of at least  24 
weekly contributions paid or 
credited 
2.  Old-age  pension 
- must  have  become  insured before 
the age  of 60  (56  in certain 
cases) at least 156  contributions 
paid 
- an annual average of at least 
20  weekly  contributions paid or 
credited 
~ N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  X 
1908 
Act  of 1975  and  the  regulations 
thereunder 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
5 June  1913 
General  old-age  insurance:  Law  of 
31  May  1956 
1. Flat-rate pension  All  residents between the ages 
All  persons over school age,  resi- of 15  and  65  whatever their 
dent  in the U.K.  (l)  income  or nationality 
2.  Graduated  pension 
All  employed  persons  in the  scheme 
who  earned more  than £  9.00 a  week 
between 6.4.1961  and  5.4.1975 
3. Non-contri  butor:y  pension 
Persons aged  eo  or over resident 
in the United Kingdom  not quali-
fying for a  contributory retire-
ment  pension 
1. Flat-rate pension  None 
- At  least  50  flat-rate contribu-
tions paid at any time before 6 
April 1975,  or contributions paid 
in any  tax year amounting to at 
least  50  times the minimum  contri-
bution for that year 
- Requisite number  of  reckonable 
years with contributions amount-
ing to at  least  50  times  the mini-
mum  contribution for that year;  I 
the required number  varies accord-
ing to  the  length of working life 
2.  Graduated  pensions:  none 
3.  Non-contributory pension:  none GERMANY  ~:SLGIUM 
22  June  1889  10 ~  1900 
Industrial staff: Social Insurance  Royal  Decree of 24  October 1967 
Code  (RVO)  of 19  July 1911 1  vers-
ion of 23  February  19571  with 
numerous  amendments 
Non-industrial staff:  Law  of 
20  December  1911 1  version of 
23  February  1957 1  with numerous 
amendments 
General  section of the social  code 
(ll Dec.75)  Prescriptions  (23  Dec. 
76) 
O.LD- AGE 
F  R  A N  C  E  (1) 
5  April  1910 
Law  of 5  April  1928,  Social 
Security Code  (Code  SS),  Books  I-
III - Decree  of 29  December 1945, 
amended.Law  of 31  December  1971 
Law  of 3  January  1975 
Law  of 30 December  1975 
ndustrial and non-industrial staff Industrial and non-industrial staff  Industrial and non-industrial 
All  employees  staff 
All  employees 
80  months  of insurance  None  None 
J  T  A  L  Y 
21  April  1919 
Decrees of 4  October 1935 and 
14  April  1939 
Decree  of 27  April  1968,  Law  of 
30 April  1969,  Laws  of 11  August 
1972  and  3  June  1975 
Industrial and  non-industrial 
staff 
All  employees 
15 years of contributions 
TABLE  VII  - 1 
LUXEMBOURG 
6  May  19ll 
Industrial staff:  Social  InsurancE 
Code,  Book  III,  1925,  with  numer-
ous amendments 
Non-industrial staff :  Law  of 
29  August  1951 1  with numerous 
amendments 
Industrial and  non-industrial 
staff 
All  employees  or those considered 
as  such 
1  350  days  of insurance  of indus-
trial staff (2) 
60  months  of  1 nsurance for non-
industrial staff (2) 
(1)  In addition to the statutory old-age  insurance  scheme  there are  the  supplementary retirement  schemes  which,  pursuant  to the  agreement  of 8  December  1961 
between the French National  Employers'  Council  (CNPF)  and  the trade union organisations,  must  be  set up  in all occupational  sectors covered  by  the  CNPF. 
(2)  An  allowance  is granted to  insured  persons who  at  65  do  not  fulfil the conditions laid down  but have  paid contributions for 1  080  days  (i.e. 4 years of insurance). 
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Legal retirement  age: 
a) men 
b)  women 
BENEFITS 
Amount  of pension 
Earnings  ceiling 
Supplement  for dependants: 
- spouse 
n E  N'  M A R K 
1.  a)  67  years 
b)  62  years  (1) 
2.  a)  67  years 
b)  67  years 
1. National pension 
Married persons:  Dkr 16  548  p.a. 
each if both are pensioners 
others:  Dkr  19  428 
OLD- AGE 
IRELA't>l'D 
1.  a)  65  years 
b)  65  years 
2.  a) 66  years 
b)  66  years 
1. Retirement  pension 
£  16.0 5 per week  (£ 1.7  ... 05  where 
the pensioner is age  80  or over 
if average  of annual  contribut-
ions is 48  or more 
Where  average is less than 48 
but  24  or more,  a  reduced pens-
ion is payable 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
65  years 
60  years 
lo Flat-rate pensio~ 
£  17.50  per week  (reduced if 
number of years is less than 
maximum  but at least a  quarter 
of the  requisite figure) 
2.  Graduated pension 
£  0.025 per week  for every 
A full pension is paid if 40 
years of residence after the age 
of 15  or if 10 years of resi-
dence  of which at  least  5 years 
immediately  preceding the age of 
67,  otherwise  reduced  2•  Old-age pension 
£  1-6.0"\  per week  (£17.05  where 
the pensioner is aged  80  or 
ove~·  ){3)  if average of annual 
contri~;tions is 48  or more. 
Where  average  is less than  48 
but  20  or more,  a  reduced 
pension is payable. 
£  7.50  (men)  or£ 9  (women) 
contributed  (matched by the 
same  amount  from  the  employer) 
3. Non-contributory pension  General  pension supplement 
Married persons Dkr  4  336 
p.a.  each;  others Dkr  4  176 p.a. 
Personal allowance 
Under  special circumstances 
2.  Supplementary pension 
Dkr 4  008  p.a.  if 40  years  of 
membership.  Otherwise  reduced 
proportionally 
lo  Married person's allowance  of 
Dkr  2  652 p.a. if the spouse 
does  not  receive a  pensiono  If a 
wife  is between  62-66 years of age 
husband  receives a  wife's  supple-
ment  of Dkr 18  576 
2.  None 
£  10.50 and  £  0.25 per week 
(married women  £  6.30 +  £  0.25 
a  week) 
1. and  2.  1. £  10.50 a  week 
Spouse aged under  66:  £  10.25 p.w.  None 
Spouse  aged  66  or over:  2• 
£  12.10 per week  (4)  3.  None 
(1) 
(2) 
Single women  are entitled to an old-age pension from  the age  of 62  years.  Reduced  pension if her income  is higher than about  Dkr  21  400, 
Ihrin;"  ~;w "  "holid,1.y  'lllm·umce"  CfT'~'11  to  7%  of the  pension  nue  for the  precedin11;  12  months  is pRid. 
a~ 
An  extra allowance of £  1.10 per week  is granted to a  pensioner aged  66  or over living alone. 
A pensioner who  is so  incapacitated as to require full-time  care and  attention m~ receive an increase  in pension 
of£ 7.60  per week  in respect  of a  prescribed relative who  is looking after the pensioner. 
NETHERLANDS 
Annual  amount: 
Single persons:  1/50 of Fl 10  782 
married persons:  1/50 of Fl 15  774 
(2)  for each year of insurance 
(Varying amounts  - see  above) G E R M A N Y  'I:::LGIUM 
The  beneficiary can choose  between  65 
63  and  67;  in principle otherwise 
65 
Pension  formula:  1.5%  x  n  x  Ex c. 
n  =  Number  of years of insurance 
( cf. invalidity) 
E =  the general basic earnings, 
i.e. the average gross earnings 
in respect  of which  contributions 
are due from all insured persons 
durin~ the  3  calendar years prior 
to the year of payment  of pension. 
In  1978  DM  21  608 
c  =  Individual coefficient -
average ratio for each year of the 
earnings of the person concerned 
to the general basic earnings 
(maximum  2)  (2) 
60 
Pension formula:  for a  single 
person or married man  without 
dependent  wife: 
1/45  X  60%  X  E X  n; 
for  a  married man  (dependent  wife) 
1/45  X  75%  X  E  X  n; 
for women:  1/40 x  60%  x  Ex n 
n  =  Number  of years during which 
remuneration has been paid 
E =  1.  For years prior to 1-1-55: 
the  factor representing  60%  E 
(or  75%  E)  is fixed  at  a  flat-
rate of Bfrs  235  532 
2.  For the years after 
1-1-55:  Industrial staff: gross 
wage  without  ceiling  ; 
Non-industrial staff: 
1955-57:  flat  rate 
1958-67:  earnings 
ceilinP. +  1~ 
After l968:  earnings ceiling 
OLD-AGE 
F R A N  C E 
6o 
60 
Pension formula:  (at  60) 
Ex 20%  x  Io 
E = Average  earnings over the 
best  10  years 
n  =  Number  of years up to 37  1/2 
Minimum  pension  (means  tested): 
FF  5  800  (3) 
J  T  A  L  Y 
(:fJ  (1) 
55  (1)  (5) 
Pension  formula:  2%  x  n  x  E 
n  =  Number  of years of insurance 
(maximum:  40) 
E =  Average  annual  earnings in 
respect  of which  contributions 
during the best  3  of the previous 
10  years 
Minimum:  Lit  1  332  500 
Social  security pension: 
Lit  156  000  (12  000  x  13)  of the 
annual  contributory pension is 
provided by the  Social Fund  in 
the  form  of a  social  security 
pension 
Persons  aged  over  65 without 
income  are entitled to  a  social 
pension of Lit 828  100  p.a. 
from  the Social Fund  (non-
revertible) 
TABLE  VII - 2 
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65 
65 
Pension:  Consisting of a  fixed 
amount  (4)  +  a  supplement 
FixEd amount:  Lfr  15  000  p.a. 
index=  100;  index  at  1.7.78 = 
288.8 
Suoolement: 
- 1·.~ of total earnings;  e"l.rningE 
adjusted according to  index  and 
the  chan~es in wage  level; 
- minimum  oension  (when  index = 
100):  Lfr 30 000  (for  2  700  day 
of insurance); 
- minimum  pension  (when  index = 
100)  Lfr 60  060  (with at  least 
35 years of insurance) 
r------------------·----·-------------r------------------------·---------+---------------------------------1--------------------------------~~------------------------------~ 
Industrial  staff:  Industrial staff: none  Industrial staff: 
Non-industrial  staff:  DM  44  400  Non-industrial staff: Bfr  600  300  Non-industrial  staff:  FF  48  000 
----· 
(varving amounts  - see  above)  a)  Spouse  aged under  65:  ?o%  of 
the pension,  ~iii th a maximum  of 
FF  4  000 
b)  Over  65:  minimum  FF  5  800 
None 
See  "Family  Allo~ifances" 
Industrial staff:  none 
Non-induPtrial  staff:  Lfr  798  000 
'-------·---···  .  ··-···---- --------L---------------------.L....---------------.l..----------------.l..---------------....J 
(1)  A ,.seniority pension" after 35  years of contributions irrespective of age,  provided that the oensioner is no  lons;er working. 
(
3
2)  If exceeded,  possibility of  obtaini~ increases. 
(  )  FF  6  20Q  can be  added  to this minimum  in the  form  of an allowance  from  the National Solidarity Fund, 
(4)  Condition:  180  months, residence  to  obtain the whole  of the fixed amount,  otherwise a  proportional amount  is paid. 
(5)  Women  may  retire on request at  60,  like men. 
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- children 
ADJUSTMENT 
EARLY  PENSION 
DEFERMENT 
0  L D  AGE 
DENMARK  IRELAND  'l N  I  T  S  D  K  I  N G  D  0  )!!  N E T H E R L A  N  D S 
1.  See  "Family benefits"  £.  4.15 for each of the first  two  1.  Each  child: 
children;  £.  3.40 for  each further 
£.  6.10 a  week  See  "Family benefits" 
2.  None 
child aged under 18 
1.  Automatical~ adjusted twice a  Pensions are normally  increased 
year following changes  in prices  once  a  year 
Rates are regularly adjusted fol-
lowing rises in wages 
2.  On~ adjusted when  sufficient 
funds 
1. From  60  years of age in cases 
of bad  health or other particular 
circumstances.  Persons  between 
55  and  60  for social reasons or 
reasons  linked to  employment 
2. None 
Supplement  is obtained after 
deferment  periode of 1/2,  1, 
1  1/2,  2,  2  l/2 and 3  years 
immediately upon the lst of the 
month  following the  67th year 
and paid out with 5,  10,  15, 
20,  25  and 3o%,  respectively of 
the person's  basic amount  at 
the expiration of the deferment 
period 
2.  -
3. -
Adjustment  by  legislation at least 
annually  in line with movements  in 
the general  level of earnings or 
prices,  whichever is more  bene-
ficial 
1. For periods after 5.4.1975 
increase of £.  0.125 for every  £.  of 
pension for each  6  days of 
deferment  (1) 
There  is ministerial prov1s1on for 
pensions  to  be adjusted in line 
with  the  index for salaries on 
1  January and  1  July 
(1)  For periods up  to 5.4.1975  increase of £.  0.06 for every 9 contributions paid plus £.  0.03 for dependent  wife if she is aged  over 60  during the  period when  contributions paid. GERMANY 
DM  1  834.8 per child per year 
until age  18  (25 if studying or 
vocational training)  (1) 
Twofold adjustment to  economic 
situation: 
1. by  automatic  incidence of 
general basic earnings  (see above) 
when  the amount  of the pension to 
be  paid is fixed 
2.  by  adjustment of the pension 
according to a  coefficient which 
is fixed once a  year by  law 
Men  and women: 
a)  at the age of 63  or 62  (in the 
case of war pensioners,  occupat-
ional or other invalidity) after 
35 years of insurance  (3); 
b)  at the age of 60  if unemployed 
for at least  1 year during the 
past  18  months  (4) 
Women: 
at the age  of 60  if subject to 
compulsory  insurance during at 
least half of the last 20  years(4) 
A supplement  of 0.6% is added to 
the  old-age  pension per calendar 
month  between 65  and  67 
OLD- AGE 
BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY 
See  "Family  Allowances"  10%  of the pension to any pension- See "Family  Allowances" 
er who  has at least 3  children, 
including children whom  he  has 
brought  up  for at least 9  years 
before their 16th birthday  (2) 
mothers:  credit of 2  yea~insu-
rance per child 
-Automatic adjustment  of pensions  Annual  adjustments with effect 
by  2%  when  the retail price  index  from  l  January and  1  July by 
varies  by  more  than 1.02% in relat- statutory instrument fixing the 
ion to  the  preceding index  coefficient of increase 
- Rates  of pensions are adapted in 
line with the evolution of the 
general  standard of living by  fix-
ing an annual  adjustment coeffi-
cient for increases  or flat  rate 
adjustment  via an  allowance 
l.Men and women;  At  the  request  of 
the person concerned,in which  case 
reduction of  5%  for each before 
normal  retirement  age  (except for 
persons enjoying status of national 
recognition,  prisoners of war and 
political prisoners). Earliest 
possible age:  60  for men  and  55  for 
women,  with special arrangements 
for the aged unemployed  and those 
invalid for more  than 1 year. 
2.Men:  At  the age  of 64  where 
there is proof that they have  been 
in salaried employment  for 45 years 
or in hard or dirty work 
A supplement  is given for each ad-
ditional year of work  (max.  5), 
equal  to  1/45  (men)  or l/40(women) 
of 60%  of earnings during the year 
(75%  for households) 
In the case of incapacity for 
work  and deported persons or ex-
service men,  pension entitlement 
begins at  60  at the  same  rate as 
for 65 
The  same  for manual  workers 
(laborious work)  who  have 42 years 
insurance and  for industrial staff 
who  are mothers and who  have raise~ 
at least 3  children and who  have 
.  30 yeara insurance  or for women 
having 37.5 years  insurance 
Pension or annuities: 
Possibility of deferring payment 
without  any age  limit.  Rate  25%  of 
pension supplemented by  1.25% per 
quarter of deferment  beyond  the 
age  of 60 
Annual  automatic  adjustment  by 
~ecree. Reference  indices: 
Pensions above minimum 
a)  Cost  of living (fixed part) 
b)  Difference between this and 
minimum  wage  level in industry 
Minimum  pensions 
Minimum  wage  level  in industry  (5) 
Possibility of obtaining pension 
supple~ents every  2 years where 
the  pensioner continues  to work 
and  pay  contributions  (18.72  x 
value of basic contributions  paid 
during the  2 years) 
TABLE  VII  - 3 
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Lfr 3  200  p.a.  per child  (with 
index = 100)  (2) 
1. Automatic  adjustment  of pens-
ions whenever the  index varies by 
2.5%  in relation to the preceding 
index 
2.  Adjustment  of pensions to  level 
of earnings  (most  recent adjust-
ment  at 1.1.1976 to the  1974  level 
of earnings 
Industrial staff:  men  at  62 
women  at  62 
Non-industrial staff:  men  at  60 
women  at  55 
Conditions: all work  ceased and  a 
sufficient number of years of mem-
bership  (industrial staff:  10  800 
days;  non-industrial staff:  180 
months) 
(1) 
(2) 
No  accumulation with family  allowances  but  supplements  for children from  accident  insurance,  orphans  pension from  old age  insurance and vocational  training contract 
income  provided these exceed  a  certain sum. 
a~ 
(5) 
Accumulation of  supplements  for children with family allowances. 
Up  to the age of 65  earnings must  not  exceed  DM  1000  per month. 
Up  to  the age  of  65  earnings must  not  exceed  DM  425 per month. 
Pensions  below minimum:  indexed to  cost  of living. 
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TABLE  VII  - 4 
ACCUMULATION  WITH  EARNINGS 
OLD- AGE 
DENMARK  IRELA"'iD 
1. Permitted for basic amount  when  1. No  accumulation 
paid to persons over  67  years  old 
General  pensions  supplement  is 
reduced by  3o%  for earnings in 
excess  of Dkr 8  100  _p.a.  for 
married persons  each and 
Dkr 5 600  for others 
Married person's allowance  and 
wife's allowance are likewise 
means  tested. 
2. Permitted 
(1)  2. Accumulation permitted 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
1.  Retirement  necessary  between 
65  and  70  (60  and  65  for a 
woman) 
.Pension reduced by£ 0.05 for 
,every£ 0.10 earned over £40.00 
but under £  44.00  Reduction of 
£0.05 for every £0.05 earned 
in excess of £44.00 per week 
Earni!lgiS  rule does  not apply 
to persons over 70  (65 women) 
2.  Acc~~ulation permitted 
(1)  Otherwise  reduced  b,y  Dkr  60.- for every Dkr  100.- earned in excess  of Dkr  21  400 per year each for married people if both 
are pensioners  and Dkr  11  OOOo- for others,  when  earnings are due  to work. 
N E T H E R L A N  D S 
Possible OLD-AGE  TABLE  VII - 4 
G E R M A N Y  B  E  L G I  U M  FRAJfCE  J  T  A  L  y  L U X E M B 0 U R G 
Possible  Forbidden,  except  for authorised  Possible  -Total accumulation for minimum  Possible 
work  (work  restricted to  180 hours  pension; 
per quarter-year)  or producing  -No  accumulation for that part  earnings not  exceeding Bfr 22  256 
per quarter  of pension above  the minimum 
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 TABLE  VIII  - 1 
LEGISLATION 
1. First law 
2. Basic Legislation 
FIELD  OF  APPLICATION 
CONDITIONS 
1. Deceased  insured person 
2. Surviving spouse 
76 
DENMARK 
1891 
Law  of 1959 
All  resident nationals 
SURVIVORS 
I  R E L A N D  UNITED  KINGDOM 
1935  1925 
Laws  of 1935  - 1978  Act  of 1975  and  regulations 
thereunder 
With  few  exceptions, all persons  ~ee "Old Age"  Table VII  - 1 
aged 16 years and  over employed 
under a  contract of service or 
apprenticeship 
Widows' pension and widowed mother's 
Pension at maximum  rate  allowahce 
- 156  contributions paid  (a)  At  least  50  flat-rate contribu-
- an annual average of 39  contrib- tions of any  class paid at any  time 
utions paid or credited in the 3  before  6 April 1975,  or contribu-
or 5 years before the date of death tions paid in any tax year since 
or of attainment  of age  66  6 April 1975  amounting to at least 
or  50  times the minimum  contribution 
an average of 48  contributions  for that year 
paid or credited since  beginning  (b)  For full benefit,  requisite 
insurance  payments.  number  of reckonable years with 
Reduced  pension 
if the annual average  of contrib-
utions  since  begi~~ing insurance 
payments  is more  than 24  but  less 
than 48.  These  conditions may  be 
fulfilled either on  the husband's 
or the wife's own  insurance 
contributions paid amounting to at 
least 50  times the minimum  contri-
bution for that year.  The  number 
of years varies according to the 
length of working life. 
Widows'  allowance 
25  flat-rate contributions  paid at 
any time  before  6 April 1975  or 
contributions paid in any tax year 
since 6 April 1975  amounting to 
at least 25  times  the minimum 
contribution for that year 
Widow  aged at least 55  (having  Widow  To  qualify for a  widow's allowance: 
must  be  aged under 60  at the death 
of spouse (if husband not entitled 
to  retirement  pension,  may  be aged 
over 60) 
been widowed  after 45);  widowed  Dependent  invalid widower whose 
after 45  having,  at the death of  spouse was  receiving,  immediately 
her husband,  2  dependent  children  before her death,  an old age  or 
under 18  (for as long as one or  retirement pension which  included 
both children are still dependent' an allowance for him  as an adult 
widows  aged at least 55  who rece:ive dependant 
special allowances and who  have  or 
have had dependent  children;widow 
or single woman  aged  50  or over ill 
cases of bad health or in other 
special circumstances. In all caseE 
minimum  length of marriage must  be 
5 years and  the widow  must  have 
had one year of residence after 
the age of 15 
For full widow's  pension:  must  be 
aged  50  or over at her husband's 
death or when widowed  mother's 
allowance ceased.  Reduced  pension 
payable if aged between 40  and  50 
NETHERLANDS 
General  insurance  scheme  for 
widows  and  orphans 
See Old-age Tables 
To  be  insured at the time of death 
Widow  with dependent  children or 
disable~ unmarried or aged at 
least 40  at the time of her 
husband's death.  At  65  the 
survivor's pension is replaced by 
an old-age  pension SURVIVORS  TABLE  VIII  - 1 
G E R M A N Y  B.:o.,LGIUM  F R A N C E  JTALY  LUXEMBOURG 
( 
~  See Invalidity and Old-age Tables  See Old-age Tables  See Invalidity and Old-age Tables  See  Invalidity and Old-age Tables  See  Invalidity and Old-age Tables 
See  Invalidity and Old-age Tables  See Old-age Tables  See Invalidity and Old-age Tables  See  Invalidity and Old-age Tables  See Invalidity and Old-age Tables 
60  months  of insurance 
Widow,  married to  the deceased at 
the time of his death,  or 
divorced before 1/7/77  and 
financially dependent  upon the 
deceased  (1) 
Widower  financially dependent 
upon deceased  insured spouse 
To  be  insured 
Widow  married to  the deceased  for 
at least  1  year (unless there is a 
child of the marriage or a  depen-
dent  child or death is due  to an 
accident after the date of marria-
ge): 
aged at least 45  or bringing up  a 
child or being an  invalid herself; 
having ceased all work  with  the 
exception of work  that has  been 
authorised 
Registered for 12  months:800 work- Ordinary pension: 
ing hours during the last 12  5 years of insurance and at  least 
months of which at least 200  260  weekly contributions or 60 
during the first of the 4 quarters monthly contributions.  Or 15 
prior to cessation of work  or  years of insurance and contribu-
involuntary unemployment;  .tiona. 
entitled to old-age or invalidity 
pension  Special pension: 
If death connected with occupa-
tion and is not  compensated as 
employment  accident  :  1  year 
insurance and  contributions 
a) For widow's  {widower's)  Widow  or widower  (2) 
pension: 
widow  (dependent  widower)  aged 
less than 60,  disabled,  of an 
insured person who  died before hi1 
(her)  60th birthday 
b) For widow's  (widower's)  pensiot 
commuted  to  old-age  pension: 
widow{or dependent  widower)  aged 
55  or person entitled to a  pensio 
or a  recipient of a  pension 
{marriage having lasted for at 
1 east  2  years) 
If divorce occurs after 30/6/77  acquired rights are divided up  between spouses  for old age  and  invalidity  i~surance. 
For widower  only if death of spouse  (insured or pensioned)  occurs  after 17/12/1977. 
Industrial staff:  270  days  of 
insurance 
Non-industrial staff:  12  months  of 
membership.  No  qualifying 
period where  an injury connected 
with  occupation has caused death 
Widow  (or dependent  widower)  mar-
ried to  the deceased for at least 
1  year,  unless  there is a  child of 
the marriage  or death is caused  by 
an accident.  Assimilated  to  the 
widow:  mother,  mother-in-law,  sis-
ter, daughter,  daughter-in-law and 
adopted daughter if a  minor at the 
time of adoption,  subject to cer-
tain conditions 
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TABLE  VIII  - 2 
BENEFITS 
1 •  Surviving spouse 
Widow's  remarriage 
D E N M A R K 
Basic  amount:  Dkr  19 428 p.a.(l) 
General  pension supplement: 
see Old-age pensions 
Pension is discontinued 
SURVIVORS 
I  R E  L  A N  D 
-The maximum  amount  is £  14.60 per 
week  (widow  aged 80  or over : 
£  15o75) 
-Prescribed Relative allowance 
payable to an incapacitated widow 
aged  66  or over requiring full-
time  care and  attention from  a 
prescribed relativeo  Rate  £  7o60 
per week 
-Allowance paid to a  widow  aged 
66  or over living alone 
Amount:  £  lolO per week 
Pension is discontinued 
U N  I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
Widow's  pension 
Paid when  the right to widow's al-
lowance  expires (if the  claimant 
is not  entitled to widowed  mothets 
allowance)  or at the  end  of en-
titlement to widowed  mother's al-
lowance,  provided in both cases-
that certain conditions as to age 
are fulfilled (see above).  A full 
pension is granted to widows  aged 
50  or over,  rate:  £  17.50 per week 
If the widow  is aged 40  - 50  the 
pension is reduced  by  1%  of the 
full rate for each year under 50 
Widow's  allowance: 
Payable  for 26  weeks  following 
the death of the  spouse.  Amount: 
£  24.50 per week 
Widowed  mother's allowance: 
Pey-able,  from  the end  of the  26 
weeks,  to pregnant  widows  or 
those with one  or more  dependent 
children or having a  child under 
19  living with her. Amount: 
£  17.50 per week  paid as  long as 
the widow  has the children in 
her charge 
Pension is discontinued 
NETHERLANDS 
Widow  only:  Fl  10  782 
Widow  with dependent  children 
under 18  (2):  Fl 15 774  p.a. 
Pension is discontinued;  grant 
of 1 year's pension 
(1)  The  basic amount  is reduced b,y  6o%  of earnings in excess of Dkr  21  400  p. a. if  earnings are due  to work.  (Certain other incomes  affect  tne  amount  of pension). 
(2)  In May  a  11holidey- Allowance"  equal to  1%  of the pension due  for the  preceding 12 months  is paid. G E R M A N Y 
6/10 of pension for occupational 
invalidity with reference to ac-
tual period of membership  - for 
widows  under 45 
6/10 of general invalidity pens-
ion with reference to  a  nominal 
period of membership  longer  (l) 
than the actual period - for 
widow  (widower)  over 45,  or dis-
abled or with dependent  children 
Pension is discontinued;  grant  of 
5 years'  pension 
"93:LGIUM 
So%  of the actual  or hypothetical 
retirement  pension of the insured 
person calculated at  household 
rate.  No  widower's  pension 
Pension is discontinued;  gr~nt of 
2 years'  pension 
SURVIVORS 
F R A N C E 
~of holder's old-age pension 
i  of pension or annuity received 
by the  deceased 
Minimum  FF  5 800.  10%  supple-
ment  where  the person concerned 
has at  least 3  dependent  children 
brought  up  by  him  for 9 years 
before their 16th birthday 
Pension is discontinued 
I  T A L Y 
6o%  of the  insured person's inval-
idity or old-age pension in accor-
dance  with the minimum  and  maximum 
levels  laid down  for the  insured 
person's pension 
Pension is discontinued;  ~rP.nt  of 
2 years'  pension 
TABLE  VIII - 2 
L U X E M B 0  U R G 
Total of fixed amount and 66.66%  of 
supplement  (2) plus  further sup-
plement  of Lfr  2  200  (index =  100 
p.~. for each dependent  child 
If insured person dies before  ~5, 
66.66% of special  supplements(2) 
provided that the Nidm·r 
- is older than 45 
-has at  least  50%  work  incapacity 
- has brought  up child 
(or is bringing up) 
Pension is discontinued;  grP.nt  of 
60  months'  DP.vments  if remP.rried 
before  50  (~6 months'  p8vments 
over  ~0),  not  inc  lud  i. n~ speci;ll 
supn lement s 
(]) '·Jhpre  thP  dere'l.sed  insured  oerson is not  ~5 or over,  the actual me"Tlhershi.p  oeriod is incree.sed bv  th~ neri.od  "beh1een  de'3.th  ''!.Yid  "!R:e  0f 'i'i,  Pnh-iPct  to  c"'rt"l'in  condHinns. 
(2)  See  "Invalidity"  Table. 
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TABLE  VITI  - 3 
2.  Orphans 
- children having  lost  one 
parent 
- children having  lost both 
parents 
TIBNMARK 
See  "Family Benefits" 
See  "Family Benefits" 
SURVIVORS 
I  R E L A lif  D  U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M  NETHERLANDS 
£4.90  for each  dependent  child 
under  18  (21  where  the child is 
in full-time  education) 
1. The  amount  of the widow's  allow  Same  pension as for orphans having 
ance  and  widowed  mother's  allowancE  lost both parents,  if on the death 
is  increased by  £  6.10 per week  of the father,  the mother is not 
for  <each  chi.ld  child's guardian 
Family  ~llowances are  also 
payable 
2.  Child's special allowance: 
Paid to a  woman  whose  marriage has 
been dissolved or annulled if on 
the death of her former husband 
she has a  child towards whose 
support  he was  contributing or was 
liable to contribute.  Not  payable 
if the  woman  has  remarried 
Amount  :  £  C. 50  per week  for each 
chld 
Family allowances are also payable 
An  orphans'  allowance is paid if:  Guardian's allowance is a  payment 
a) the orphan is under  18  (21  if  of £  6.10 per week  to  a  person 
in full-time education);  who  takes  into his  family  an or-
b)  26  t  ·b t•  h  b  'd phan child;  one  of the child's 
con  r1 u  lons  ave  eentpal  parents must  have  satisfied a 
in respect  of a  parent  or a  s  ep- residence condition 
parent  of the  orphan 
Amount:  £10.60 per week 
Amount  :  see below  (1) 
Children 
under 10 
10  - 16 
16 - 27 
(student 
(1)  aged  : 
Fl 3 486  ) 
Fl 5  130  )  p.a. 
Fl 6  678  ) 
or child at home) 
From  16 to  17  years only 
for  invalids Fl  6  678  (2) 
(1)  No  restriction on  combination with  family  allowances. 
(2)  In May  a  "holidav allowance"  errual to  7%  of the pension  due  for the preceding  12 mont"'s  is p1=1.id. SURVIVORS 
G E  R M A N Y  'l  ~ L G I  U M 
1/10 of general invalidity  No  orphans'  pension;  see  special  No  orphans' 
pension  (see  'l'able  VI)  plus  family  allowances  scheme  allOW'3.11Ces 
children's supplement  as for 
general  old-age or invalidity 
scheme  (3) 
Age  limit:  18  years  (25  for 
study  or occupational training) 
(1) 
1/5 of the  general  invalidity  N0  orphans'  pensioYI;  ~ee  snecia  1  No  ornhws' 
pension  (see Table VI)  fami  1;<.'  ;;llm·rances  scheme  'l.llo1·mnces 
1/10 of the general basic  salary 
on which the  insured person's 
pension is calculated  (3) 
Age  limit:  18  years  (25 for 
study or occupational training) 
(1) 
(1)  No  accumulation with any  study  earnings  or similar beyond  a  certain level. 
f?)  'IIJ'o  entitlement  to  fami l;v  'lllo~r:omces 1mless the spouse works.  h)  th redri.ctio'!'l  on  rOT!Jhi.natiol'l  with  f"mi.l:r  ;;llowcnr:es. 
(.1)  See  Invql idi:f;y  T"bles. 
F  R  A N C E 
pension:  see  family 
scheme 
n~l"1~i on:  ~PP  f;omi l:v 
scheme 
TABLE  VIII - 3 
J  T  A L  y  L U X EM R  0  U R  G 
In  conjunction '"ith  flUrv1v1ng  1/3 of fixed  i'lmount  +  2o1o  of sunp-
spouse's pension:  2(Yf/,  per child;  lement  plus  further  supplement  of 
but  for  3  or more  children  Lin%  Lfr  1  100  (index =  100) p.a.  (3) 
divided by the number  of children 
(2) 
If insured  nerson dies before  'i'j, 
If the surviving  spouse  does  2Cl"i  of sneci;o.1  supplements  (4) 
not  have  a  pension:  40%  for  each 
orphan.  For 3  or more  children, 
lOo%  of the pension divided by 
the  number  of children 
110':~  ner chi  1 d.  '\  r-hi 1r'll"f'"Y'  '1J'l_r'l  D,..,,,hle  thP  nPr;-i("''l!  for  f:othPT'1 P"P 
mor~:  1_noc:::  nivi.ded  bv th"  n"1~~Pr  or m"tr_<>rl  e~"'  rhi 1dre"1  ( 1) 
of children 
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TABLE  VIII - 4 
3.  Other beneficiaries 
Maximum  for all those entitled 
to benefits 
4.  OTHER  BENEFITS 
n E N M A R K 
- Widow's  allowance  can be paid 
out  under the Social Assistance 
Act  of 1974 
- Special aid under the Social 
Assistance  Act  in cases of study 
or vocational training necessary 
to  enable  integration into a 
working life 
- Death grant: 
Adults  over 16 
Children 9-15 
Children 1-8. 
Children 0-1 
Automatically adjusted 
rises  in prices 
Dkr 1  800 
Dkr 1  930 
Dkr 1  080 
Dkr  720 
following 
SURVIVORS 
I  R E L A liT  D  U N  I  T E  D  K I  N G D 0 M 
-The husband's pension is paid at -A widow's  supplementary allowan-
the  same  rate for the six weeks  ce  is payable for 26  weeks  on  top 
following his death  of widow's  allowance if the  deceas 
- Benefits and  pensions  which 
include an amount  in respect  of 
an adult dependant  are payable 
for 6 weeks after the death of the 
insured person 
- A death grant  is paid on  the 
dea~:: of an insured person,  the 
spouse  o:  an  insured person,  the 
widow  or Wlllower  of an insured 
person,  or a  child under 18  if: 
26  contributions paid after 
1 October 1970  and before  the 
death; 
48  contributions paid  or credited 
in the  last contribution year,  or 
an average  of 48  contributions 
since beginning insurance 
payements  or 1 October 1970 
(whichever date is the most 
recent) 
Amount  : 
- child under 5 
- children 5-18 
- adult 
uo.oo 
£.30.00 
£.50.00 
A reduced grant is payable  where 
the average  is less than 48  but 
not  less than 26  contributions 
ed was  not  entitled to  a  retiremen 
pension  and had paid dur1ng the 
relevant tax year contributions 
of at  least  £  37.43.  The  rate 
is  1/~ of average Heekl:v  e'l.rnings 
of the deceased between £  13  ~d 
£  30,  plus  15%  of  earnin~s between 
£  30  and£ 95 
- Death grant  is  'l  lump  sum  p~id 
on  the death  of an  insured person 
or of the 1,rife1  husband  or child 
of  c:m  i ns11red  person.  It  mFJ"  FJ 1 so 
be  pavahle  on  the  insur'lnce  of a 
close relRtive  in resnPct  of  'l  pP.r 
son  handic~pDP.d f'ince  "!~P.  19  and 
unFJble  to '1-mrk  'l.nr'l  contribute to 
insurance 
To  qualify: 
Either at least  25  contributions 
of any  class must  have  been paid 
or credited between 5.7.1948  and 
6.4.1975  or contributions must 
have  been--paid  in any  one  tax year 
from  6.4.1978  amounting to at 
least  25  times  the minimum 
contribution for that year. 
The  standard grant  is normally 
£  30.00 for an adult  and  a  smalle '', 
s·..tm  for a  cb1ld 
(1)  By  virtue of t.he  sickness  and  incrro-'l.ci.t:v  for vrork  insur,.ncP"'  FJ  de11.th  P-"r,n;t  is C!.llo,ved  (see Tables  IV  and VI). 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
A divorced wife  under certain con-
ditions 
The  insured person's full pension 
is paid to the widovr  for the  5 
months  following death 
Temporary benefit  (6-19  months) 
to widows  with no  pension rights: 
Fl 10  782  p.a.  (1) GERMANY 
100%  of the  insured person's full 
general invalidity pension  (see 
Table VI) 
The  insured person's full pension 
is paid to the widow  (or >vidower) 
for the  3  months  following the 
insured person's death 
See  also  allowances  for funeral 
expenses  under  Sickness  Insurance 
Adjustment  allowance  for vlidows 
with  no  pension rights:  one vear 
survivor's pension 
See  also  allowances  for  funeral 
expenses  under  Sickness  Insurance 
SURVIVORS 
F  R A N  C E 
Under Death  Insurance,  grant  of a 
capital  sum  on  death equal to 90 
times the basic  dl3.ily  earnings to 
the  survivors  of insured persons 
who  have  been gainfully employed 
or in a  situation assimilated 
thereto  (unemployment,  sickness 
or maternity  allo~vance,  temnorarv 
incrmacitv)  for  200  hours  d11ring 
the  j  months prior to death  or 
1?0 hours  during the  last month; 
order of priorit":  spouse,  child-
ren,  parents,  etc.) 
Minimum:  1"0  of :>nnual  earnin~SRr 
suh.iect  to ceilirlf' 
Ml3ximum:  5  times the monthly 
earnings,  suh.iect  to  ceilin.rr 
J  T A L Y 
For parents,  brothers or sisters 
15%  of the  insured person's 
pension if there are no  other 
survivors 
100%  of the  insured person's 
pension 
Al lommce to  survivors if the in-
sured person \vas  not  yet  entitled 
to  a  pension: 
45  times the tntal contributions 
naid 
Minimum:  Lit  43  200 
Maximum:  Lit  12g  600 
Order of priority:  spouse,  child-
ren,  p'l.rent s 
See  also  funer'31  RT".nt s  und.fH' 
Sic~ess Ins,lr"'nce 
TABLE  VIII - 4 
LUXEMBOURG 
Persons treated as widows 
Children treated as orphans 
lOo%  of the insured person's pens-
ion 
The  immred person's full  nension 
is p13id  for  3  mcmths  to  SlJrviv<'rs 
Nho  have  lived with  him  in the 
sa.rne  household 
Funeral  allow"lllce  if death  occurs 
hefnre pensionable  age: 
Industrial  staff:  1/l~ of actu2l 
an.,.mal  e"'rning:fl,  minimum 
Lfr 5 000  (index=  100); 
Non-industri"l  st,ff: if person 
with  no  rights to  survivors
1 
!  ~'1slon  "'.ni'!  nrovided  thl"  c'"mditi0n. 
,:·>f1cernin~S the  rn1e>lifvina:  neri0d 
'lre  f•.1lfilled,  50-ff,  0f the  '- Joi.,"'Jef:' 
::Jnnu'll  e'lrninP,"f':  nn  1-.rhi ch  contri'lon-
tions hgd  to he  D'lid 
See  "'lso  fnnl'r'l'  , 11 Ol·mnce  nnder 
Si clQ1ec:n  Ins11r"nce 
83 EMPLOYMENT INJURIES 
AND OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 86 
TABLE  IX  - 1 
LIDISLATION 
1. First  law 
- Employment  1nJuries 
- Occupational diseases 
2.  Basic  legislation 
- Employment  injuries 
- Occupational diseases 
RISKS  COVERED 
1.  Industrial injuries 
Definition: 
- employment  injuries 
- 1nJuries while travelling 
between home  and place of 
work 
2.  Occupational diseases 
(a) prescribed diseases 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
DENMARK 
Law  of 8  March  1978 
Injury ar1s1ng during work or as 
a  result  of the conditions in 
which the work  is carried out 
Not  covered 
List of prescribed diseases 
IRELA~D  U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
1897  1897 
Laws  of 1952  - 1978  (of which the  Acts  of 1975  and  the  Regulations 
Law  of 1966  relates to  thereunder 
occupational  injuries} 
Injury ar1s1ng out  of and  in the 
course of employment 
Not  covered,  except  in specified 
cases 
List  of prescribed diseases set 
out  in Social Welfare  (Prescribed 
Diseases) Regulations,  1967  and 
1973.  Special conditions  for 
byssinosis and  pneumoconiosis 
Personal  injury by accident  aris-
ing out  of and in the course of 
insurable employment 
As  a  general rule,  not  covered 
Schedule  of 50  prescribed  indus-
trial diseases.  Social  security 
(Industrial Injuries)(Prescribed 
Diseases)  Regulation 1975 
(Statutory Instrument  1975  n°1  537 
as amended). 
Special  law for pneumoconiosis 
and byssinosis 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
There is no  specific insurance 
against employment  injuries  and 
occupational diseases;  under the 
Law  of 18  February 1966 these 
risks are covered by  sickness in-
surance  (cash benefits and bene-
fits in kind),  insurance  against 
incapacity for work  (invalidity) 
and  survivors'  insurance 
See  above 
See  above 6  July 1884 
12  May  1925 
GERMANY 
Social  Insurance Code  (RVO)  of 
19  July 1911,  version of 30  April 
1963,  with numerous  amendments 
General  Section,  Social  Code 
(11  December  1975)  Prescriptions 
(23  December  1976) 
Injuries occurring in the enter-
prise and/or in connection with an 
occupation dependent  on the enter-
prise on the basis of a  contract 
of employment,  hire or apprentice-
ship,  or any other insured 
activity 
Yes  (2) 
List  of 55  occupational diseases 
and  noxious  agents  (8 Dec.l976) 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
B.=.LGIUM 
24  December  1903 
24  July  1927 
Law  of 10  April  1971 
Coordination by Royal  Decree of 
3  June  1970 
Injuries occurring during and  as  a 
result  of the  execution of the 
work  contract 
Yes  (2) 
List  of occupational diseases 
(Royal  Decrees of  28  l4arch  1969, 
28  May  1969  and  10  July  1973) 
F  R A N C E 
9  April  1898 
25  October  1919 
Social  Security Code  (Code  SS) 
Book  IV,  Decree of 31  December 
1946,  amended 
Any  injury occurring as  a  result 
of or in connection with work, 
regardless of its cause 
Yes  (2) 
66  tables of occupational dis-
eases,  noxious  agents  or groups 
(Tables  annexed to Decree  of 
31  December  1946,  amended)  (3)(4) 
J  T  A  L  Y 
17  March  1898 
13  May  1929 
Royal  Decree  of 17  August  1935, 
most  recently amended  by Decree of 
30  June  1965 
Employment  injury produced by  a 
violent  cause  in connection with 
work  (l) 
Injuries occurring during the 
journey between the place of work 
and the home  do  not  usually occas-
ion compensation;  exception:  un-
avoidable use of a  very  long or 
bad  and  dangerous  route,  the 
transport  of heavy tools,  harbour 
vessels,  the enterprise's own 
means  of transport,  etc. 
List  of 49  occupational diseases 
(see Decree  of December  1975) 
Also  special  law  for silicosis 
and  asbestosis of 12  April  1943 
TABLE  IX  - 1 
LUXEMBOURG 
5  April  1902 
17  December  1925 
Law  of 17  December  1925  (Books  II 
and  IV  of the  Social  Insurance 
Code)  with numerous  amendments 
Employment  injury occurring as  a 
result  of or in connection with 
work 
Yes  (2) 
Table  of 35  occupational diseases 
and  noxious  agents  (see Grandducal 
Decree  of 26  May  1965) 
( l) 
(2) 
Insect  stings,  animal bites and  complaints  caused by micro-organisms  are  considered violent  causes provided they occur "in connection with work". 
(3) 
(4) 
Such  injuries are those occurring on  the  journey to  or  from  work  along the normal  and  habitual route between the place of work  and the worker's  residence. 
Legal  precedents or even  legal provisions  extend this definition to cases  other than the travelling defined  above  (to eating-place,  doctor's  sur~er:v,  pay-office,  etc.); 
these  extensions vary  from  country to country. 
Every doctor must  give notice of a  disease  which  is not  included in the Tables but  which he  considers as having  an  occupational origin: this is for preventive purposes 
and to  expand the Tables. 
Employers using processes liable to  cause occupational  diseases must  give notice thereof. 
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TABLE  IX  - 2 
(b)  Conditions 
- enterprises,  work 
- periods of  exposure to 
risk 
DENMARK 
None 
None,  circumstances  taken into 
consideration 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
IRELAND 
Insurable employment  since 1  May 
1967  in a  specified occupation 
/ No  prescribed periods,  but must 
have  been in specified occupation 
at  some  time  since 1 May  1967 
(B,yssinosis:  10 years) 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Occupation  involving exposure  to 
specified substances 
None,  but must  have  been in speci-
fied  occupation at  some  time 
since 5 July 1948 
- periods of liability  None  No  limit  No  limit,  but disease must  be 
shown  to be  due  to nature of per-
son's work  in insurable  employment 
from  5 July 1948 
(periods between discon-
tinuance of exposure  to 
risks and appearance of 
disease) 
-time-limit for declarat- 1  year;  special circumstances  ex- None 
ion (after appearance  of  cepted 
None 
first  symptoms) 
(c)  Mixed  system  (1) 
FIELD  OF  APPLICATION 
Yes  For diseases which are  not  includ- Diseases which are not  included in 
ed  in the list;  they are treated  the list are not  covered  except 
as  employment  injuries for compen- when  they satisfy the  employment 
sation,  provided  that it has been  injuries definition 
proved that the disease is of 
occupational origin 
Employed  and certain self-employed  Employed  persons 
persons  in fishing and  shipping 
Employed  earners 
industries.  Voluntar,y  insurance 
for other self-employed whose  an-
nual  income  does not  exceed a 
fixed  limit 
(1)  Mixed  system:  Juxtaposition of the list system  (presumption that diseases are occupational  in origin where  these diseases 
can be  found  in a  limitative list if,  should  the condition arise,  certain conditions are met)  and of the proof  system for 
cases which  cannot  benefit  from  presumption  (Commission's  Recommendations  of 23  July 1962  and  20  July 1966). 
NETHERLANDS 
See Table  IX  - 1  above 
See  Table  IX  - 1  above GERMANY 
Given  in the list of occupational 
diseases;  restrictions  imposed  fo 
some  diseases 
None,  circumstances taken into 
consideration 
None,  circumstances taken into 
consideration 
2  years  (time-limit  for retro-
active payments) 
Yes 
Employed  persons,  some  self-
employed,  schoolchildren, students, 
kindergarten children,  persons 
undergoing rehabilitation and 
others 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES  TABLE  IX  - 2 
'l:SLGIUM 
Given  in the list of types  of 
concern in which the victim of an 
occupational disease is assumed  to 
have  been exposed to the risk of 
such a  disease 
None 
No  statutory periods 
May  be  fixed  by  decree 
Related only to certain factor,y 
and  works  conditions 
Employment  injuries:  workers 
covered  by  social  security system, 
apprentices  and other persons. 
Occupational diseases:  as above 
and also trainees, even unpaid, 
but  excluding the  other persons 
mentioned above 
F R A N C E 
Given  in tables;  restricted in the 
case of a  certain number  of dis-
eases 
No  fixed  period  except  for pneumo-
coniosis:  5 years  (in principle) 
(1)  diseases  engendered  by  strep-
tomycin:  l  month;  deafness:  2 yrs 
(reduced  to 30  days  in some  cases) 
Absolute  periods  given in the 
tables  (between 3  days and  20  yrs) 
5 years for pneumoconiosis 
2 years  (time-limit) 
Only  for pneumoconiosis 
Persons working in any capacity 
in any  place for one or more  em-
ployers 
J  T A L Y  LUXEMBOURG 
Strictly limited to the work  given  Given  in the list, moPtly in 
in the list  general  terms 
None,  circumstances  taken into 
consideration 
No  prescribed  periods 
Absolute periods given  in the list  No  statutory periods 
(with a  minimum  of 2  months)(2) 
3  years  (time-limit) 
Workers  providing their services 
for hire to  third parties in 
order to  carry out  manual  (thus 
excluding most  non-industrial 
staff) 
Yes 
Manual  workers,  assistants,  mates, 
apprentices and  domestic  servants, 
office staff,  operational staff, 
foremen  and  technical staff. 
Kindergarten children, schoolchild 
ren and university students 
(1)  The  conditions  concerning the  liability and  exposure periods  may  be  waived as  regards silicosis and asbestosis subject  to  the  opinion of a  panel  of 3  doctors. 
(2)  No  periods fixed for silicosis and asbestosis. 
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TABLE  IX  - 3 
BENEFITS 
1.  Temporary incapacity 
(a) Benefits in kind 
- free  choice of doctor 
or hospital 
- payment  of costs;  fees 
- contribution by person 
involved 
- duration 
(b)  Cash benefits 
- waiting period 
- duration 
- basic earnings used for 
calculation 
D E N M A R K 
See  Tables "Health Care" 
- Medical  treatment  (see  "Health 
Care") 
- Costs of prostheses,  artificial 
limbs,  orthopaedic  equipment, 
wheel  chairs are  completely 
covered by the injury insurance 
See  Tables "Health Care" 
Unlimited 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
I  R E L A 1-l"  D  U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
Free choice  for persons with full  See  Tables "Health Care" 
eligibility for health services 
Costs of medical  oare which  are  See  Tables "Health Care" 
not  payable under the General 
Health  Scheme  m~  be  claimed from 
Employment  Injuries Fund 
None  See  Tables  "Health Care" 
Unlimited  Unlimited 
a)  Injury benefit:  3  days.  None,if a)  Injury benefit:  3  days 
See  Tables  "Sickness-Cash  Benefit~•  incapacity lasts 12  days  (Sundays  b)  Earnings-related supplement: 
excl.)  12  days 
b)  Pay-related benefit:  12 days 
See  Tables  "Sickness-Cash Benefits"  Maximum  of 26  weeks  Maximum  of 156  days  (excluding 
Sundays) 
NETHERLANDS 
See  Table  IX  - 1  above 
See  Table  IX  - 1  above G E  ~ M A N  Y 
In principle:  no  free  choice.  The 
patient must  as  soon as possible 
visit the specialist  appointed by 
the trade cooperative  association 
(Durchgangsarzt).  ~y  subsequent 
medical treatment  is carried out 
by  approved specialists  (1) 
For the first  18 days the patient'  e 
sickness  fund,  subsequently the 
trade cooperative association; if 
no  sickness  fund  exists,  the 
association from  the  start 
None 
Unlimited 
None 
Until  cure or oermanent  condition. 
Maximum:  78  we~ks, then permanent 
annuities 
Basic  earnings used for sickness 
insurance  (but  up  to  a  ceiling) 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
B3LGIUM 
Free  choice unless the enterprise 
has  a  recognized,  comprehensive 
medical  department 
If free  choice  allowed,  refund 
subject  to an official scale 
If organized department:  free  care 
None 
Unlimited 
None 
Until cure or  perm~Bent condition 
Average daily earnings  obtained 
by dividing the real annual  earn-
ings during the year prior to  the 
injury by  365;  maximum 
Bfrs  502  020 
F R A N C E 
Free choice 
Direct  payment  by the primary 
social  security fund;  for agri-
cultural workers,  the agricul-
tural friendly  societies 
None,  except  in certain cases 
where  treatment  by a  doctor out-
side the  commune,  a  more  expens-
ive hospital,  etc.  is chosen by 
the patient 
Unlimited 
None 
Until  cure or permanent  condition 
or relapse 
Actual  earnings during the pay 
period (l month,  ~ month,  l  week) 
prior to cessation of work divid-
ed by the number  of working days 
in that period 
J  T A L Y 
The  insured person must  use the 
services of the  !NAIL doctors  and 
obey their instructions,  also re-
garding operations;  otherwise he 
may  lose his right to  compensatior. 
Hospitalisation is administered 
by  the  Regions 
!NAIL 
None,  when  the  patient shares a 
hospital  room 
Unlimited 
3  da:vs  (2) 
Until  cure  or permanent  condition 
Aver~e daily earnings  received 
during the  15  ~vorking days prior 
to cessation of work 
TABLE  IX  - 3 
LUXEMBOURG 
Free  choice 
By  the  insurance association 
None 
Unlimited 
None 
Until  cure  or permanent  condition 
but  annuity after 13  weeks 
Actual  earnings  during  a  speci-
fied period  (maximum:  ceiling for 
earnings  on  which  contributions 
are paid) 
(l) A doctor who  has discovered an  occupational disease must  notify without  delay the  employment  medical  inspector or competent  health service at the work  place. 
(2)  From  the  day following the  injury.  ln practice the  employer pays  compensation for that period  (100%  for the  day of the  injury and 
~/a for the  following three days). 
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TABLE  IX  - 4 
- amount 
2. Permanent  incapacity 
(a)  Fixing  level of 
incapacity  (=  t) 
. Review  of t 
Minimum  t  giving entitle-
ment  to  compensation 
(b)  Basic earnings  employed 
for calculating annuity 
(=  E) 
Possible reduction of E 
(=  E  reduced) 
:EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
DENMARK 
See  Tables "Sickness-Cash Bene-
fits" 
National  Social  Security Office 
I  R·E  LA  l'i  D 
a)  Injury benefit: 
£.  20.10 per week 
£.  15.70 (for certain married 
women  and persons under 18) 
b)  Pay-related benefit: 
payable provided there is an 
underlying title to sickness 
benefit  (see Tables "Sickness-
Cash  Benefits") 
Medical Referee 
Review  possible  at  any time during At  end of any provisional assess-
the  5 years after the annuity is  ment  period or on application if 
fixed if greater changes in cir- circumstances alter 
cumstances.  The  'lational  Social 
Security Office  can however,  be-
fore this period has passed,  ex-
tend the  5 years' limit  once if 
there are  special  circumstances 
15 % 
Total  earnings  in year before 
injury 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
a)  Injury benefit: 
men  and  women  (over 18 years) 
£  17.45 
minors  (under 18)  £  14.70 
Allowances for dependents same as-
with "Sickness-Cash Benefits "-
see Table  IV 
b)  Earnings-related  supplement: 
payable only where claimant would 
have be'en entitled to flat-rate sick 
ness benefit (s~,e Tables "Sickness-
cash BE!nefits"J 
Medical Boards and Medical  Appeal 
Tribunals 
At  end of any provisional assess-
ment  period,  or on application 
when  it is considered that  circum-
stances have  changed 
NETHERLANDS 
See  Table  IX  - l  above GERMANY 
See  "Sickness Insurance" 
Ascertained in each  case by 
medical  examination as required by 
trade cooperative association 
During first  2  years after injury, 
review is possible at  any time; 
after permanent  annuity is fixed, 
at  intervals of at  least  1  year 
The  increase or decrease of t  must 
be  at  least  lo% 
Actual  earnings  in the  12  months 
prior to  cessation of work.  In 
any  case  6o%  (persons  aged  over 
18)  or 4o%  (up  to  18)  of  the 
reference amount  (1978  =  DM  23  400j 
MaximlUll  E  =  DM  36  000. 
The  insurance  body  may  increase 
this  swn 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
BELGIUM 
90%  of average daily earnings 
No  reduction for hospitalization 
For temporary incapacity,  partial 
allowances proportionate to 
residue  capacity 
Agreement  between the insuring 
bod~ concerned  and person in-
volved;  approval  by court  com-
pulsory when  there is disagreement 
fixation by the  employment tribunal 
Review  possible a)  employment 
injuries:  during 3 years  from  the 
date of the agreement  between the 
parties or the final decision 
b)  occupational diseases:  at any 
time 
Earnings  in the year prior to 
cessation of  work. 
Maximwn  E  = Bfrs  502  020 
(subject to  index changes) 
For minors  E  is at  least  Bfrs 
100  404  (subject to  index 
changes) 
F R A N C E 
50%  of basic earnings for  28  days; 
thereafter 66  2/3% 
No  reduction for hospitalization 
Board of administration or select 
committee  of the primary sickness 
fund  on  the advice of the  consul-
tant  doctor 
Review  possible at  ~Y  time  during 
the first  2  years after t  is  fixed 
Thereafter normally at  intervals 
of at  least  one  year 
Actual  earnings in the  12  months 
prior to  cessation of work. 
Minimum  E  = FF  36  397.25 
Maximum  E  =  FF  291  178 
Only  1/3  of the actual earnings in 
excess of twice  the minimum  is 
counted up to  the maximum  (=  E 
reduced).  If t  is less than 10%, 
no  minimum  E 
J  T  A L  Y 
60%  of basic daily earnings for 
90  days;  thereafter 75% 
t  fixed  for injuries on  the basis 
of a  table  for assessing perma-
nent  incapacity;  for occupational 
diseases on  the basis of opinion 
of  INAIL  consultant  doctor 
Review  possible during the 4 yrs 
after the annuity is fixed  at  in-
tervals of at  least  one year; 
thereafter at  intervals of at 
least  3  years.  No  further review 
after 10  vrs  (no  limit  for sili-
cosis and asbestosis) 
n% 
No  m1n1mum  for silicosis or asbes 
tosis combined with tuberculosis 
Average  earnings  in the year 
prior to  cessation of work 
Minimwn  E  =  Lit  2  448  000 
Maximum  E  =  Lit 4  54 7  000 
Reduction of basic earnings  acco~ 
ding to  a  table of basic percen-
tages  corresponding to  incapacity 
levels: 
between  11  and  64%,  percentage = 
50-98% 
between  65  and  lOo{o,  percentage = 
IOo% 
TABLE  IX  - 4 
LUXEMBOURG 
Gross  salary which the employee 
would  have  earned if he  had  con-
tinued to work 
Assessment  by annuities  joint 
committee based  on  the opinion 
of the medical  supervisor of the 
insurance association 
Review possible only during the 
3 years  following the  fixin~ of 
the annuity unless deterioration 
of more  than  lo;lo 
Actual  earnings  in the year prior 
to  cessation of work or,  if more 
favourable,  the  customary daily 
earnings in the  last  post  multi-
plied by the  average  number  of 
days  of work  completed  in the  en-
terprise  (for non-industrial staff 
12  X salary -with ceiling - at 
time  of injury).  Minimum  legal 
earnings  for persons of same  ~e 
and  sex plus  20%  for  a  skilled. 
worker  (minimum  basic  earnin~s) 
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TABLE  IX  - 5 
(c)  amount  or formula 
- examples 
(d)  supplements 
- for care by  another 
person 
- for dependentc; 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
DENMARK 
Total incapacity:  pension equal 
to  75%  of annual  earnings  of re-
cipient up to  an  amount  of 
Dkr  118  000  wh1ch  amount  is 
readjusted  following general 
wage  rises 
Partial incapacity:  pension pro-
portional to the degree of inval-
idity 
IRELA"'fD  U N I  T E  D  K I  N G D 0  M 
- The  rate of disablement  benefit  - The  rate of benefit  depends  on 
depends  on the degree  of  disabl~  the degree  of disablement 
ment  (physical or mental)  ~ 
- Degree  19%  or less: gratuity 
paid  (amount  of which  depends  on 
level of incapacity and its 
probable duration) 
- 20  to  100%:  weekly pension the 
level of which depends  on the 
degree of disablement  (attaining 
a  max.  level of£ 20.10,  or 
£15.70  for certain married women 
or persons under 18) 
- Up  to  l:rto  lump  sum  gratuity 
Amount  depending  on  degree and 
probable duration of disablement 
- 20  to  100%  pension,  amount  depen 
ding  on  degree of disablement 
£  2$.60  per week  when  t  =  100%) 
£  14.30  "  "  "  t  =  50%) 
£  '3.72  "  "  "  t  =  20%) 
Constant  attendance  allowance if  Constant  attendance  allowance  for 
beneficiary receives  100%  disable- a  person with  100%  disablement 
ment  pension and  requires  constant assessment who needs someone to atten( 
attendance:  him  regularly 
£3.80 per  we~~ (part-time attend.)  Rates:  minimum£  5.70 per wee'..:: 
£7.60  per 'I'I'Oek  (full-time aitend.)  normal  maximum:  £11.40 per  wee~ 
The  rate of this allowance  can,  in  (exceptionally  higher rates 
exceptional cases,  be  raised to  posSlble) (1)  E-xceptionally  severe 
£11.40  or £15~20  d1sablement  al1owance:  £11.40  per 
week  if there  1s  ent1tlement  to 
constant  attendan(·r,  allowance 
above  the  normal  maximum  rate 
l'l.nd  the  J•eed  for ilttendance  .c.t 
l
s~ch rate  1R  l1kely  to  te 
Supplements are payable to reci- permanen', 
pient  of injury benefit or to a 
recipient  of disablement  benefit  Same  supplements as for  invalidi  t;y 
who  is also  receiving either sick- pension if beneficiary is enti-
ness  or unemployability benefit  tled to unemployability  supplemem 
(see Table  IX-6)  per week  See  Table  VI 
Dependent  adult  £9.35 
Each  of the lst  2  children L4ol5 
Each  further child  £3.40 
(l)  People  who  cannot  work  because  they have  to  stay at  home  to  care for a  severely disabled relative  receiving constant attendance allowance 
at the normal  max1mum  rate or more  can be  paid  invalid care allowance at the  rate of £10.50 a  week. 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
See  Table  IX  - l  above G E R M A N Y 
E  X  t  X  66.7% 
66.7%  of E when  t  =  lOoofo 
so.o% of E when  t  =  75% 
33-3%  of E  when  t  =  so% 
16.7% of S  1-1hen  t  =  25% 
Vary  according to  individual case 
from  DM  290  to  DM  1  156 
If t  =  50%,  at  least  10%  of annui-
ty for  each  child; at least  equal 
to  the  family  allowances or the 
increase under old age  insurance 
(l) 
'3:<..LGIUM 
E X  t 
lOo%  of E when  t  =  lOoofo 
75~/o  of E when  t  =  75% 
50%  of E when  t  =  so% 
25%  of E when  t  =  25% 
Maximum  rate:  15o% 
See  Familv Allowances 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
F R A N C E 
E  reduced  x  t  reduced 
Reduced  level =  incapacity level 
reduced by half for the portion 
under  50%  and  increased by half 
for the portion over  5o% 
100  %)  when  t  =  lOoofo 
62.5%)  of E re- when  t  =  75% 
25  1o)  duced  when  t  =  ')o1, 
12.5%)  when  t  =  2"i"~ 
4o%  of the annuity with  a  mini= 
of FF  26379.96 
See  Family  Allowances 
J  T  A L  Y 
E  reduced  x  t 
lOO.oofo  of E when  t  =  lOo% 
75-o%  of E when  t  =  75% 
35-o%  of E  when  t  =  so% 
13.2% of E when  t  =  25% 
Lit  35  000  per month 
For  spouse  and  each  dependent 
child:  5%  supplement,  8nd  combin-
ation with  an:v  family  allow;:mces 
TABLE  IX  - 5 
LUXEMBOURG 
Extx8o% 
80'%  of E ··rhen  t  =  100'% 
6a1o  of  :2;  when  t  =  75% 
401o  of E when  t  =  501o 
20~1o of E  when  t  =  25% 
Up  to E  x  lOC>"la 
10%  supplement  for  e'3.ch  dependent 
child if t  =  at  least  ')Cf,~;  m8.xi-
mum  :  lOaf,  of E.  Age-limit  as  for 
family  allowances 
~-------------------------~~--------------------------~~----------------------------~----------------------------~----------------------------~ 
(1)  No  accumulation with training or similar allowances  which  exceed a  certain sum. 
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TABLE  IX  - 6 
(e)  Redemption 
(f)  Accumulation: 
- new  earnings 
- other pensions 
OTHER  BENEFITS 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
DENMARK  IRELAND  UNITED  KINGDOM  N E T H E R L A N D S 
If the level of invalidity is fix- If the level of disablement  is  If the level of disablement  is not  See  Table  IX  - 1 
ed conclusively at below  5o%,  the  under 2o%,  payment  of one  lump-sum  more  than 19%,  payment  is normally 
pension will be compulsorily  gratuity  a  lump-sum  gratuity 
redeemed by  the payment  of a  lump 
sum 
Full accumulation 
Invalidity pension is reduced if 
compensation is based  on an inval-
idity of more  than 2o%.  Old-age 
pension can be accumulated 
Handicap allowance 
allowance  for permanent  handicap 
in daily life (for lOo%  handicap, 
allowance is Dkr  14  500) 
I 
!Full accumulation 
Full accumulation 
Several  supplements are available 
in cases of disablement: 
Sickness benefit  in cases of in-
capacity for work  (see Tables  IV) 
Unemployability  supplement  if 
sickness tenefit not  payable. 
The  rate are the  same  as for 
sickness benefit 
Hospital  treatment allowance 
payable  to persons  receiving pen-
sions whose  degree of disablement 
is under  lOo%.  The  purpose is to 
give a  pension at the  rate given 
to a  person  lOo%  disabled during 
the stay  in hospital 
Full accumulation 
Full accumulation 
Disablement  benefit can be  in-
creased in various ways: 
Special hardship allowance,  payable 
to claimants unable to follow their 
pre-accident  regular occupation or 
to do  suitable alternative work  of 
similar standard. 
Rate:  difference between earnings 
in the  regular occupation and  the 
suitable alternative occupation. 
Maximum:  £ 11.44  p.week (The  allow-
ance  together with the disablement 
benefit cannot  exceed  the amount  of 
the  lOo%  disablement  pension). 
Unem~loyability supplement  payable 
to disablement  pensioners  incapable 
of work  and  likely to  remain  so 
permanently.  Rate:  see Tables 
"Invalidity"(Invalidity pension, 
invalidity allowance,  supplements 
for dependants).  Family allowances 
payable  in addition.  (No  accumula-
tion possible with  special hardshif 
allowance or any other social 
benefit). 
Hospital  treatment allowance 
Increases disablement  benefit to 
lOa%  rate while beneficiaryin 
receiving hospital-in-patient 
treatment  for the  relevant  injury 
or disease EMPLOYMEN'I'  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
G E R M A N  Y  "Q,~LGIUM  F  R A N C E  J  T A L Y 
lffedemptJ.on J.s possi1iTe wftli-ule J.nsu-For an employment accident compulsory Immediate compglsory redemption if t 
red person 
1 s consent if  t  is less than if  t  is less  than 10% at the review  is less tha~  10/o and if  the annuity is 
Special provisions permit redemption 
of certain annuities. Compulsory 
redemption if  10 years after settle-
ment  of the  annuity t  lS  beh1een 
11~ and  16f, 
3o%. Above 3o% redemption J.S possible periods. Optional, at the request of  less than lj80 of minimum earnings; 
under certain conditions  the party concerned, for  maximum of  optional full or partial redemption 
l/3 annuity, compulsory approval by  Iunder certain conditions -not before 
a  judge  5 years after  ascertainment of 
permanent condition 
~11  accumulation possible with new  Full accumulation with new earnings 
earnings 
If  combined with old-age or invalidi  tJ Combination with invalidity and old-
wens ion the latter is redjlced when the age pensions possible subject to maxi 
total pensions exce Erl 85% of the an- mum limits for the various cases 
~mal earnings taken into account for 
the employment injury pension or  85% 
pf the general bas}c earnings used to 
calculate old-age; invalidity pension 
!Full accumulation possible with new  Full_accumulation possible with new 
earnings  earnJ.ngs 
Combination with a~j,nvalidi  ty pens- Invalidity and olN.-age uensions may 
ion restricted to 80/o of actual earn- be combined with employment injury or 
ings at time of injury if that pension occupational diseases pensions. The 
is granted as a  result of the injury.  sum of the combined pensions may not 
~o limits for old-age pension  exceed the last earnings where  the 
invalidity pension is paid for the 
same reason as the injury annuity 
'Pl\BLE  I X - 6 
LUXEMBOURG 
Redemption if t  is less than 40% 
under special conditions 
Compulsory  redemption if t 
is less than 10  % 
Accumulation possible with new 
earnings 
In certain cases reduction of in-
validity pension only 
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TABLE  IX  - 7 
DEATH 
- Surviving spouse  (1) 
- Orphans  (children having lost 
one  parent) 
- Orphans  (children having lost 
both parents) 
Ero'LOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
n E N M A R K 
~:  30'fo  of annual  salary of 
~eceased (calculated on the basis 
of a  maximum  amount  of Dkr  118 000) 
during a  period of 10  years 
~aximum (same  rules for widows 
and widowers) 
Pension of 10%  of annual  earnings 
of deceased  (up to  18 years  old) 
~ension of  20  % of annual  earnings 
<)f  deceased  (up to  18 years old) 
IRELA.~D  U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
1)  Weekly  pension paid to widow:  1)  Widow's  pension  :  durin~~ 
l  18.85 +  £  4.90 for  each  first  26  weeks  l  24.50  uer week 
dependent  child.  Widow's  supplementa!Y allowance: 
2)  Gratuity of£ 982  to widower  for same  period if underlying titlE 
to National Insurance Widow's 
who  was  :lependent  ?n deceased  Allowance. 
spouse •.  If ~e is lncapable of  Rate:  One  third of the husband's 
support1ng h1mself by  reason of  . 
illness,  the gratuity is re- relevant  average weekly  earn1ngs 
placed by  a  pension of £  18•85  betw~en £13  and £30  plus  15%  of 
(£ 19.95 if over 66  and  living  earnlngs between £30  and £95.  ~ 
alone) + £  4•90  (for each  After 26  weeks:  £18.05 per 1rree .. if 
dependent  child)  per week  widow  is: 
Orphans'pension £  11.30  per child 
per week 
as  above 
-entitled to an allowance for a 
child 
or 
-has a  young person under age  19 
living with her or 
-over 40 when  the above  conditions 
were  no  longer satisfied or 
-over 50  when  her husband died or 
-pregnant  by her late husband or 
-permanently incapable  of self 
support 
Otherwise £  5.25 per week 
2)  Widower's  pension:  £  18.05 per 
week  if at the time  of death of 
his life the  claimant was  perma-
nently unable to  support  himself 
and his maintenance was  more  than 
half supplied by  the deceased 
Each  child:  £  6.10 per 1rreel:. 
Family allowances  payable  in 
addition 
as  above 
(l)  As  a  general  rule  widows  neither divorced nor separated  as guilty parties.  In the  event  of  remarriage,  the  pension is 
replaced by  p~ents equal  to  several years'  pension. 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
See  Table  IX  - 1  above EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES  TABLE  IX  - 7 
GERMANY  BELGIUM 
Widow  aged under 45:  E  x  30%  Widow  or widower:  E  x  30% 
Widow  aged  over 45  or with over 
50%  incapacity level or with one 
child receiving orphan's pension: 
E x  40%.  Widowers  receive the  same 
amount  insofar as  the wife was 
the main  breadwinner in the 
marriage 
Each  child to  age  of 18 1  or  2~ if 
undergoing vocational training: 
E  X  20%  (1) 
EX 30%  (1) 
Each  child:  E  x  15Yo 
with maximum:  E x  4~lo 
Each  orphan:  E  x  201~ 
F R A N C E 
Widow  aged under  60:  E  reduced  x 
30% 
Widow  aged  over  60  or with at 
least  50%  incapacity level: 
E  reduced x  50% 
Widower:  see widow 
1 child:  E  reduced x  15~ 
2  children:  E  reduced x  30% 
3 children:  E  reduced  x  4~~,  etc. 
Each  orphan:  E  reduced x  2~ 
Accumulation with  family allowan-
ces 
(1)  No  accumulation with training or similar earnings  above  a  certain amount. 
(2)  For widowers,  only if widow  died after 17/12/77. 
J  T  A L  Y 
Widow  or widower  • 
5o%  of the annuity  ( 2) 
Widower  aged  65  crr  over or unfit 
for work:  as above 
LUXEMBOURG 
Widow  Ex 40% 
With  at  least  5D1a  incapacity leve 
EX  50% 
Invalid widower:  E  x  50% 
20%  of the annuity for each child  Children  (to age  of 18  or  2~ if 
continuing studies or vocational 
training and  with  no  limit  for 
handicapped  children):  E  x  2(Y;~ 
1\ccumulation vrith  familv  allOl.ran-
ces 
40:0  of the  annui  t:y  for  each 
orphan 
As  above 
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TABLE  IX  - 8 
- Dependent  parents and  other 
relations 
- Maximum  for all beneficiaries 
- Capital  sum  on  death 
ADJUSTMENT 
:EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
D E N M A R K 
If total benefits to  spouse  and 
children amount  to  less than 
E  x 7Cf/o.  an  annuity can be granted 
under  special circumstances to 
other dependants  such  as parents, 
brothers,  sisters,  grandchildren, 
etc.  as well  as  in cases when  the 
deceased was  not  married to the 
spouse.  It is a  condition  that 
the  deceased took care of the 
upkeep  of the dependant 
Lump  sum  of Dkr  18  500 
Annual  adjustment  according to 
change  in average wage  level 
IRELA~D 
Dependent  parents maintained by 
an 
- unmarried worker: 
£  18.85 pPr week  for one  parent 
£  3.35 per week  for other 
parent: 
- marriPd  worker: 
£  3.35 per week  for each parent 
none 
Funeral grant  up  to £  115 
Benefits arc normally increased 
once  a  year 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M 
Parents and  certain other 
relations if deceased has  contrib-
uted towards their support  and if 
other conditions are  satisfied 
none 
Death grant  (see Table  VIII: 
"Survivors") 
All  long-term benefits are 
adjusted by  legislation in line 
with the general level of earnings 
or prices,  whichever is more 
beneficial. 
Short-term benefits are  adjusted 
in line with movements  in the 
general  level of  prices 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
See  Table  IX  - 1  above EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES  TABLE  IX  - 8 
G E R M A N Y 
E  x  2CYfo  (E  x  30'l~  for  a  couple). 
For parents  and  ~randparents, with 
priority to the parents 
:l:SLGIUM 
Father and  mother E  x  20%  each, 
or E  x  15% for surviving spouse 
without  children.  Also  grand-
children,  brothers and  sisters 
under  special conditions 
E  X  so-to,  excludi~, where  E  X  75%  with order of priority 
applicable,  parents  and grand-
parents 
1/12 of the =ual earnings  (mini- 30  x  average daily earnings 
mum  DM  400).  Cost  of transporting 
the body to the place of interment 
is covered 
Annual  adjustment  by  statutory in-
strument  according- to  changes  in 
w<Jge  levels 
a)  Adjustment  for annuities which 
for specified categ-ories of in-
validity rates do  not  reach  a 
specific sum.  The  adjustment  is 
eaual to  the difference beh1een 
the  annuity and the  s~id sum. 
These  sums  are  fixed by  royal 
decree  and  are pegged  and adjustec 
annually 
b)  In other cases:  adjusted 
annually with indexation 
F  R A N C E  J  T A L Y 
E  reduced x  10%  for each parent  20%  of annuity  for  each parent, 
and grandparent.  Maximum  for total grandparent,  grandchild,  brother 
parents  and grandparents:  or sister if no  other beneficiary 
E  reduced x  3~;  exists 
LUXEMBOURG 
For all dependants  of the victim: 
E  x  30%. 
The  sum  of E  20%  for certain 
other persons  who  fulfill other 
conditions 
E  reduced x  8'5%  E  X  woofo  E  X  sa·~ 
Refund of funeral  _  expenses 
limited to  a  maximum  sum 
~nnual adjustments  on  1  January 
and  1  Jul;v by decree  fixing the 
coefficient  of increase 
Lump  sum  of  Lit  lAO  000.- - 1/15  of the  annual  earnings 
260  000  plus  supplementary allo;v-
ances  for children,  parents  and 
grandparents 
Automctt ic  ret;u_lar  adjustments 
linked to  chang-es  in industrial 
earnings during the preceding 
three years 
Adjustment  bv  re£;"1~lat ion  (at 
least  ever;v  5 years)  ctccordin~ to 
chang-es  in  1-m~e  l~vel  (a.t  nresent 
waRe  level  of  lQ74).  The  B~~s ad-
.iusted  by this means  are  neP,'ged  to 
the  cost-of-living- index.  No  month 
l v  payment  can be  made  on  a  hasi  s 
below the  minimum  reference  levels 
(see basic earnings  above)  for the 
first  month  in  which  it is  paya~le 
101 102 
TABLE  IX  - 9 
RETURN  'IO  ACTIVE  LIFE 
Rehabilitation,  retraining 
Preferential employment  of 
handicapped persons 
Change  of employment 
- condition 
- compensation 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
DENMARK 
Rehabilitation:  see Table  VI 
"Invalidity" 
Retraining in special retraining 
centres authorized by the National 
Social Security  Office~  Costs paid 
by  insurance  companies if retrain-
ing is in continuation of treat-
ment  of casualty 
Public authorities have to give 
preference to handicapped persons 
who  cannot  get  employment  in 
private enterprises,  but who  are 
considered capable of executing 
the work  in question 
In the  event  of risk of aggravat-
ion or relapse of an  occupational 
disease,  the National  Social 
Security Office  can  induce the in-
sured person to  change  occupation 
I  R E L A  1-l"  D 
Contributions towards costs of 
rehabilitation services may  be 
made  from  Occupational Injuries 
Fund 
~ N  I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
Employment  Rehabilitation Centres 
Disablement  Resettlement Officers 
and Vocational Training facilitieE 
throughout the country,  all finan 
ced by the Government 
Obligation for employers  of over 
20  people to  employ  3%  of regis-
tered disabled people.  Car park 
and  passenger ele0trical lift 
attendants must  be disabled 
people 
As  under "Rehabilitation" above 
As  in permanent  incapacity 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
See  Table  IX  - 1  above 
See Table  IX  - 1  above G E R M A N Y 
Functional rehabilitation as part 
of medical  care  on the initiative 
and  at  the  expense  of the trade 
cooperative associations 
Retraining:  where necessary,  adap-
tation to  a  new  occupation with 
vocational guidance;  financial  as-
sistance for the insured person 
and his family  for the retraining 
period 
Obligation to  employ  seriously 
disabled persons in all enter-
prises as  a  6%  quota of the staff 
or to pay  100  DM  per month  compul-
sory  compensation for each reser-
ved  job that  is unfilled 
In the  event  of risk of occupat-
ional diseases,  aggravation or re-
lapse,  in particular dermatosis 
and  silicosis,  the trade  cooperat-
ive association must  induce  the 
insured person to  change  occupat-
ion 
For a  maximum  of 5 yearst  transi-
tional annuity  (2/3  of E)  or a 
lump  sum  of one year's full 
annuity 
EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
"9~LGIUM 
There is the possibility of new 
employment  and measures  of social 
and professional readaptation,  if 
necessary.  The  "Fond national de 
reclassement  social des handi-
capes" deals with the rehabili  tat 
ion and  retraining of handicapped 
workers with at  least  a  3o%  in-
capacity level  (mental:  20%).  The 
Fund  may  set  up  or help to  set  up 
rehabilitation centres  (1) 
Rehabilitation may  also be paid 
for  ~y the Occupational Diseases 
Fund 
~!~rlcf~~~~  ~~k~
0 lrtn!  n~~~~~ffh~~~= 
icapped persons registered with the 
fund.  During the rehabilitation 
period, allowances and supplement~R 
earnings are paid them by the Fund ( 1 1 
In cases of occupational disease · 
ris~ on the advice  of the  occupa-
tional doctor and with the  agrea-
ment  of the  employee  (who  can be 
assisted by  a  doctor of his 
choice) 
Temporary cessation:  temporary 
incapacity allowance  during the 
period 
Permanent  cessation:  full perma-
nent  incapacity allowances for 
90  days 
FRANCE 
Functional rehabilitation subject 
to medical opinion at the  expense 
of the primary fund 
Vocational retraining in special 
vocational retraining centres  (2) 
or establishments;  cost  is respon-
sibility of the primary  fund, 
allowances or annuities being con-
tinued or,  in some  cases,  increas-
ed 
Preferential  employment  of handi-
capped persons  on staff up  to  a 
certain percentage which is fixed 
by ministerial decree  for  each 
activity or group  of activities 
(1)  .  . 
Silicosis and  asbestosis 
After examination by  a  specialist 
a  standard rate  compensation pay-
able in  25  or less monthly instal 
ment s  and  equal to  a  maximum  of 
300  times the  average daily earn-
ings of workers  in the  same  cate-
p;ory  when  the  insured person 11as 
employed  during  exposure to the 
risk or,  1-rhere  applicable,  for 
each year of exoosure  60  times 
the earnings taken  as reference, 
payable  in a  proportionally smal-
ler number  of monthly  instalments 
J  T  A  L  Y 
Functional rehabilitation in 
specialized health establishments 
and vocational retraining 
Convalescence  in recognised 
hospitals or homes  is financed 
by  regions 
Persons disabled bv industri::J.l  in-
juries are placed  and  employed  in 
enterprises with a  staff of 50 
and  over  (one  such  person  for  each 
50  workers) •  40')&  minimUlll  1 eve  1  of 
incapacity for  such guaranteed 
emp lo;vment 
Silicosis  and  asbestosis 
Temoorarv  annuity for disabled 
oersons  whose  incapacity does not 
exceed 801,.  The  annuity is paid 
for 1 year and  is eaual to  2/3  of 
the difference between earlier 
aver~e daily earnings  ~~d the 
daily earnings  received  in the 
new  .iob  if the  latter are  lmver 
(1)  Such  me::J.sures  have  been  in operation for many  years for disabled  servicemen  and  ot~1·~r -"rOlJPs  of handicapped workers. 
(2)  Retraining centres compulsory  for enterprises employing  over  5 000 workers. 
TABLE  IX  - 9 
LUXEMBOURG 
The  insurance  association may 
prescribe  compulsory medical 
treatment  to  improve the working 
capacity of the recipient  of an 
annuity.  The  agency for the 
placing and vocational  retrainin~ 
of handic:::tpoed  1-rorkers  gives its 
opinion upon the  advisability of 
measures 
Certain  jobs suitable for their 
abilities are  reserved for per-
sons  affected by employment  in-
juries at  a  fair reasonable  wage 
In the  event  of risk of occupa-
tional disease,  aggravation or 
relapse,  an allowance  may  be 
granted to  the worker to 
facilitate his reemploJment 
A temporary annuitv to  comnens::Jte 
for loss of  e?-rnin~s may  be grant 
ed 
103 TABLE  IX -10  EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
D E N M A R K  I  R E L A ~ D  U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M  NETHERLANDS 
104 EMPLOYMENT  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES  TABLE  IX - 10 
G E  R M A N Y  "9  E  L G I  U M  F  R A N C E  J  T  A L y  LUXEMBOURG 
Conditions:  not  to be  entitled to 
an  annuity for pneumoconiosis;  to 
leave the post  in 6  months;  to 
change  employment 
If entitlement  to  an  annuity or 
allowance  subsequently occurs, 
the  change  of employment  allowance 
is deducted therefrom for the cor-
responding period 
. 
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FAMILY  BENEFITS 
TABLE  X- l 
DEN~JIARK  IRELA"fD  U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M  N E T H E R L A N D S 
LEGISLATION 
l. First  law 
2.  Basic legislation 
FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
Conditions  (l) 
- First  child giving entitlement 
Age  limit 
- normal 
- vocational training 
- further education 
- girls remaining at  home 
- serious  infirmity 
Monthly  amounts 
in national currencies 
In European Units  of Account 
(EUA) 
Exchange  rate:  1  EUA 
Law  of 31  March  1950 
Law  of 3  June  1967 
lst 
Eac~ child  :  Dkr  150  (All child 
allowances are exempted  from 
taxation) 
Each  child:  21.35  EUA 
(Dkr  7.02342) 
Law  of 1944 
Law  of 1944  (as  amended) 
lst 
16 
18 
18 
18 
Act  of 15  June  1945 
Act  of 5  AuguRt  1965  and  7  August 
1975  regulations thereunder 
lst 
16 
1
19 
19 
lst child  £  2.30  Each  child: 
2nd  child  £  4.10 
3rd  and  each further child £  4.85 
In cases  of triplets and  quadrup-
lets the  allowance  for  each  child 
is doubled 
23  December  1939 
26  April  1962 
lst 
16 
27 
27 
27(2) 
18 
lst child 
2nd  and  3rd child 
4th and 5th child 
6th and 7th child 
8th and  following 
children 
lst child: 
2nd  child: 
3rd child: 
3.40  EUA 
6.10  EUA 
7.25  EUA 
Each  child:  14.90  EUA  lst child 
(£ 0.6692)  (£ 0.6692) 
2nd  and 3rd child 
4th and  5th child 
6th and  7th child 
8th and  following 
children 
(Fl.  2.7758) 
(l)  In the countries of the  European Communities  the  following .-"'ive  entitlement to  family  allowances:  legitimate  and legi ti sed  nhi.lr'lre1'1, 
stepchildren,  recognized natural children,  adopted children  and  children given  a  home. Normally,  dependent  children although the definition 
of this var1es  between countries.  In Belgium and  Italy legislation also  provides  for other cases:  brothers,  sisters,  nephews  and nieces; 
in Germany  dependent  brothers,  sisters and  grandchildren. 
(2)  Boys  and girls. 
Fl  54.86 
Fl 114.92 
Fl 153.40 
Fl 169.78 
Fl 187.72 
19.80  EUA 
41.40  EUA 
55.25  EUA 
61.15  EUA 
67.60  EUA G E R M A N Y  B::<::LGIUM 
13  November  1954  4  August  1930 
Law  of 31 Jan.l975,  amended  Coordinated  laws  (royal decree  of 
General  Section of the Social Code  19  December  1939) 
of 11  December  1975 
1----·  -- ---~-·  ·- --f--
lst  lst 
18  ~3)  16 
27  4)  21 
27  25 
27  25 
No  limit  No  limit 
lst child  DM  50  lst child  Bfr 1  407.25 
2nd  child  DM  80  2nd  child  Bfr 2  233 
3rd.  child and  subsequent.  3rd.  child  Bfr 3  057.75 
children  DM  150  4th child  Bfr 3  118.50 
5th child and 
subsequent children Bfr 3  141.25 
lst child  19.40  EUA  lst child  34.60  EUA 
2nd  child  31.0  EUA  2nd  child  54.90  EUA 
3rd.  child and  3rd.  child  75.20  EUA 
subsequent  0hildren  58.15  EUA  4th child  76o70  EUA 
5th child and 
subRequent  children  77.25  EUA 
(DM  2.57941)  (Bfr 40.6585) 
---··-----· 
(1)  Family  complement  :  lst child if under 3  years old. 
(2)  Extended to  17  if unemployed. 
FAMILY  BENEFITS 
F  R A N C  ~ 
11  March  1932 
Social  Security Code,  Book V 
Decree  of 10  December  1946, 
amended 
Law  of 3 Jan.l975,  12  July  1977 
1st  and  2nd  ( l ) 
l&.j (2) 
18 
20 
20 
20 
lst child: 
2nd  child 
3rd.  child 
4th child 
5th child 
See  nFamily  complement" 
FF  195.5 
FF  323 
FF  314.5 
and 
Bubsequent  ch·i ldren  FF  297.5 
2nd  child  34.90  EUA 
3rd.  child  57.70  EUA 
4th child  56.15  EUA 
5th child and  53.10  EUA 
Pubsequent  childre"l 
(FF  5.60086) 
J  T A L Y 
17  June  1937 
Consolidated  law.  Decree of 
30  ~fuy 1955.  Law  of 17  October 
1961  -
lst 
18 
21 
26 
No  limit 
Lit  9  880.- for each child 
Each  child  9.30  EUA 
(Lit  1  061.48) 
(3)  Prolongation to  23  possible for those not  in work  or occupational training,  and  not  receiving unem!_)loyment  allowEn~ce. 
(4)  No  accumulation with  income  from  study allowance or similar if over a  certain amount. 
TABLE  X - l 
LUXEMBOURG 
20  October  1947 
Law  of  29  April  1964,  amended 
Law  of  20  June  1977,  amended 
lst 
12 
25 
25 
No  limit 
lst child 
2nd  child 
3rd.  child and 
Lfr 1  155 
Lfr 1  155 
subsea-uent  chi  1dre,1  Lfr 2  975 
lst child 
2nd  child 
3 rd.  chi  1d and 
su~.serrvE'nt  chiJdren 
(Flux 40.6585) 
28.40  EUA 
28.40  EUA 
73.20  EUA 
109 TABLE  X - 2  FAMILY  BENEFITS 
DEN lf  A R K  I  R E  L A N  D  UNITED  KINGDOM  I 
NETHERLANDS 
Supplements  Youth  allowance  can be given to  The  following are  counted as 
wh1ch  vary with age  16-17 year olds  for the1r support  2  children if they are mainly 
and  education.  Maximum  Dkr 7  700  dependent  upon  the  insured 
yearly provided  that  the  family  person: 
income  does  not  exceed  Dkr  70  000  a)  a  child under 16  who  is 
brought  up  elsewhere  than  in 
the  insured person's household 
because of education, apprentice-
ship or invalidity; 
b)  a  child  from  16  to  27  in the 
event  of education or 
occupational  training when  the 
child counts  for  3  if no  longer 
at  home  but still wholly or 
almost  wholly  the  financial 
responsibility of the  parent; 
c)  a  child of 16  or 17  if an 
invalid 
OTHER  BENEFITS 
Allowances  for other dependent  I 
persons 
I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I 
I  I  I  I 
Family  complement 
("Complement  familial") 
110 FAf·1ILY  T  •\r'L[,:;;  'r  - 2 
,..  E R M A N y  "1  ~  "'  L G I  U  M  F R A  N C  T  T  A  L ':  L U X E  ;,r  B  0  'J  R  G 
Sun'l l emPnt s  for  <"'hi lc'lrer1:  Supplements  from  the  2nd  child:  Supplements  for children: 
from  6-10  Bfrs  263.25  over 10  FF  76.50  From  6 years:  Flux  115 
from  10-1.1  Bfrs  464.25  over 15  FF  136  From  12 years:  Flux  375 
0ver  1/l:  Bfrs  751.50 
~-
a)  A spouse  who  receives  r,o  income 
of his/her owr.  over Lit  133  250 
per month:  Lit  9  880 
b)  Dependent  parents ar.d  grand-
parents:  Lit  2  340  subject  to 
age  limits  (except  ir.valids), 
I 
r.amely  60  for mer,  and  55  for 
womer. 1  and  limits of  income, 
namely  a  maximwn  of 
Lit  133  250  where  only  one 
parer.t  and  Lit  233  200  wnere 
there are  two 
--~-~~--
Subject  to mear:s  test:  I  FF  345 for families  with  1 
child aged  under 3  years  or  I  at  least  3  children  I 
I  I 
I 
1 
111 TABLE  X  - 3  FAMILY  BENEFITS 
DENMARK  IRELA"'ifD  ~ N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0  M  N E T H E R L A N D S 
Single mother with  l  ch1ld and 
Allowance  for single parent  income  not  over £  6.00  1st child  £  4.33 
Amour:t:  £  18.10  Each  subsequer:tt 
ch1ld:  £  4.50  (ReducP.d  amount  if 
income  over £6.00 but under 
£18.00) 
Allowances  payable at the begin-
ning of the  school year 
Prenatal allowance 
Birth grants  f.  100  in cases of triplets  See  Table V - "Maternity" 
£  150  in cases of quadruplets, 
quintuplets etc. 
Accommodation  allowances 
and  removal  grants 
I 
ll2 GERMANY  l'lELGIUM 
Bfr 17  971  for first birth 
Bfr 12  395 for second birth 
Bfr  6  668  for subsequent  births 
May  be  obtained in advance  two 
months  before the probable date 
of birth 
FAMILY  B E N E F  I  T S 
F R A N C E 
uuarantee of min1mum  family  income 
~or single persons with at  least  1 
phild.Monthly amount:  FF  1  275  + 
FF  425  per child. The  allowance 
equals the difference between this 
~ount and  the  beneficiar.v's  income 
Allowances  for children from  6  - 16 
Annual  rate  :  FF  170 
~onthly sum  of FF  187  paid as 
~ollows:  2  months'  payments after 
he  first  prenatal examination, 
4 months'  payments after the  2nd 
~renatal examination and 3  months' 
tpayments  after the 3rd prenatal 
examination 
FF  2  210  at  each birth payable 
in 3  instalments 
~) Accomodation:  Beneficiaries: 
~those receiving one  of the variom 
forms  of family allowances:  el-
derly,  handicapped,  young workers 
young households;  the allowance 
is  given for rents  over a  mini-
mum,  which  varies according to 
the  inco;ne  of the  person concern-
ed and  -';he  nwnber  of chi_ ldre~1.• 
It can  be  increased i'or benefi-
ciaries with  low  incomes 
b)  Removal  grants: 
-paid to  persons who  after re-
moval  receive the accomodation 
allowance 
These  two  forms  of benefits are 
paid by  the family allowance 
l~nr1n~ 
J  T  A L  Y 
TABLE  X - 3 
L U X E M R 0  U R G 
Lfr 3  500  (index = 100)  on condi-
tion that the mother can prove that 
she  has  had  the medical  examina-
tions prescribed and that her le-
gal domicile was  in the Grand 
Duchy  during the year before the 
birth 
Lfr 3  500  (index = 100)  on  condi-
tion that one  of the  parents  had 
legal domicile  in the  Grand  Duchy 
during the year before the birth 
and  that the mother had  the  pre-
~cri.b'"d  post-nate>l  exam1nation. 
~fr 3  500  (index = 100)  as  a 
post-natal allowance  on  condition 
that  the child had  the  prescribed 
medical  examinations 
ll3 114 
TABLE  X  - 4 
Special  allowances for 
handicapped children 
Family holiday allowances 
SPECIAL  CASES 
Unemployed  persons 
Pensioners 
Orphans  (including motherless 
or fatherless  children) 
DBNMARK 
Normal  allowances 
Allowances  are  increased to 
Dkr  227  per month  for each child 
when  both parents are pensioners 
plus  a  special  supplement  of 
Dkr 358  per month 
FAMILY  BENEFITS 
IRELA"lll"D 
£  35  per month if  under 16 and 
living at home 
Normal  allowances 
Normal  allowances 
If one  parent  is deceased allowan- Normal  allowances 
ces are  increased to  Dkr  227  per 
month  plus  special  supplement  of 
Dkr  593  per month 
Total orphans:  allowances are in-
creased to Dkr  227  plus  special 
supplement  of Dkr 745  per month 
(1)  Also  holiday allowances paid in May:  7%  of the  orphans'  allowance  paid  during- the preceding  12  months. 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
Family allowances are paid con-
currently with all other national 
insurance benefits  (excluding 
guardian's allowance  (see Tables 
"Survivors")  and all industrial 
injury benefits  and the increases 
for dependent  children therewith 
Pensioners are entitled to 
family  allowances 
NETHERLANDS 
Unemployed  persons  are entitled to 
family allowances either under the 
general  scheme  or under  special 
arrangements  (in the  event  of un-
employment  assistance) 
Pensioners  are  entitled to  family 
allO\vance s 
Fatherless or motherless children: 
normal  allowances  (but  see Tables 
VIII) 
Orphans under the  general  insuran-
ce  scheme  for widows  and  orphans 
(1) 
See  Tables VIII G E R M A N Y 
The  unemployed are entitled to 
family  allowances 
'33LGIUM 
Supplementary allowance  of 
Bfr 5  115.25 per month  for each 
handicapped child under 25 
Allowance  equal to the  family 
allowances granted for April  and 
paid in May 
Unemployed  persons  are entitled to 
family  allowances 
Persons rece1v1ng invalidity,  old- Pensioners are entitled to family 
age  or orphans'  benefit  from  stat- allowances 
utory insurance  schemes  or dis- Allowances  for children of invali-
ablement  benefit  from  employment  dity pensioners: 
injury insurance  are granted  1st and  2nd  children  Bfr  2  334.50 
special  supplements  (see  also  3rd children  Bfr 3  057.75 
other Tables)  4th children  Bfr 3  118.5G 
~th and  following 
children  Bfr 3  141.25 
(+  supplement  according to  age) 
Orphans'  allowances: 
Bfr 4  367.50 for  each child 
(plus  supplement  according to 
age) 
FAMILY  BENEFITS 
F R A N C E 
Special allowance for persons with 
a  5o%  or more  handicap,  up  to  20 
years:  FF  272 
Addition for children with at  leas 
So%  incapacity who  are not  taken 
into care  by  the  special  education 
service: 
constant  attendance  by  another 
person FF  408 
Discretionary  dai~ help: 
FF  204 
Unemployed  persons registered 
with  an unemployment  f1md  are 
entitled to  family  allowances 
under certain conditions 
Pensioners are entitled to  family 
all01.rance s  (under certain condi t-
ions  as  regards invalidity or 
employment  injury pensioners) 
Allowances for orphans  and cer-
tain children dependent  on  one 
parent:  FF  255  a  month for an 
orphan;  WF  190.25 a  month  for a 
child where  one  parent  is deceased 
or wheT'"'  onl}  t},e  materne.l  I  pa~nthood j s  establ  iehed 
J  T  A  L  Y 
Unemployed  persons  are entitled 
to  family  ;~.llowances 
Pensioners  are  eli~ible for  family 
allowances 
TABLE  X  - 4 
L U X E M B 0  U R G 
Supplementary allowance  of 
Lfr  1 155  for each  child under  18 
with  an  at  least  5o%  insufficiency 
or permanent  reduction of physical 
or mental ability by  comparison 
with that  of a  child of the  same 
age.  Maintenance without  an age 
limit if the child is unable  to 
care for itself 
Unemployed  persons  are entitled 
to  f~ily allowances  like other 
residents 
Pensioners  are  entitled to  family 
allm.;ances 
If the per8on entitled to the  ~1-
lo•·mnce  dies it is continued  'lnd 
mav  he  combined  1-1i th  ornh'l.ns'  oens 
ions 
ll5 1
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TABLE  XI  - 1 
EXISTING  SCHEMES 
LEXHSLATION 
1. First  law 
2.  Basic  legislation 
FIELD  OF  APPLICATION 
TOTAL  (Involuntary)  UNEMPLOYMENT 
Conditions 
- Main  conditions 
D '8  N M A R K 
Unemployment  insurance 
(optional) 
Law  of 4 April  1907 
Law  of 1970 
Wage  earners and self employed 
persons of 16  - 65  years of age 
may  be admitted as members  to an 
unemployment  fund 
- be  capable  of work 
- be  available  for work 
- have  signed  on  at the  employ-
ment  office 
(l)  Except  married women  who  chose  before April  1977  not  to  be  insured. 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
IRELAND 
a)  Unemployment  insurance 
b)  Unemployment  assistance 
Law  of 1911 
Social Welfare  Laws  1952  - 1978 
With  few  exceptions,  all persons 
aged 16  years  and  over employed 
under  a  contract  of service or 
apprentice  ship. 
a.)  - be  capable  of work 
- be  aV"l.ilable  for work 
- have  signed  on  at  the  employ-
ment  office 
b)  - be  capahlEl  of work,  available 
for  and  seeking work 
- have  lived in Ireland for at 
least  6  months 
- have  no  rig-ht  to  insurance 
benefit 
U N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 M 
Unemployment  insurance 
Act  of 1911 
Act  of 1975  and  regulations 
thereunder 
Flat  rate benefits: all employed 
persons • ( l) 
Earning-s-related  supplement:  all 
employees under minimum  pension 
age  (65  for men,  60  for women) 
entitled to flat-rate unemploy-
ment  benefit 
- be  capable  of work 
- be  available  for work with  an 
emplover 
- have  signed on  at the  employment 
office 
- be  free  from  disqualification 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
a)  Interim allowance 
b)  Unemployment  insurance 
c)  Unemployment  assistance 
a)  and b)  Law  of 9  September  1949 
(amended) 
c)  Law  of 10  December  1964 
on  unemployment  assistan 
ce 
a)  and b)  All  employees 
c)  Employees  who  do  not  or no 
longer fulfil the conditions 
required in order to receive 
unemplo~nent insurance  allow-
ances 
To  have  registered at the  employ-
ment  exchange GERMANY 
a)  Unemployment  insurance 
b)  Unemployment  assistance 
a)  and  b)  16  July 1927 
Law  of 25  June  1969  modified 
several  times 
General Section,  Social  Code  of 
11  December  1975and  23  December 
1976 
a) All  employees  (industrial and 
non-industrial staff and workers 
underR;oing vocation"l.l training 
including young handicapped 
persons).  Persons  receiving tran-
sitional allowances after under-
going rehabilitation measures 
b)  All  employees 
a)  and b):  To  have  registered at 
the  employment  exchange  as unem-
ployed  and  to have  apPlied  for 
benefit 
'9:SLGIUM 
Unemployment  insurance 
28  December  1944 
Decree  of 20  December  1963 
(amended) 
- .. 
All  employees  covered by social 
security 
Young  persons who  are unemployed 
following their training 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
F  R A N C E 
a)  Unemployment  assistance 
b)  Supplementary unemployment 
insurance  ( l) 
a)  Law  of 11 October 1940  and 
Decree  of 12  March  1951 
b)  Agreement  of 31  December  1958 
Ordinance  of 7 January 1959 
Ordinance  of 13  Jul:v  1967 
a)  All  emplovees 
b)  All  employees  bound bv  a  con-
tract of service to  emnloyers 
within the  ~cheme's field  of 
apnlicatton  (1) 
TABLE  XI  - l 
JTALY  LUXEMBOURG 
a)  Unemployment  insurance  Unemployment  insurance 
b)  Exceptional unemployment  allow 
ances 
Decree  law  of 19  October  1919 
Ft)  ancl  b) Decree-law of 
-1  October  19"\5  (several  amend-
menta) 
a) All  employees 
b)  Harkers  in certain  cate~Sories 
and  areas 1vho  do  not  fulfil 
the  conditions  rerruired for a) 
Law  of  6  August  1921 
Law  of 30  June  1976 
- Employed  persons 
- Young  persons,  who  are unemploy-
ed  following their training 
- Self-employed  persons who  have 
given up  their trade and are  in 
search of paid  employment 
-·-- --
To  be  fit  for ;.;ork  and  reR;i st  ered  a)  and b):  To  have  registered at 
for  employment  the  employment  exch~e 
a)  and  b):  To  have  registered at 
the emplovment  exchange 
- To  be  involuntarily unemployed 
-To be fit to work 
- To  have  registered for  employm~t 
(l) France:  OriR;inally based upon  contracts,  this  scheme  has  in practice been  extended to cover all employees 
except  for certain special  categories,  such  as persons  emnloyed  as domestic  servants. 
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TABLE  XI  - 2 
D E N M A R K 
- Qualifying period  - have  completed  a  minimum  period 
of employment  of 26  weeks  during 
the  4  preceding years 
- 6 months  of insurance with fund 
- Maximum  age 
Resources 
Waiting period  -
- -
BENEFITS 
Days  for which  allowance is  6  days  a  week 
granted 
Duration of payment  Not  more  than 3  1/2 years 
For the  insured entitled to  an 
old-age or invalidity pension, 
or aged  67+  limited to  78  days 
in any  period of 12  months 
-
(l) See  Tg_bles  I'V  11S1ckness-Cash Benef1ts". 
(2)  5-day week. 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
I  R E  L  A.  "'if  D 
a) Flat-rate benefit 
- 26  contributions paid; 
- 48  contributions paid or 
credited during the 
contributions year  (1) 
preceding the benefit year (1). 
If less than 48  but not  less 
than 26  contributions paid or 
credited,  a  reduced benefit 
is payable. 
Pal-related benefit 
Payable under the  same 
conditions as for  sickness 
benefit  (1). 
b) -
a)  and b):  66  years  of age 
b)  Inadequate  resources 
Flat-rate benefit:  3  days 
Pav-related benefit:  12  days 
-
6  days  a  week 
a)  Insurance 
Flat-rate benefit  -----------------
- Unlimited if the  claimant  aged 
65-66  has paid at  least  156  con-
tributions 
- Limited to  156 days if aged un-
der  18  or a  married vroman  de-
pendent  on  her husband 
- Limited to  390  days  in other 
cases 
~~~=~~~~_::~~!:!:.! 
Limited to  381  davs 
b)  Assistance 
Unlimited 
U N  I  T E  D  KINGDOM 
Flat-rate benefits 
(a)Either at least  26  contributions 
pa1d before  6  April  1975  or contri-
butions paid in any  tax year since 
6  April  1975  amounting to at  least 
25  times  the minimum  contribution 
for that year 
(b)For full benefit,contributions 
pa1d or credited in the  relevant 
contribution year amounting to at 
least  50  times  the minimum  contribu 
tion for that year 
Earnings-related  supplement: 
Entitlement  to  fla~-rate benefit 
and  since Jan.l,l97  have  paid 
contributions amounting to at  least 
~~Ir43 during the appropriate tax 
Men  65,  women  60 
Flat -rate benefit:  3  days 
Earnings-related  SUJ2J2lement: 
12  days 
6  days  a  week 
Flat-rate benefits 
Limited to  312  days  excluding 
Sundays  in any period of interrup 
tion of employment.  A.  claimant  re 
qualifies for  a  further period of 
'12 days  when  he  has paid a  fur-
ther 13  contributions while work-
ing for  an  employer 
Earnin~s-related supplement 
Limit  to  156  days  (excluding  Sun-
days) 
(3)  Netherlands:  \'lorkers  receiving the  interim allowance  are  considered to be  still linked to the  occupational sector. 
The  trade cooperative associations are  authorized to grant this allowance  for  a  longer period. Thereafter workers 
may  receive unemployment  benefit  for  90  days  in the  same  year. 
NETHERLAND s 
a)  At  least  130  days  of paid em-
ployment  in the  same  occupational 
sector during the last  12  months 
(2) 
b)  and c):  65  days  of paid employ-
ment  during the last  12  months  or 
for the last  6  weeks  (2) 
65 
a)  and b)  None 
c)  Reduction of allowances in the 
event  of supplementary  income 
None 
5  days  a  week 
a)  Interim allowance:  40  days  a 
year,  thereafter unemployment 
all01orance  (3) 
b)  130  days  a  year 
c)  2  years 
' 
extension to  65  years 
for unemployed  persons  over 60 G  E  R  M  A  N Y 
a)  At  least  6  months'  employment 
under insurance  cover during the 
last  3  years 
b)  During the  last year at  least 
10  weeks'  employment  under in-
surance  cover or to have  received 
unemployment  allowance  (for at 
least  one  day) 
a)  65 
b)  65 
a)  -
b)  State of need 
None 
'1,)  and  b):  6  days  a  week 
-a) Pronortionate to periods of 
emoloyment  durin~ last  3  ye'trs 
F~olovment  Allowance 
6  months  78  days 
9  months 
12  months 
18  months 
2ll  months 
b)  No  limit 
1?0 
156 
2)4 
312 
days 
days 
davs 
days 
B:SLGIUM 
Period varies according to the  age 
of the insured person:  75  working 
days during the  last  10  months  and 
600  working days during the last 
36  months 
65  for men 
60  for women 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
F R A N C E 
a)  To  have  been in paid employment 
for at  least  150  days  during the 
last year 
b)  At  least  91  days'  membership 
or 520  working hours  over 12 
months 
a)  and b)  65 
After first 3  months means  tested 
(e.g.  the  ceiling for a  single 
person's  income  is FF  29.64 a  day) 
None  -- a)  )  d't.VS 
b)  None 
Working  days  and unpaid public 
holidays 
a)  and b):  Every day 
No  limit  (excl"mt  for c-ertain cases  a)  No  limit  hut  allowance  reduced 
where  unemplovment  is nrotracted  OI  by  l~ after 1  year  and  by  1~ 
recurs  with unusue,l  frPm.JPncy,  h~n  for  each  further ;rear  (m~ximum 
dicR:oped  Harkers  in a  protected  reduction of  <,Or1,  for "'rorkers under 
workshoo  and  workers  with 
volunta~ reduced hours). 
')'):  no  reduction 1-rhen  ,iob  lost 
over  5'5) 
b)  365  days  - with  extensions 
varying accorning to "'rorker' s  age 
J  T A L Y 
a)  At  least  2 years of insurance 
and  52  weeks'  contributions during 
the  last  2 years 
b)  At  least  5  weeks'  or 1  month 
before  1949  or during the last  2 
years 
a)  7  days 
b)  1  day 
a)  and  b ) :  Every day 
a)  180  days  '1- year  (extended to 
360  days  in the  buildin~ se~tor 
under transitional  arran~ements) 
b)  90  days,  with nossibility of 
extension  until 180  days 
TABLE  XI  - 2 
L U X E M B 0  U R G 
At  least  26  weeks of employment 
during the  last year 
None 
Everv day 
365  calendar days  per 2-year 
period 
~----------------------------~----------------------------~------------------------·----4-----------------------·---~----~-----·----·--------------------~ 
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TABLE  XI  - 3 
Earnings taken as reference 
Ceiling 
Rate 
Family  supplements*) 
n E N M A R K 
Calculation usually based on  ave-
rage  earnings of preceding 5 
weeks 
90%  of average  earnings 
Maximum  rates are  fixed  for a half 
year at  a  time by the  separate 
funds (at not more than Dkr 1 349 per 
week) 
None 
*)In addition to family  allowances. 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
I  R E L A  ""'"  D 
Pay-related benefit 
Gross taxable earnings in a  pre-
vious  income  tax year 
Pay-related benefit 
5.'..  50  per week 
a)  Flat....;['ate  benefit 
Married woman  dependent  on  her 
husband:£ 12.50 per week 
Man  or woman  other than aboves 
£  14.35 per week 
Pay-related benefit 
see Table  IV  "Sickness-Cash bene-
fits" 
The  combined  flat-rate and  pay-
related benefits may  not  exceed 
85%  of  reck~nable weekly  earnings 
b)  Urban areas  :  £  11.75 maximum 
Other  :  5.'..  11.35 maximum 
per week 
a)l dependent  adult 
Each of the first  two 
dependent  children 
each further child 
per week 
b)l dependent  adult 
£  9.35 
£  4.15 
£  3.40 
urban areas 
Other 
£  8.65 max. 
£  8.35 max. 
1  adult+lchild 
urban areas 
other 
per week 
£ 12.20 max. 
5.'..  12.00 max. 
U N I  T E  D  K I  N G D 0  M  N E T H E R L A N D S 
Earnings-related supplement  Daily earnings  lost 
Average  weekly earnings  (obtained 
by dividing annual earnings by  50 
in the  relevant tax year 
Earnings-related supplement 
5.'..%  per week 
Flat-rate benefit 
£  14.70 per week 
Earnings-related supplement 
One  third of average weekly 
earnings  between 5.'.. 13 and £ 30 plus 
15%  of average weekly  earnings 
between£ 30  and£ 95. 
Limited to the amount  needed to 
bring total weekly  benefit  (in-
cluding flat-rate benefit,  in-
creases for dependants and  earn-
ings-related supplement)  up  to 
8,%  of average weekly  earnin~s 
1  dependent  child 
Each  child 
£  9.10 
£  2.20 
a),  b)  and  c) Fl 221.47  per day 
(5-d.ay  week) 
a)  and b)  80%  of reference  earn-
ings 
c)  75%  of reference  earnings 
Minimum  for heads  of household 
and  single persons  of 35  years 
and  over: 
a)  and b)  80%  of Fl 104.51 
c)  75%  of Fl  111.64 G E R M A N Y 
a)  and b)  Net  earnings for the 
last  20  days 
a)  and  b)  DM  3  700  per month 
BELGIUM 
Average gross earnings 
Bfr 30  250  per month 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
F R A N C E 
a)  -
b)  Earnings  on  which  contributions 
have  been paid for  last  3 
months 
c) 90 %  of previous  earnings 
T  T  A L  Y 
TABLE  XI  - 3 
LUXEMBOURG 
Gross  earnings during the  3  months 
~hich precede unemployment 
~-----------------------------+------------------------------~-----------------------------~--------·-----------------------r----------------------------~ 
a)  68%  of net  earnings  (benefits 
on a  f1xed  scale) 
b)  58%  of net  earnings  (benefits 
on  a  fixed  scale) 
6o%  of earnings for  one year,  then 
reduced to 4o%  unless  household 
head: 
maximum  Bfr 726  per day 
Minimum 
Head  of household 
Others 
( 6-day week) 
Bfr 612 
Bfr 484 
a)  standard rate FF  15.20 (1)  per 
dav 
b)  351,  of reference  earnin~s  (2) 
Minimum:  FF  25.70 per day  (3) 
Total  indemnity is  increased to 
90%  of the gross  salary for a 
maximum  period of one year where 
redundancy is for  economic  reason 
a)  and b)  standard rate: 
Lit  800  per day 
Where  unemployment  is due  to re-
dundancy  because of cessation of 
the enterprise or of reduction in 
staff a  special unemployment 
allowance  equal  to  two-thirds of 
the last daily earnings is paid 
for 180 days  (contributior. 
condition reduced to  13  weeks) 
so%  of reference  e'lrninP,"s,  but  the 
indemnity cannot  exceed  2  1/2 
times  or twice the minimum  social 
salary if unemployment  lasts for 
more  than  182  calendar days during 
a  12-rnonth  period 
~-----------------------r------------------------+-------------------------1-------------------------1-----------------------~ 
See  Table  X "Family Benefits" 
(1)  For the  !lrRo three  months:  FF  16.50. 
(2)  l'io:;  sunnlement  durinP,'  the first three monthR. 
(3)  For the first three months:  ~~ 29.55· 
a)  For spouse  and  each dependent 
person:  FF  6.60 n~r day 
123 124 
TABLE  XI  - 4 
PARTIAL  UIDE'LOYMENT 
Definition of partial 
unemployment 
CONDITIONS 
COMPENSATION 
ACCUMULATION 
.No  special definition 
See Total  Unemployment 
Proportional  rate as  for total 
unemployment 
Pensions:  accumulation permitted 
but duration of benefits is 
limited 
Sickness cash benefits:  no 
accumulation 
Income  from  other gainful activ-
ity (self-employed activity 
excepted): 
the general rule  excludes accum-
ulation.  In a  number of special 
cases,  however,  accumulation is 
possible 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
,\  I  I 
Normally not  payable with other 
social  insurance benefits 
~ N I  T E D  K I  N G D 0 X 
/my day of unemployment  on which 
a  person would  normally work 
See Total Unemployment 
See  Total  Unemployment 
Not  normally payable with other 
social  insurance benefits 
N E T H E R L A N  D S 
Short-time working  (under 48  hrs 
per week)  or alternating periods 
of employment  with  the approval 
of the authorities 
See Total  Unemployment 
(interim allowance) 
See Total Unemployment 
a)  and  b)  /my  compensation paid 
by  the employers  is deducted 
c)  -
Part of supplementary  income  is 
deducted  from  the allowance UNEMPLOYMENT 
G E R M A N Y  RELGIUM  F  R A N C E  J  T A L Y 
Insurance  only:  unavoidable  short- Days  or half days during which  the  a) Assistance:  temporary closure  Additions  to  salar.y where  the 
time working initially affecting  execution of the work  contract  is  or short-time working  (under 40  enterprise  reduces or ceases 
at least 1/3 and  thereafter at  suspended  hours  per week)  affecting at  least activities: 
least  10%  of staff (1)  2o%  of the staff  - because of reasons of its own  or 
See  Total Unemployment  and  over 
10%  reduction of normal  working 
time 
See  Total  unemployment 
Per hour of unemployment,  propor- See  Total  Unemployment 
tional rate as for total unemploy-
ment  (official scale) 
Pensions:  no  accumulation 
Sickness allowance:  no  accumulat-
ion 
Income: 
Entitlement  to assistance pre-
supposes  state of need 
- Benefit  from  a  full early pen-
sion:  no  unemployment  benefit 
-Benefit from  a  partial early 
pension:  benefit  is reduced  where 
the accumulation exceeds  140%  of 
the total of unemployment  benefit 
b)  Insurance:  payment  of supple- temporarily (ordinary additions) 
mentary hours  allowance  - because of the sectoral or loeal 
See  Total Unemployment 
a)  Hourly  allowance  FF  3.00 for 
the lst 80  hours,  FF  3.50 for 
80  to  160  hours  and  FF  4.50 
for the rest 
b)  Hourly  allowance  FF  10.30 
economic  situation,  restructura-
tion or reconversion of the 
enterprise  (extraordinary 
additions) 
Request  made  by  the  employer. 
Authorisation by  INPS  or by  Decree 
80%  of the total remuneration  (for 
employees up  to Lit 300  000  per 
month)  for unworked  hours  between 
0  and  40  hours  a  week  for 3  months 
(Ordinary additions)  or 5 months 
(extraordinary additions);  this 
duration can be  extended 
a}  Assistance:  with allowances  to  a)  Nu  accumulation of unemployment 
old workers  and  invalidity pen- allowances  with exceptional  allow-
sions:  no  accumulation of earnings ances 
daily resource ceiling:  No  accumulation with sickness 
for single person  FF  46.80  allowance 
for families  FF  61.20  No  accumulation with pensions 
b)  Supplementary  insurance:  with  over Lit  100  000  per month 
allowance  provided as  unemploy- b)  No  acclmulation with  pensions 
ment  assistance:  accumulation pos-
sible up to  90  %(95%  if there are 
dependants) of  earnings 
(1)  In the building sector,  1n the  event  of unemployment  due  to  weather conditions  (  1  November- 31  March). 
TABLE  XI  - 4 
L U X E M B 0  U R G 
Short-time working or two  or more 
days  of unemployment  in a  normal 
working week 
Employees  normally  employed  by 
the enterprise at  the  time  of 
partial unemployment 
8o%  of the gross hourly  earnings 
although  the benefit  cannot  exceed 
the 2-and-a-half times  ceiling for 
the minimum  hourly  social  salar.y. 
The  first 8  hours of each month 
are not  indemnified 
125 European Communities- Commission 
Comparative tables of the social security systems in the Member States of the European Communities 
Tenth Edition (Situation at 1 July 1978) 
General System 
Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities 
1978- 126 p.  - 21  x 29,7 em  (oblong) 
DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL 
ISBN 92-825-0595-2 
Catalogue number: CB-25-78-502-EN-C 
BFA 200  DKR 35  DM  12,70 
LIT 5400  HFL 13,80  UKL 3.30 
FF 28,20 
USD 6.50 
The comparative tables of social  security are  intended to allow comparison of the general schemes in the nine Member 
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